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FOREWORD

In response to Congressional mandates, the U. S. Environmental Protection

Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and Contrail has funded the development of a

-. series of manualst prepared by Wyle Laboratorlest to support a Quiet Cities Program.

The first of these manuals, entitled "Community Noise Assessment Manual - Social

_- Survey Workbookr"l* provided detailed instructions for conducting an attitudinal

survey on noise in a community. The second manual, entitled "Community Noise
.2

Assessment Manual - Acoustical Survey_ provided detailed practical procedures for

i conducting a noise measurement survey in a community. This manual, the third in this

_ series_ is designed to assist local governments in making logical and cost-effectlve

decisions on the allocaHon of funds to reduce the adverse effects of noise in their

' communities. To make maximum use of the material in this documentr a community

_' will have util|zed the preceding manualst or their equivalents, to obtain detailed data

_" on the noise env]ronmentr and attitudes toward this environment, in their community.

However, this manual also stands alone in that it contains many useful guidelines and

procedures which a community can utilize to decide on the most efficient allocation

i _ of effort and Fundsdirected toward preserving the natural resource - quiet - in their

!_ communlty.

k_
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i_.. *See References for a complete citation.
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'_ 1.0 iNTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose af the Manual

In response to EPA's mandate to actively support the development of quiet

communities, this manual has been developed to assist local governments in deter-

mlning_ in an ob]ectlve mannert the efficient allocation of funds for reducing the

-_ adverse effects of noise in their communities. Since the number of possible cordolnations

of noise sources and corresponding countermeasures to reduce their impact can be quite

_, large_ a computer-based approach is therefore called for to develop optimum scenarios

For expenditures. The procedure described in this manual utilizes an optimization

_ computer model called "Noizop" which selects the mOStcost-effective noi_a abate-

ment measuresand the amount of money which should be spent on each. 3 The primary

_= criterion for optimization is based on economic and acoustical data gathered in the com-

I _ munlty. While the procedures involved in obtaining cast estimates for the noise counter-

_4 measuresand noise level data for the cOmmunity nolse sources to be abated are somewhat

I _ involved1 the overall approach is conceptually quite simple andt even w|thout use of

_ a computer_ much of the material will provide very useful guidelines for devising noise

_ control strategies of any desired detail.

i_ The approach consists of the three basic steps illustrated _nFigure 1-1:

_g Step 1. Find out what the problems ore. (Chapter 2)

- What noisesare people complaining about?

!_ - What noisesare people annoyed by?

- How loud are the noise sources?

fg - Which noise sources should be considered as problems_ and

therefore as candlc_tes for noise reduction?

_ Step 2. Find out what the solutions are. (Chapter 3)

_ - What solutions ore appropriate for the identified problems?

_'_ - How much do they cost?

_ - How effective are they?

_ - Are they politically and soclally feasible?

I-1
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Complaint J Attitudinal I Acoustical1. F_nd out what the Data Data Data _

problems are. l(Chapter 2)

--,I Identified Problems k--

I Political _

& Appropriate
Social Solutions

2. Plnd out what the Feasibilitysolutions are.

(Chapter 3)

I Cost of Solutions J EFfectiveness of Solutions

11 -
I Cost-E_ectlveness AnaJ_sls J

l _

3. Choose the best
solutlons.

(Chapter 4) Optimum Allocation of J _Fundsfor Each

Abatement Measure I _.

Figure I-I. Basic Sequence oFProcedures Followed in this Manual
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Step 3. Choose the best solutions. (Chapter 4)

_ - How much money should be spent on each alternative solution

to achieve the maximum benefit, and still remain within the

budget?

Three approaches are available For Step 1 to "find out what the problems are. "

1. A survey of peoples' attitudes toward noise may be conducted using a

standard survey procedure developed by EPA. 1 The attitudinal survey

provides information on the number of people who are annoyed (and to
t

what degree) by various sources of noise in different areas of the

COmmunity, what types of" noise abatement solutions they support, and

how much they are willing to pay For noise abatement. Thus, the

extent of community annoyance from various noise sources is used in
i ,L

this manual as one crlterlan for identiFylng specific community noise

_" problems.
I

2
_.-, 2. An EPA-designed acoustical survey may be conducted to provide the

i _ actual noise levels produced by the various noise sources in the com-

,._ munity and thus provide a second criterion which can be used to identify

i , noise problems.

_'_ 3. The third method for identlfying problem sources can be based on the

_ number of complaints issuedby the community residents concerning

_'_ the various sourcesof noise.

While it is not absolutely necessary that the EPA attitudinal and acoustical
t_

, _ surveys be performed before the procedures in this manual are followed, it is necessary

that the user of thls manual be knowledgeable of the resldents' attitudes toward the

_,, community no_sesources and the physical noise levels produced by these sourcesso that

candidates for noise abatement treatment can be identified. The language in this

_., manual frequently refers to results of the attitudinal and acoustical surveys.

i _ ,
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To "find out what the solutions are" (Step 2), a series of procedures are described

in this manual which will assist the reader to (1) identify the most promising solutions to -+

the problems identified in Step 1, (2) estimate the costs of implementing each solution;

and (3) estimate the noise level reductions obtained as a result of implementing each

solution. Abatement measures which are found to be infeasible from the political or

social acceptability or practicability standpoint are eliminated from comlderatlon, "-_

while addltional measureswhich the community specifically wishes to support are added

to tEe list of solutions to be analyzed.

Finally, to "choose the best solutions" (Step 3), the computer-based cost-

effectiveness analysis is carried out. The resulting recommendations are then evalu-

• oted and, if necessary, modified. A final set of abatement measuresand associated

levels of expenditure are then selected and implemented. While this manual does not

describe how to actually implement each individual noise control *_eosure (for instance,

there ore no guidelines provided on how to set up a vehicle maintenance program),

methods ere given for determining the essential goals of each noise abatement measure.

It is assumedthat a computer is available to the user to run the cost-effectiveness

optimization computer model. 3 Even if thls is not the case, however, most of Chapter 2

and Sections 3.1 and 3.4 of Chapter 3 of this manual will still be of value to users

interested in identifying community noise problems and in determining the costsand

effectiveness of the most appropriate solutions.

I .2 Description of the Optimization Model (Nolzop)

The ultimate purpose of Noizop is to provide a tool for rational and objective

decision making in policy and regulatory activity concerning environmental acoustic

noise from all sources. Simply slated, the problem ts to distribute a given hypothetical

sum of money in such a way as to obtain the greatest possible benefit in terms of reduction

of the .,umber of people adversely affected by environmental noise. This is a problem of

ep_rat.ons r_searche end it requires an involved computer program to properly handle the

task, The inherent nonlinearity of the mathematics that describe the problem prevent the

: i-4



use of" well developed methods of" linear algebra. A sophisticated searching algorithm

is utilized in the program to Find the most cost-effectlve way of dlstrlbutlng the given

sum of money among the alternative noise abatement" measures.

For purposes of a mathematical formulation of the problem, a quantity is

defined that rates the quality of the envlronmental noise climate of"a community. This

quantity is called the Noise Impact Indexz abbreviated to Nil:

Nil = Number of People in a Given Community Impacted by Noise
"_ Total Number of People in the Community
J

The noise climate quollty improves with declining NIi. In operations research language,

: . the Nil is the objective Function (i.e._ it is the single function to be minimized by the

,.,.,, judicious dlstrlbut_on of the given sum of money).

' + In using the optimization model, the community is divided into homogeneous

_' noise zones, and these zones are Further divided into cells. While the population and

: ' land use of each ceil in a zone may be different, the noise levels to which the cell is

_" exposed Fromvarious sources are assumed to be uniformly represented by the average

' " noise levels in the nolse zone which are measured in the acoustical survey.

. The basic repetitive task performed by Nolzop is to apply, at each cell, the

selected means or countermeasures for reducing noise impact for o specified drstrlbut_on

_ of expendffures, noting the number of people no longer impacted by noise, and com-

puting a new (reduced) NII. This t'ask rs performed a large number of tlmes during any

_ one execution of Nolzop as it searches for the dlstrlbutlon of expenditures which gives

the greatest NIl reduction for a given budget. The effect of an abatement measure in
f=

the community is modeled by estimating the change in impact (quantified by the Noiset I_

Impact index) whlch occurs for the population in each of the cells when the cell noise

+., levels are reduced as a result of hypothetlcally applying that noise abatement measure.

i+. In choosing the best set of abatement measures_ Nolzop spends money in incre-

;"'+ mental amounts until a preset maxlmum is reached. At each stept money is spent

4-"!

n

•) ,%
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on the abatement measurewith the best cost-effectiveness ratio. A portion of the

money spent may he incurred by the local go,ernment. This cost to the local government -"

and the total primary cast (see Section 3.4) to all segments of society are displayed

by the computer program at each step of the optimization process so that Forany desired

local government budget, the most cost-effective community expenditure can be

determined. Noizop selects alternatives based on total societal costs of each counter-

me:_sure- not those measures which are least costly from the local government's p:.int

of view. This approach is appropriate since the benefits of abatement nmasures are also

measured in terms of the effects on the community as a whole.

The value of the Nil in o particular cell is proportional to the product" of a

welghtlng function, which depends upon the noise level found in that cell, and the

cell population. A different weighting Function is also used for day and night. The

noise level at which the noise impact is defined to be zero is shown in Teble 1-1. Note

,that for each land useF the noise level where 100 percent impact is assumed to occur is

20 dB hlgher than the zero impact level 4 The NIl weighting function* at intermediate

levels isassumed to vary linearly between the zero and 100 percent impact points. For

example, the Nil weighting functlon for a cell in the community where the noise level is

10 dB ebave the zero impact level is equal to 0.5. Similarly, the weighting For an area

where the nols'e level is 30 dB above the zero impact level is equal to 1.5.

The metric used to define the noise levels in the oommunlty is the Equivalent

Sound Level, / . This level is the energy average of the momentary A-weighted
eq

levels measured over a specified period of Hme. The daytime Leq, symbolized by kd,

is averaged over the hours from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. The nighttime Leq, symbolized by

Ln, isaveraged over the hours from 10 p.m. to 7a.m.

*Equivalent to the term "fractional impact'* employed by EPA.
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Table 1-1

__ A-Weighted Equivalent Sound Levels Assumed in this Manual for Zero Impact
(NIl =-,0) and 100 Percent Impact (NIl = 1.0), by Land Use*

Land Use Zero Impact 100% Impact

Day Night Day Night

RI Single-Family Dwelling 54 46 74 66

," R2 Multi-Family Dwelling 59 46 79 66

C Commercial 59 59 79 79

,'_ I Industrial 70 70 90 90

' S Schools 55 75 -

H Hospitals 50 50 70 70

Derivation

II ii 4_' R! Chas.n to give L, = 55dB per EPA Levels Document For zero health and
on

_,_, welfare effectslnresidentlal areas, Assumes that L - L . = 8 dB
• day ight

_ which is a reasonable approx_matlon to actual environment _ased on
100-site survey in Reference 5)and agrees with the day-nlght difference

_.* cited _n Reference 6 (Table 3.2-6) for R1 land use.
J

R2 Assumes that a typical outdoor-lndoor noise reduction For multl-family
_,J dwellings during the daytime (windows closed) would be 5 dB greater
i _ than for slngle-family dwelHngs.

t_ C Assumes that the day and n_ght criterion levels should be the same as for
_ R2 (day).

_.l ! Assumes that the zero _mpact limit should be 20 dB below OSHA require-
_ menls of 90 dB for both day and night.

_ S Per EPA "Levels Document," --.'Lq(24) criteria inslde schools, etc., is
t _ 45 dB. Assuming a minimum noise reduction of 10 dB wile w_ndows

open gives a zero impact level of 55 dB. No night criterion needed.
f J

_" H Assumes the same levels for both day and night which correspond (within

! dB) to an Lda of 55, consistent with I:PA "Levels Document. "

*These criterion values represent best estimates and intentionally have not been

,_ rounded to the nearest 5 dB which would ordinarily be done to reflect, more
I._ realistically, their accuracy•

_-, 1-7



An important communlty-speclflc aspect to the analysis described in this man-

ual is the ability to "adjust" noise levels of indlvidual sources to account far situations

in which the community is much more annoyed or much less annoyed than "average" by

a particular source of noise. As a hypothetical example1 consider the case in which

motorcycles producing noise levels of 70 dB cause 20 percent of the neighboring house- -_

holds to reportt in the attitudinal survey, that they are highly annoyed by motorcycle

nolsel whereas for other sourcesr a noise level of 75 dB is required to cause this same

degree of annoyance. In this caset an adjustment Factor of 5 dB is added to the motor-

cycle noise levels so that the impact of this source is given as much weight by the

optimization model as that of a louder but equally annoying noise source. A rigorous

procedure for computing adjustment factors for each noise source is described in _-

Section 3.3.3.

1.3 Noise Impact of Specific Sources

As suggested by the preceding paragraph_ the contribution of individual sources

to the total noise in any given area can be adiusted, to accounh in any approximate

woyr For the relative annoyance which a community expresses toward such specific ,-

sources. This will substantially improve the ability to develop an optimum strategy for

countermeasures to reduce the total noise impact from all the significant noise sources _

in a community. This global approach to community noise reduction is a basic objective

of this strategy guideline. Howevert a community may also be faced with noise problems

concerned with .just one or two specific sources whosephysical contribution to the total

community noise climate may be small and not necessarily indicative of community

annoyance response to the sources. For example_ as illustrated in Figure 1-2, From

results of a recent EPA-sponsored noise survey in Allentown, Pennsylvanlar the top 10

specific sources which contribute the mostto community noise levels (Figure 1-2a) do

not rank in the same way as the actual norse levels of each source (Figure 1-2b) or as

the apparent relative annoyance response to each source (Figure I-2c).

In such cases_ exercising the complete optimization strategy outlned in this

menual may not be cost-effectlve for the community to abate such singular noise

1-8
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(a) Contribution to Overall L oF 10 Most
Identlflable Sources (AccoeuqntsFor Single
Event Level and Frequency of Occurrence)

75

--- dB(A)

i

._ (bl Average Single Event Level of Each
95 ' ' JdenHfrable Source

Average
level

,._ 75

I •

, 40 (c) Annoyance Response

Percent
_' Mention
:.7 "as

Annoye:l

"_ Figure 1-2. Source Noise and Annoyance Choracterlstlcs from Allentown Study
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problems. Instead, a more direct approach aimed at the particular offending noise

source(s) may be in order. Howevert even in this case1 much of the material contained

in this manualr particularly _n Section 3.1, will be of value in guiding o community to

select effective noise abatement action for just one or two well defined noise sources.

1.4 How to Use the Manual

The remaining sections of the manual are organized in accordance with the flow-

chart of Figure 1-1_ shown earlier on page 1-2. First_ use data from the acoustical and attl-

tudleal surveys to help identify noise problems in the community as described in Chapter 2.

Secondt identify potential solutions to these problems as discussed in S_ctlon 3. I. After

abatement measureshave been selected far the optimization analysis, select a "target

year" in the future at which the costsand effects of the measures are to be compared

(Section 3.2) and prepare data on the community for input to the computer model

(Section 3.3). The target year is that time in the future when the countermeasures will be

in full effect. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 may be skipped if the computerized optimization

analysis is not deslred. Nextt estimate the costsof each ol0atement measure and the

associated reductions in noise level for each affected source which are expected to result

in the target year. Finally, as described in Chapter 4, operate the Nolzop computer pragramt

obtain and evaluate the resultst and select the final set of actions recommended for your

communlty.
r

For assistance in operating the noise optimization program, consult Appendix A.

Section A. 1 provides an additional introduction to Nalzop and references the complete r

Nolzop User's Gulda (a separate document). 3 Section A.2 describes the revisions to thls

User's Guide to reflect the additional capabilitles of the computer model ina_'porated

for this manual. In Section A.3_ some hypothetical applications of the model of interest

to local governments are shown based on data from o previous analysis of Menlo Park,

California. An actual example of the application of the manual to Allentownp Pennsylvania

is shown in Section A.4. A program listing of the updated version of Noizop (written in

FORTRAN Iv') is available from EPA.

1-10



Appendix B provides a discussion and Iisfing of" o Vehicle Sl'alisf_cs Program

(VESTA) which is used to estimate the effects of various vehicle noise abatement measures

_' described in this manual.
i
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2.0 IDENTIFICATION OF NOISE PROBLEMS

The identification of noise problems in a community must begin with a

•_ definition of the term "noise problem." For purposesof this manual, a noise problem

_vill be said to exist if indicators of the adverse effects of a source of noise on some

_, port of the community become "excessive_," that is, they exceed some predetermined

: wlue, Whether or not the effects of a source of noise in some location are actually

•_ felt to be excessive may depend a great deal on individual opinions. A newly-recruited

t_uck driver may feel the noise inside his cab is "excessive1" while the owner of the

_ truck fleet may consider it normal. While neither parry'may be concerned with the
I

exterior noise gellerated by the truck, this would be the concern of local residents. This

hypothetical situation can also be applied to an industrial plant, a railroad locomotive,

or even o recreational Pork; but, the lesson is the same: criteria need to be formulated

_" so that noise sources which produce excessive adverse effects can be identified. These

• " criteria do not have to be hard-and-fast rules applicable nationwide. They may be

'_* besed on experience, an understanding of local community priorities, or just personal

judgment. However, to protect against biasing the results, criteria should be established

_:_ before any data are gathered.
I !.

There are three main indicators of noise problems in the community for which

,, criteria must be established: (1) specific complaints about a source of noise; (2) negative

attitudes toward a source of noise; and (3) excessively high noise levels produced by a

I _ source of noise. The following criteria are recommended for each of these indicators

for identifying a noise source which can be considered to be a potential noise problem
_,r_

_ in the community.

_,_ Complaints: More than I percent of the households in on area complain about

' the source.

_ Attitudes: More than 4 percent of the households in an area mention that

they are annoyed by the source.

2-1



Noise Levels: The day-night sound level (Ldn), in an area, due to a specific
source, is higher than 55 dB.

Here, an "area" is defined by the concept of a homogeneous noise zone

which is descrlbed later in this section. Note that these are not environmental noise --

criteria, but rather they are source-speclfic noise criteria. If any one of these criteria

are exceeded, then, for purposesof this analysls, a noise problem will be assumedto _

exist. ]n the final analysis, it may turn out that it is not cost-effectlve to attempt to

ellmlnate the noise problem. Alternate criteria may be desired, either mare or less

stringent, if it is found that too many or too few "problem areas" are identified according

to these H"lresholdvalues. Figure 2-1 provides a nomogram for choosing alternate cri-

teria. The recommended criteria have been chosen, however, so that the most disturbing

sources of noise and the mostaffected areas of the community will be identified. .-

The complaint and noise level criteria are based on the EPA "Levels Document..,4

A noise level of 55 dB is identlfled as necessary to protect the public health and welfare

with an adequate margin of safety. In commercial or industrial zones, this criterion is

raised to Ldn 65 dB per the rationale in Table 1-1. All other noise zone types are, by

the very manner in which they were deflned, considered to be predom]nently residential

in land use. The attitudinal criteria chosen is based on annoyance reaction curves

relating Ldn with "percent highly annoyed." The relationship used is based on a syn-

thesis of numerous national and international social surveys on noise annoyance. 7 The

criterion is based on expected responseto an Lainof 55 dB. This ¢rlterlon is also used in
commercial or industrlol zones because residents' attitudes toward specific noise sources

in these zones are assumed to be the same as for prlmorily residential zones.

2.1 Develop a Source/Locatlon Impact tv'atrix

Collect date for each of the three indlcators of noise problems mentioned above,

showing both the location in the community from which the complalnt, attitude, or

noise originated and also tim noise source wffh which the complaint, attitude, or noise
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(a) Percent oF (b) Percent oF (c) Day/Night
Households Households Sound Level

Complaln_ng Mentioning (Ldn) in dg
; About Source Being Annoyed Due to Source

By Source *

J
J .

r-. 23 52 -- 80

!5 37 75

_° I0 25 70
Commercial or
Industrial Zones

q_ Recommended
Criteria for

r_'s 2 8 60 ]dentJFieaflon of
_ Noise Problems

J_ 1 ," _ 4 _ 55 t_e'_-sidentlal /-ype
i Zones **

_ .5 _ I 50
I

_ 0 : 0 -- 45

(%) (%) (riB)

I *Category "Highly Annoyed or Above" per EPA AtHtudinal Survey.

_ **All zone types except commercial or _ndustrlal zones.

_ Frgure 2-1, Nomogrom for Determln|ng (o) Complo_nh (b) Attitude_ and (c) Noise
Level Cr|teHa to ]denHfy No_se Problems (based on References 4 and 7;

_ extrapoJaHon shown by dotted Hne).
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is assoclated. Figure 2-2 illustrates the manner af assembling data for each of the three

indicators of noise problems in tabular form. Each table in Figure 2-2 will be called an

"impact" matrix. The exact form of the source and location legends of these matrices

will now be discussed.

Since data from the attltudlnal and acoustical surveys conducted by the cam- _.

munlty according to methods developed by EPA in previous studies, 1' 2 are assumedto

be available for this analysis, locations should be defined in termsof no_sezones. A

noise zone, as defined in these EPA reports, is a collection of areas in the community

which have similar noise characteristics. All areas within o particular noise zone ore

expected to be affected in a homogeneous manner by similar noise sources, although

hhe areas do not have to be geographically contiguous. The 19 possible noise zones __

used in the attitudinal and acoustical surveys are listed in Table 2-1.

The noise zones in Table 2-I are listed in the approximate order in which they

are established (see Reference 2). For instance, the airport zones are established first by

including all areas of the community which lie wlthln the Ldn 65 dB contour (approximately

NEF 30) for Airport Zone B and within the Ldn 75 dB contour (approximately NEF 40) for

Airport Zone A. The railroad zone is then plotted by including all areas of the community

dominated by railroad noise, excluding the airport zones. The stotlonory source noise zones

are then established by determining the area over which each stationary source can be heard

50 percent of the time excluding the airport and railroad zones, and so on. Nat all noise

zones may be defined by the acoustical survey; in Fact, a maximum practical limit of"10

different zones is recommended. A map of the noise zones in your community should be

available as a result of work performed for the attitudinal and acoustical surveys. Obtain

this map and refer to it while reading the following sections of"this manual. Noise sources

which contribute to the overall noise environment of"the noise zones are divided into

categories which roughly parallel the zone categories. A llst of' nolse sources arranged

by source category is provided in Table 2-2 along with commonly observed examples.

Few communities will have noise problems associated _ th every source. For instance,

there may be only one or two stationary sources which warrant investigation, one alrport
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Complaint Data

Location in the CommunityNoise
Source A B C Etc.

1 -

_ 2

ercent F Househ s in Location A
3 Complaining About Source _1

" ' Etc.

Attitudinal Data

Location in the CommunityNoise
Source A B C Etc.

1 _4_ _ _

, , 2 Percent of Households in Location A

,-. 3 Which Mention Being Annoyed by
Source !1

Etc.

i ',

_'_ Acoustical Data

Location in the Communityi_ Noise
.. Source A B C Etc.

I C59_ - -- --
tl

t

I

_ 2 _Day-Night Sound Level (Ld ) in dB' • • n

_ 3 Contributed by Noise Source I1
in LOcation A

i,._ Etc_

'_.. Figure 2-2. Assembly of Complaint, Attitudinal, and Acoustical Data in
Source/Location Impact Metrlces
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source (if any), perhaps a Freight train route and a major highway_ a few complaints

indicating garbage trucks should be considered_ and the usual personal domestic noise

problems such as pots and loud stereos.

Table 2-1

List of Noise Zones Used in the Attltud[nal and Acoustical Surveys 2

1. Airport Noise Zone Type A

2. Airport Noise Zone Type B

3. Railroad Noise Zone

4. Stationary Source Noise Zone

5. Commercial Noise Zone

6. Industrial Noise Zone

7. Commerolal/Industrial Noise Zone

8. Central Business District

9. Highway Noise Zone

10. Major Roadway Noise Zone Type A

11. Major Roadway Noise Zone Type B

12. Minor Roadway Low Traffic Volume

13. Minor Roadway High Traffic Volume

14. Minor Roadway Noise Zone

15. Resldentlal Low Density

16. Residential MedTum Density ....

17. Residential High Densffy

18, Residenl'ial Very High Density _.

19, Residential Noise Zone
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Table 2-2

Categories oF Community Noise Sources
_ Considered in this /_nual

Category Source Examples

Commerclal/Industrial Power Plant, Railroad Yard, Foundry

Stationary Construction Highway, Utility, or Building Construction

Entertainment Center RaceTrack, Music Clubs, Outdoor Theater, Bars
, J

m

get Commercial, Military, Private

Aircraft Small Plane Single-engine Propeller

: Helicopter Police, Military, Commercial

._. Rall Trains Freight, Passenger, Subway, Streetcar, Monorail

TrafFic Major & Minor Arter[als, Collectors and
-- Boulevards

Motorcycle Mo-Ped, Street Cycle, Police Cycle

_-- TrafFic Truck Dump, 18-wheeler, Refrigeration

. . Vehicle Bus Transit, School, lnterclty

,.. Auto Sedan, Sports Car, Van, Pickup Truck

i. Highway Freeway,Major High-speed Throughway

_ Other Vehicle Service Garbage Truck, Street Sweeper, Snowplow
Emergency Police, Fire, Ambulance, Sirens

,_ Pets/Anima Is Dogs

_-_ Domestic Neighbors' Homes Stereo Music from within Neighbors' Homes
_ : Air Conditioners Air Conditioners, Heat Exchangers and Fans

Garden Equipment Lawnmowers, Edgers, Trimmerst._

rE.&

i
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At this point, for each noise category, llst the principal noise sources in your __

community.

• Stationary Source - These will already have been identified in the

acoustical and attitudinal surveys. Group them in the following

Categories:

-- Commerclal/Industrlal Noise Sources

- Construction Noise Sources

- Entertainment Center Noise Sources _-

• Aircraft- For each of the airports which have flight paths over or _.

near your community, determine which of the following aircraft

types are represented: _

- Commercial Jet, Military Jet_ or Smell Private Jet

- General Aviation (propeller aircraft)

- Police, Military, or Commercial Helicopters

• Rail - For each main rail line through your community_ determine which

of tee following types of rail vehicles are represented and note whether

they are diesel or electric powered:

- Freight or Passenger Train "_

-- Monorail_ Streetcar or Subway

s Traffic Vehicle - In most communities, each type of traffic vehicle

listed in Table 2-2 will be a separate source of noise requiring

consideration:

-- Motorcycle 1
-- Truck

- figs

-- Auto
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_]nsome northern climates, however, motorcycles may not represent a significant

_. portion of r;oodvehicles and therefore they would not need to be identified as a separate

noise source.

Trucks are defined herein as vehicles weighing more than 4500 kilograms

(10,000 pounds)which includes all medium and heavy trucks such as clumptrucks and

"_ interstate vehlclesl but does not include light trucks such as bread trucks, vans, or

pickups. There are included in the "auto" category. Busesmay be considered as one

source, or they may be considered as separate sources if there are a large number of

different types of buses, For instance, translt_ school, and intercffy. The "traffic"

source listed in Table 2-2 should be included in your community's llst of sources if the

noise Fromgeneral street traffic in a particular area cannot be attributed to any particular

type of vehicle. The "highway" source listed in Table 2-2 should be included in your
!

communffy*s llst of sourcesonly if there are any hlgh-speed, limited access hlghways.

.Do not consider a major boulevard as a highway.
4

_._, • Other Vehicle - Determine which of the following nontroffic motor

' '1 vehicles ore present in your community to a significant degree, i.e.,

_ known or suspected to cause noise problems:

- Service Vehicle (such as garbage truck, street sweeper, snowplow)

_"' -- Emergency Vehicle (such os police, fire_ or ambulance)
I

,_, Service vehicles should be considered a source ffthere are a large number

_ of operations in residential areas or if much of these operations take place during

_ the nighttime or early morning hours (between 2200 and 0700 hours). An example

i _ would be a snowplowlng service which takes place every winter morning at 6 a.m.

_., Another example would be early morning refuse collection where the garbage truck

,. Frequently operates its trash compactor. Emergency vehicles should be considered a

noise source if their sirens and horns are felt to be excessively noisy, or if there ore

_, a large number of emergency oporatlons near resldentlal areas. An example would

, o! be a major route leading to a hospital and which passesthrough a residentlo/ portion

-_ of the community. Noise from off-road vehicles, such as dirt bikes or snowmobiles,

i ,
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which are not operating on a fixed tTack, might also fit within this cat_gory. These

sources are not considered further in this manual.

• Domestic - in any community with sufficient density, noise from

domestic equipment and people will intrude on neighbors. If e

significant number of different kinds of domestic equ/pment noise

sources are Found in your community, list each one as a separate

source. For instance, in many communities during the summer, both

air conditioners and lawn mowers may be in operation extensively,

and many complaints or negative attitudes may be observed for both

sources. Excessive noise from domestic equipment is usually the

result of faulty or inherent design, poor maintenance, or improper _

operation. "_ere ore other domestic noises which people have mare

immediate personal control over. These may be celled "personal"

domestic noise sources, such as pets and stereo muslc. Much of a

police department's involvement in noise control concerns such .-

"personal noises" -pets, loud stereo, parties, loud TV sets, or people

shouting. Again, a separate noise source can be defined for each of

the various types of personal noises if a significant problem is observed

for each one. If not, two personal types of noise sources should be

defined: "Pet'st01and "Neighbors' Homes."

Now that you have defined noise zones and nolse sources in your community,

prepare three tables as shown previously in Figure 2-2. Next_ collect data for each of

these tables as described in the following sections. --

2.2 Collect Complaint information

The task described in this section is to collect data on the number of households in

each of the nolsezones complolnlng about each of the noise sourcesdefined in the community.

Complalnts regarding noise can come from individual residents or from Organizations.

They mey be reaelved by many parties:
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• Operator/Owner (Examples: a_rport managers industry headquarters,

service department)

• Government Agency (Examples: police, city transportation or

,°. environmental clepartment, public utilities)

• Media (Examples: radlo,/TV talk shows, consumer programs)

• Consumer or Environmental OrganlzaHons

_" Recordsof the source of the complaint and the location (residence) oF the complainer
i

are not often kept; therefore, the task ofestabllshlng the total number of complaining

_'_ householdsfor each noise zone and noise source may be difficult. Howevert all data

that may be available should be sought, and all suitable data which are obtained

_" should be entered into the table.

An example tabulation is shown in Table 2-3. Here the total number of"

complaining households for each source and zone is shown along with the percent of

the total number of households in the zone which the complaining households represent.

' : Finally, mark those combinatlons which have "excessive" complaints, i.e.,

,_, more then 1 percent of households in the zone complaln about o source.

2.3 Collect Attitudlnal Informatlon

: _ Information on the attitudes of people toward sources of no;se in the communffy
1

_ is obtained from the EPA Attitudinal Survey. Opinions of respondentstoward general

t _ neighborhood conditions and toward overall noise conclitlons in the area are obtained

_ as well cs attitudes toward particular noise sources. However, the most impOrtant question,

t _ for the purposes of this manual, is Question 17 which asks each respondent how annoyed

'_ they are by each oF 20 categories of noise sources. This question is shown in Figure 2-3.
is

A computerlzed anolysls of the results of the attitudinal survey is usually perf`ormecl(with

!_'_ EPA assistance). A portion of this analysls will present a cross'tebulatlon of the fie-
I,e

quency of responsesfor each level oF annoyance for each noise source category. Further,

"_ o cross-tobulatlon will appear for each separate no|so zone. It will remain to compute,
12
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Table 2-3

Example Tabulation of Complaints Showing Percent oF Households
in Each Noise Zone Complaining, by Source oF Complaints

(Number oF Complaining Households in Parentheses)

Noise Zone

M_jor Minor
Aircraft R_dway F_0adway P.esldent;a I

Category Sourca Statior_ry A S _llr_d CommetcTal Industrial HIghv._y A Low Hl0h Law _d[uen H_gh Vely Hlgh
i Volume Volume Density Denshy Den hy Densff_' Total

Commerc[al/Indust r ial _)_
StaHor_ry Equipment

Source_

ConstrucHan Nolse @

EntertQ[nment Cenlers

det

Affcra ft Small Plane

Helicopter

i1_ Poll Tmlns
1_3 Tia |t'i¢ NQ[Se

,Vr_tO.:_'_'re, 1 (2)

Trarfi© Trucks
Vehicles

Bu_el

Autore_oblles

H;ghways

Other Service
Vehicres

Em©rgency

Pots/Animals

Neighbors t Homes
Domestic

Air Conditloners

Golden Equipment

Total

Note: Circled source/zone combination indicates complaint criteria is exceeded (;_ 1% complalnts).



m

17. pb=_ hJrn to cord/17. Ai ) mcd the following list o/notre _rc4s. lelt meh_v anno_d you
r,m by each _,olm_ce _nth_surea.

EAD {a'-u). CmCLE API_O_IATE COD£.

How An._oy_dA_ TAEMEND- CONSID- NOT AT
ye,_ by Noi:4 OU$LY HIGHLY EKABLY MEDIUM PARTIALLY A LITTLE ALL
fi.om(...)? ANNOYED ANNOYED ANNOYED ANNOYED ANNOYED ANNOYED ANNOYED

o. Traffic? t 2 3 4 5 6 7

b. _olorc_,clis ? I 2 3 4 S 6 7

_._ c. Tr,_:k_? t 2 3 4 5 6 7

d. Ik,tel? I 2 3 4 5 6 7

e. Au h_n_ lies ? I 2 3 4 S 6 7

f. HIgh_,a_ _ I 2 3 4 5 6 7
: J F_eev_y* ?

p_ O. ibcm-Jtlornl'
Vehlclm (e.O,s I 2 3 4 5 6 7

i Sr_wrncGi_es)?

h. G_rf_ge I 2 3 4 5 6 7

I t I. E_rge n_y ) 2 3 4 5 6 7
Vehi¢leL/
Simm?

]. EnMsfulnmant

C4n_n (e.Q., 1 2 3 • 5 6 7
cJublt moviesf

_s place_ tfl_t play
ll_ mudc)?p

j -
k. pehL/Animo[s? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

_4 I. _bighbo_l'

Homl (e. g., I 2 3 4 5 6 7
( _ FIO15yIterio e

Iou4 mlking)?

I-:'_ m. Alr
Conditiomt n ? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

n. Lnwnm_.mn/ I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Omden Equip-

,8 mint?

o. aetA_rplanls? " I 2 3 4 $ 6 7

i_ p. Snl_JlAirplams_ I 2 3 4 5 6 7

I I q. tt_licopmr_? t 2 3 4 5 6 7

r. Traim? I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Coml_ctlon | 2 3 4 5 6 7( [ ¢" No_m?

i Ind_ttlal I 2 3 4 .5 6 7
)! _ _quIpmJnt ?

u. Ot_r _i_l
# ._ Sa_r_m_ I 2 3 4 5 6 7

It *Not addmsmd in I_I_ mnuol,

t-' Figure 2-3. Question 17 from the EPA Attitudinal Survey to Determine How
,._ Annoyed People Are by Various Noise Sources
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using these tables, the percent of the respondents who said they were either highly or

tremendously annoyed by each noise source. This compilation should be done separately

I:or each noise zone. For example:

in the residential noise zone, the breakdown of responsesto noise (say, auto-

mobiles) was as "allows:

Source Tremendously Highly Co_;derabfy Medium partially A L|ttle / Not of All

Annoyed Annoyed Annoyed A_noyecl ,_noyed Annoyed / Annoyed
Autorr_b_los 25 35 72 118 112 76 62

Out of a total number of responsesto that item of'500, 35 + 25 = 60 reported being

either tremendously or highly annoyed by automobiles. This means that -"

60
x 100% = 12% of the people are significantly annoyed by automobiles.

Once the percentage figures for each noise source/noise zone combination are

computed, assemble the results in tabular format asshown by the example in Table 2-4.

Criter_a may now be applied to identify those noise source/nolse zone combino-

tlons which ore problems from an attitudinal standpoint. Mark those combinations which

have "excessive" negative attitudes toward noise sources; i.e., those in which at least
.L

4 percent of the households in o zone molnta[n they are slgnificant]y annoyed by a source.

2.4 Collect Acoustical information •

This section assumesthat data FrOmthe acoustical survey will also be available.

A computerized acoustlcal data reduction is usually performed (with EPA asslstance). 26 The

particular item of interest for this manual is the component noise source "equivalent

impact" levels For each no_sesource for each noise zone.

These source levels are spatial (numerlcaJ) averages of source levels observed

at acoustical survey measurement locations. At those measurement locations where a

source was not intrusive enough .to be identified, the minimum imRact level for th.e
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Table 2-4

Example Tabulation of Surveyed Attitudes Showing Percent of Households
in Each Noise Zone Significantly Annoyed by Each Noise Source

(Number of Households in Parentheses)

Commercial

Note: Circled source/zone combination indicates attitudinal criteria exceeded.



corresponding type of land Use (see Table 1-)) was substituted (instead of zerol) in the

averaging process. Hence, the term "equivalent impact." This procedure was designed

to be entirely consistent with the methodology presented in this manual.

Figure 2-4 illustrates the form of the output of interest here From the computer -.

analysis of the acoustical survey. The Ldn is used as a criterion For identifying a trouble-

Somenoise source; the Ld and Ln will be used later as input to the Noizop computer program. .--
A noise level of 0 dB indlcates that that noise source was nat identified in the noise zone.

Some manipulation of the results of the acoustical survey may be necessary

because the llst of" noise sources For the acoustical survey is not identical with the Hst

for the attitudinal survey used in this manual. Refer to Table 2-5 for resolving these _

differences.

Some noise source levels not measured in the acoustical survey (i.e., enter-

tainment centers, air conditloners, etc.) will have to be obtained by other means. If

data From previous acoustlcal surveys _snot available, an 3ndlvidual from the local

noise control office may be sent into the community with o sound level meter to gather

typical noise levels for these sources. Note that these data will have to be translated

into daytime and nlghtthna noise levels (Ld and Ln, respecHvely) and day-nlght levels,

kdn. An alternate approach is to estimate the noise levels for these sources using

available prediction techniques. A descHptlon of these technlques is beyond the scope

of this manual.

In addfflon, the EPA acousHcol survey provldes no source level informatlon .,

for the airport and railroad noise zones. For these zones, the procedure outlined in

Table 2-6 should be used. This table provides nominal no_se levels for jet aircraft and

ra|l noEsesources to be used For source noise levels in their respective noise zones. A

simple olgor3thm is also provided to estimate levels for other sources in these zones.
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NOIS£ ZONE: P COMPONENT SOURCL EQUIVALENT IMPACT LEVELS

I DH: 61,B
SOURCE LD LN L_N

EMER, VEH, ,0 42*2 _7,9
q

SMALL PLA_E 53,8 _1,8 53=I

' ' JET S3,b 43,0 53,4

HELICOPTEH ,0 _2,_ _2

RAILROAD ,0 38.8 _4,5
t_

TRUCK 58e0 _leO 5G=7
t,

AUTO 56,3 ql,R 55,1

,. BUS 54,_ _2.q 53,8

MOTORCYCLE ,0 _2,_ _8,_

SERVICE VEHICLE5 ,0 _t,b 47,4

_ OFF= RD. VEM. 5q,_ q2,_ 5_,7

CONBT, EQUIP, 54,0 420a 53,5

i_ YARD MAINTe EQ, *0 _2.4 _8.2

IJ FACTORY EQUIP, 53,9 42,_ 53,4

HOUSEMDLO EQUIP, 53,9 42aa 53.4

I::_ OOG 5_,8 =1,9 52,5
I,

LOUD SPEAKERS ,O _2,G _,2

tLa

UNIDEMTzFIAULE 55*7 39_R 52=5

F I =, i i m= m|

Figure 2-4. Example Output of Computerized Reduction oF Acoustica; Survey Do_ Illustrating
_-. Component Source Levels
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Table 2-5

Comparison of Noise Sources Used in

EPA Acoustical Survey Manual 2 with Those Used in this Manual

Noise Source Noise Source Acoustical Survey --
Category Noise Source *

Commercial/industrlal Factory Equip.

Stationary Construction Const. Equip.

Entertainment Center

Jet Jet

Aircraft Small Plane Small Plane

Helicopter Helicopter _

Rall Trains Railroad

Traffic Noise

Motorcycle Motorcycle

Traffic Truck Truck
Vehicle

Bus Bus

Automobile Auto

Highway

Service Service Vehicles i
Other Vehicles

Emergency Emer. Veh. _.

Pets/An imaIs Dog _

Neighbors' Homes Household Equip. -
Domestic

Air Conditioners

Garden Equipment Yard Malnt. Eq.

• See Figure 2-4.
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- Table2-6

- Estimated Noise Levels for Noise Zones with No Source-SpeciFic Dale

-. a) For Ldn, use:

Jets Rall All Other

I , Airport Zone A 75 dB (1) * (1)

,- Airport Zone B 65 dB (1) (1)

Railroad (1) 65 dB (1)

b) For Ld(2), use:i

Jets Rail All Other

"_ Airport Zone A 74 dB (1) (1)

_' , Airport Zone B 64 dB (1) (1)

' Railroad (1) 64 dB (1)

', _ e) For L (2) use:
n

Jets Rail All Other

Airport Zone A 66 dB (1) (1)
6.,j -,

Airport Zone B 56 dB (1) (1)

Railroad (1) 56 dB (1)
i ,

t

t._r

i_ NOTE: kdn is used in the criteria evaluat|on procedure.

!_, Ld and Ln are used as input to the Nolzop computer program.

; '=A

_ * (see add|tionol notes on foi)owlng page)

.i-*f

I,
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Table 2-6 (Continued)

m

(1) For these values, use the expression

L = (FR. LR)+(Fc/I. LC/I) __

where:

L is the resultant level• either Ldn, Ld_ or Ln.

FR is the Fraction of the land use in the noise zone of interest
(Airport or Railroad) that is residential. (FR + FC/[ = 1)

LR is the noise level (L. • k., or L ) of the noise source of• . . a . a . ninterest in the resldehr_Jal noise zone. , .

FC/! is the fraction of the land use in the noise zone of interest
(Airport or Railroad) that is either commercial or industrial.

LC/! is the noise level of"the noise source of" interest in thecommercial or industrial noise zone. If the two zones are "

considered separately• use a numerical average value for the ,
source level.

(2) Assumes Ld =L n +SdB (see Table I-1)

i"

h
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"" Once all the source contribution values for each zone have been obtained, they

may be arranged in tabular Formas shown in Table 2-7. As shown in the table, mark those

=_' noise source/nols_ zone combinations which have an Ldnexceeding 55 dB. These combina-

tions denote sourcesand zones which have "excessive" noise problems and which are

candidates for the application of noise abatement techniques.

_' 2.5 Select Problem Areas to [nvestlgate

Select the final set of problem areas to be investigated by combining Tables 2-3,

I 2-4, and 2-7. You have previously marked those noise source/noise zone combinations

_ in each table which exceed the criteria established in Figure 2-1 for camp a nts;
J

q attitudes, and noise levels, respectively. Gather the complaint, attitude, and noise

_ level values for each of the marked combinations into a master source/Iocatlon impact!
I matrix as shown in Table 2-8. All sources identified in the matrix as being the cause of"

i_ excessive noise problems will be considered for noise obatement treatment. In all zones
i

identified by the matrix as being the location of excessive noise problems, the costs

i_ and effectiveness of various noise abatement measureswill be investigated. The
procedures for selecting abatement measures and providing related input data for the

I_ cost-effectiveness model are discussed in the next chapter.

Ii
I:i

!
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Table 2-7

Example Tabulation of Noise Levels (kdn) Showing Contribution oFSources in Each Noise Zone

_3

f_

Note: Circled source/zone combination indicates noise level criteria is exceeded. (kdn :> 55 dB)

01



Tabre 2-8

Example impact Matrix Showing Source and Local'ion (=_loiseZone)
of: "Excessive Impacts" identified From Tables 2-3, 2-4 and 2-7

Noise Zone

l ,'v_ jar MinorAircraft Poadwa Roadway P-esldentlol

Low High Low ' Medium High Vely High

Cat egc_r), Source Stotlor_f A RaiIrc_d Commercial lndustr [ol Highway A 13 Velum0 Volume Density Denslty Density Oen_It_ Total

Comme;cloll'lnduitr lal C
stal[o_r X [quiprilent

_ourcel
Consttucllon Noise

I:nterialnrn_.nt Centers C

Jet

AircraFt Srrall PJar_e

_'leIIcopter

iI_ Roll Trolrli

Traffic Noise

h_°torcycles A I S

Troffic Trucks
Vehicles

Sulel

Automobiles

Hlghw0yl

Other Service
Vl_hiclel

Ecner_enc#

Peti/Animals

Neiohb_rl _ Ho,'n4_i
Dorr_stlc

Air Conditioners

Garden EquTpment

re° I I
C - Complaint Criteria Exceeded. A - Attitudinal Criteria Exceeded. N - Noise Level Criteria Exceeded.



_ 3.0 QUANTIFY ALTERNATIVES

In Section 1.2r a brief outline of the computer programNolzop was presented.

in this chapter, methodsof preparing data for the operation of No_zop are described.

Fourpreparatory tasks are involved. They are considered in turn in the following

sectlons:

3.1 ldentlfy Appropriate Alternatives

3.2 Select Year to Apply Optimization Model

3.3 PrepareCommunity Data

3.4 Estlmate Costsand No_se Reductionsof Alternatives

3.1 Identify Appropriate Alternatives

A list of "problem" noise sourceswas derived in Chapter 2 basedon complaint

hlstories_attitudinal data_ and acoustical measurements. The purposeof this task is to

compile a llst of noise abatement alternatives for possibleapplication to these noise

sources. In order to mlnlmlze computational efforh both by hand and by computer,

only those alternatives will be listed which are expected to beeffective in solving the

particular problemsidentified in Chapter 2.

_-_ A list of abatement alternatives which local governmentsmayapply to

t communitynoiseproblemsis shownin Table 3-1. For each alternatlve_ an illustrative

_._ example isglven showing how the alternative mlght be applied in a typical community.

i _ Studythese alternatives to familiarize yourself with the optionswhich are available.

Io's Then_complete the following stepsin order to obtain a llst of abatement alternatives

i _ which are the mostappropriqte for your community.
lal

Step 1• Make a llst of "problem sources" fromTable 2-8. Include all sourceswhich
14

have beenidentified as producing an excessive impact on one or more noise

zones in the community.

i.,_ Step2. Add to the llst of identified problem sourcesany additional sourcesof noise

i,-, which are known to causeproblems in the community, but whlch may have

I.... been missedby the proceduresof Chapter 2. Do nat guess. Rathers use
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Table 3-1

List oF Abatement Alternatives Which L.ocal Governments

May Apply to Community Noise Sources

Abatement
Alternatives Example" --

Operati_al RestricHons

_se Standard h6otorvehiclesshall not exceed86 dBat 15mIn speedzonesabove 64km/h (40 mphl

OpaeatlonalC_'ltro_s |. Spe_ Hmlt in residential areal changesfrOm72 to 56km/h (45 to 35 mph).

2. Vehiclesshall notoperatewith excessiveocceleratlon(e_ept whine mfety
requires).

Area Resil'_ct;ons No tf,ru-trucks allowed in hillside area.

Time Resh'_ctlons No laud musicexceeding 70 dB at propertyline allowed after 10P.M.

permits On all constructianpeo]ectsexceeding$]0,000 value t _3ulpmentmustme_t muni-
cipal noisestandardX.

LandUseRestrlctlons

Barriers C_slruct barrier betweenhighway and _¢hool.

fiuilding ln_alaffcm Insulateall buildingsneararrpart whereLdn• 75 dB.

Cornpan_at_on Reimburseresidmltsunderflight pathForlaweredproperty values.

Population_elocatlon Relocateresldent_living in alrpart areaswhere Ldn> 75 dB.

Plannln_/Zonlng |. B_aFIdnew highway theoughindus_ial areainsteadof residentialarea.

2. Restrictfuture housingdevelopmentsnearai_oort.

[_uildlngCodes ExtrafmufaHonrequired in zoneswhereLdn > 65 dB. .-

Tax h_asures

Tax |nc_r_tlv0s Cammerclafestablishmentsinstalling quiet au_loar furnacesreceive mx break.

Tax penalty P|anl-_are charged $500 perdE In excessof 70 dB(Ldn)measuredat prapecty
line per year.

New productRegulations

NoFseEtaodard Now lawnmid.warsmid tn tim city maynot exceed75 dE at 7.5 m•

Labeling Nmwvacuumcfea_Omsold in tee cHy mustbe_oustlcaffy laba/ed.

EquiprnentStandard

Maintenance RagS|taredautomobilesmustb_inspmtodfor peepermaintenanceonce every two
)qlar_.

Retrofit .AJImotorcyclesmusthave o muffler that producesan Insert;onIo_sof at least 20 dB.

Other Ahernatives

Education ]. _adcalt ,once-a-rn_ntEradio prograrmto helpcon|urn@rchoosequiet producls.

2. Informlocal alrpartand pllot_ at"nai_e-_nsitlve areas.

C_,pl,_r,_ I,_:t_ni_rn Establishno_ hotline in cooperationwith pol_co.

_1 /_ The_eexamplesare iflush'atlvoand maynot completelydescribedetails which mustbe _pacIFiodif the abatementohernaHve
is to be properly ostabli|hod, p_clu_t_rn_rntio.nrda_ targetsof abatementacti_ maynot be tee mostimportantnc_se_ource_ -
to _fi'ol.
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information such as newspaper articles, TV interviewst and topics of public

meetings to determEne whether there are additional sources of noise which

the community is disturbed about. For instance, the acoustical and atti-

tudinal surveys of the community might hove been taken during the winter,

whereas a noise source such as a fairground may only be in operation For

2 weeks during the summer. It is also posslb(e that the affected populatlon

res_dlng close to the Fairgrounds is small, compared to the total population

of the noise zone, such that the complalnt criteria level _snot exceeded.

Step 3. Remove from the list of identified problem sources any For which, based on

community consensus, treatment is not desired. For instance, an event

such as a fireworks display is typically regarded by most segments of" a

r- community as beneficial and is not therefore subject to noise abatement.

Consequently, if a source such as thls was identified in Chapter 2 as a

,-. noise problem, it should be removed at this tlme From further consideration.

, , Agaln, do not guess. Utilize only published or public information on which

to base any decision to remove sources which have previously been identified

i _ as problems.

'_'_ Step 4. Prepare a llst of" rernalnlng abatement alternatives which are expected to be

effective in redualng the noise from the problem sources in the communlty.

!_ Alternatives which are applicable to each problem source are identified

using Table 3-2 as Follows. First, underline your community's problem

! _ sources in the left-hand column of the table. Next, circle oil dark crosses
t_

lying in the same rows as those sources which you have identified as problems.
Is
i , Pinal)y, clrcle with a heavy line the heading Far all those alternatives

which have a circled dark cross in their column. An example of this procedure
f_

!., is shown in Table 3-3. The heavily circled alternatives are expected to be

the most effective measures for reducing your community's noise problems.!-4

J

t')
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ToE)le 312

Countermeasures Which Local Governrn_nts Can Apply to Commun]_ Noise Sources

Operollona} Restrrctiom LandUse Controls

Igolle Operat{o_l A, ea Time E_Jilding J Populot{on I Pl_n_ing 8ufldlng

S;_"tI°n°rYCole_,oeySa,urc¢l Cotlstru¢llenC{al/lnduatti_l_j_Equiprr_nt_rceNolse Sland_.d_:_ Controll_l_X _ _tF_es/rit/los Restrlctlonsx PIrmltlx_ _rrf*rstl InsulationN_l(li_'_tt_an _]l__c°mpenmtfan I Relo(otlon & Z_lng Cod.el]l(

•J,+ _ K _ X _ _ X ' N It I H MAS,troT, smart Plane . _ . I N _ X I " . It "

vehicles

• TmfTIc Trucks Z:_ _ _:_

V*hlc}e_ _melqen¢_ Vehicles/ _ _g_ X _:_ ' :_

pels/At_leaaIs _ _ _1_ *

NoTso_tom Wlth}n _ .

_w_mowel_/G_rden

b'apl*_en_tlon Ti_e Shoet Time Frame { Long Time Fr°_
]nteri_ $e_s[rivily _,edugflOoof , lnreria_

_,eeer'it [xf_lJ_r Nol_e Law} Raductfo_ Roductlc_ Peduclloo _xpa_edPapu/ation Reduction

• See next page for key.



Table 3-2 (Con Hnued)

Tax _'olL_e$ J _'few produ_l /_'0uloflon$j_'few prorJu_t /_0ulof ions [quiprnenl S_ondard$ O#h_t Covnlef_otuFe!

5cx_ ©w Pop_ y Bu ne Tax [ Noi_Stor.dard I Labeling I
Cafe_' To_ Incentive1 Per*ally NoI_ Standard Labeling _[nlenance _t,ofit Education Comp[olnt Mechenicm

C aml_ fc *°l/ind_lt ia I _ J .

S,a,;o_' Co.,t,uc,Lant_ot. N I N X _ 34 __ ____/ N N

Vehlcfe_ ' _

A,,,o,,_b;I,,, _ x _ X X J X X

Pet_/Anlm_b X ,

Noise h_m Within _ _ _ _ X

..,coo_,...... . _ . IN i N i N . ,.
"......._0u,,_..'°o*"-_ _ . I_1N I. . -
lmpht_enralJon rir_ Lang Tim_ Frart_ Slv)rf TIm_ Fram_J

_em_TIt _/irror Nol_e Lavel _ldu¢lLan Mixture E,ene|itl

Obvious or known to be effective. (t) Includes countermeasuresapplicable to roadway vehicles:

I _ J Potentially applicable, trucks, autos, etc.

Not applicable or feas]ble. (2) Cooperation from FAA necessary.



o_

All of them will be considered in the cost-effectiveness model. Prepare

a list of these alternatives far each source. There are 11 such alternatives

shown in the example. Now return to the table and draw a box around

all the light crosses lying in the some rows as the identified sources. Then

draw a box around the heading for those alternatives which have a light

crossboxed in thelr column, but which hove no dark crosses circled (i.e.,

the alternative has not been circled). An example of this procedure is

also shown in Table 3-3. Theseadditional alternatives are potentially

applicable to the problems in your communily_ but their application is

optional. Make o list of these optional alternatives. There are five of

these optional alternatives shown in the example.

Step 5. Choose from the llst of "potentially applicable" alternatives (with boxes

drawn around them) only those alternatives which you wish to consider

in the cost-effectlveness model. For example, you may wish to consider _--

building barr|ers as an abatement measure to reduce noise from a construc-

tion site, although this alternatlve is not expected to be very effective

in this particular case.

Step 6. Add to the list of alternatives to be analyzed by the computer model any

additional alternatives which may nat have been selected up to this point,

but which the community wishes to consider. For instances the labeling of

new lawn mOwerssold in the community with a tag showing the noise level

they produce at a reference distance may not be very effective in actually

reducing community noise levels. However, if an extensive local noise

labeling program is desired or is already underway, it may be appropriate to

include this measure in the llst of applicable alternatives.
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Table 3.-3

Idenfificatlon of Specific Measures for Treating Problem Noise Sources *

_ Ccnhal: _11r_¢t;ons sts_.lla n per m_ts Barriers R_locaHor, & Zon;_ C o_.l

_°_"_JciaJ/[ndustrJgl _ _

Smfio,_,'y [:u[Dme:_t .:._.,; ::_.,::.:_

";_:.i:_:_ .:

v,4;ct_, :x_:._..._;:.:::_ _ X X
¢?... .... []

:-:............ g • , .... ." _'_.:L_i":!:i. %!: ::_: : !:::!:_ X
.:.._........... ..... ::...... _::,. : , :_.: ..:.. _,._:. . .. . . ;:._?::

I_pte=_m0t;_n T_rr_ _ho_t Time F(ame Long Tie_e Fmm_

_.l_hef;f E_fat;o_' NO[_O L_v_l _,_du=llofl I_v_llo_ I _du_tI=_ [_poled Poo_]=IIDn k_tuct_o_

• See next page For key.



Table 3-3 (ContMued)

. Tax _l_ _t_,_cl Re_ulaflonl [quJprr_n_Sto_daldm Other Counter'm_a_u_et

Nail# Labeling 'r_lrof;t t(_ Educcllon j Complolnt h_chonilmCate_ Sa_rco Incenelvea per_hy
Cc>r-_-_r c ;al/lr_du_t;io[

_:" '_._:_:_:<_ _ _ _ X

_, _._.'_ "_;:::,::::: ': ! _ I:¢_._ ......... :..
.. . _......... • .-:._:_._'_

Alrcegft $,_]] Plane _" ""_:!: .; ::[!:!::._!!:_....'._ _ _ (2) _:::: :. '" '" .... ::':_".' _ : i..:: ii_i._ _ X
•tkHc_p_er _;. :.,._ . .:<>.:.:._ _ _ X

Vehtct@| .....

TlaffJ¢ N_lle ( |1 e "_ " .••;:;::::.. _1 _ X _

T_olf;_: l,uch _ :: • : ':':':. ' ::*_ _ X _:_ J( X X
?ehTclei ::" :':_" '.":!:¢_

Z.
_,:.:._:.::":'::::..:.:..• ._:t_.i_'_ X _ X _

De.m'.;e .. l(

.c

]_'ple"_e_*_aliOnT;me Long 1;me Fru_e Sh_elT_rr_ Froeee

_r;t E_terlor N_)l;e Level _eductlon Mi_euro Bet_efi_

Obvious or known to be effective. (1) Includes countermeasures appllcab]e to roadway vehicles:

J _1 I PotentiallyappHeable. trucks, autos_ etc,

Not appliceble or feasible. (2) Cooperation from FAA necessary.

.................... " ............................ '............. '_'-_ _:. I



Step 7. Remove from the llst any alternatives which are, basedon local circumstances,

considered to be impossible to implement. For instance, if there is going to

be no possibility of funding for noise enforcement purpose% then alternatives

such as noise standards, equipment maintenance requirements, and operational

controls would be candidates for removal from the llst. Do not eliminate

potential abatement alternatives at this time merely because they may seem

at first glance to be too costly or ineffective in reducing noise. The decision

regarding which alternatives are the most cOst-effectlve should be made after

obtaining results from further onalysls.

,_ Step 8. Use Table 3-4(a) to help identify community reactions toward each alterna-

tive. Question 21 at" the EPA Attitudinal Survey Questionnaire asks whether

,_ " the respondentwould support a number of suggested noise abatement activities.

r The percent of respondents who support each suggestedactivity is tabulated

r_ in the Attitudinal Survey analysis computer output. 1his data package should

be available from the EPA or the agency conducting the survey. Obtain

these percentages for the entire community. Far each suggested alternative

J in Table 3-4(a), enter the percentage of people who support the suggestion

_a in each open square under the suggestion heading. An example is shown in

i , Table 3-4Cb). Plow, far each abatement alternative which is a candTdete for

_ implementation up Io this point, note the percent of people who say they

I _ would support it in the rlght-hand column (as shown in Table 3-4(b) for two

i _ hypothetically recommended c_lternatives). [n somecases, such as for

P_ equipment standards, two types of actlvffies suggested in the questionnaire

t:_ are applicable to a single abetment alternative, and the percent of people

_ who support both suggestions should be considered. For instance, people

i_ may support a yah|ale maintenance program because it would make sources

quieter (Suggestion a) but they may not support the program if it provided

_ "fines far making too much noise" (Suggestion e).
i.

I B
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Table 3-4(a)

Worksheet for Identifying Community Attitudes Toward Abatement Alternatives

percentSupportingGiwn Suggestion•

a b c d e f g h

Makes Finesfoe Percent
Noise pJatln;ng h_aking Public Supporting

Abatement Sourc_ and BJdg. Tooh6uch Information Recommended
Allernatlves Quieter Zan[ng Codes Curfews No_sa Barder= Campaign Olher Afternatlves

OperoHonalRestrlcHons

No_seStandard

C_erafi_al Contror_

Area Re:tHctians

TimeRestTiction=

permit=

LandU_;Rm_strictlc_sBuildingIns_latlon __

Comp*_t_ J N,'A"" f

populationRelocaHon

PIonnlng,/Zoning

BuildingCodes

Tax Incentives N/A

Tax penalty

New productRegulat_arls E

NoTseStandard

Labeflng

C_nplaint Mechanism _

*FromQ21of AttitudinalSurvey.
**N/A - Nosuggestionsin AttitudinalSurveyquestlonnalreareapplicabletothisabatementalternative.
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Table 3-4(.b)

Worksheet For IdentiFying Community Attitudes
Toward Abatement Alternatives

.. P©reentSupportingGiven Suggestion*

a b c d e f g h

-- /_akes F_nest'or Percent
No_se Planning Making Public SuppoeHng

Abatement Sources ond Bldg. TooMuch Information Recommended
Ahernollve$ Quieler Zcx_ng Codes Curfews NoFse Barriers Campaign Other Allernatives

erafionafRestTicfions __ _?__N_
' • . ", .,',... : ,..,.' ,','.,," ,, -,,< ....... " • .,I,,.,. ,,..,,:-,,.,,,'..,.,'_,.¢,.,.,...':.

Operoti=ol Conlrols 40 f ..... "_ _ ,:; ::: ,::::;::.;..., __':':::< :c.:::::::::: ;:: :::::':.:::
_._._._._¢_,_ , . . .,...., ,,,, ,........., ,,:, .,:, ......,, .., , . .,.,..,.....,... , ,.,...,.,,.,, ..,,...

A,eoR_,t_, :'!:""::_ _ _ _'::::';: ...............' " - -' ' '_ I U _.:, • .,., :,','.;.;'¢.;,:.,,.,:..':',+ . ,' :, ,',','," _ :., ,','." "-', ', ."_,',',*.'. ,'.','.',','.' '._:'.'-'.',' ".'. '.','!._

T_meRestrlcfic_s • V_.'.':.'_:.i:!:_:?'.'r::.!!:i._,_:?:!_25 I_;_i_ij_:';.:::_:'.'".::::' ":"::'":;:'_""'r'i'::':F_'_e'.:'_'i:i:i:_:_
" ' - , _......',..'-,..'.', ....... 1,.¢ _ ....... ::,.: .............. '..,..-e

permits :'_ .._::__._c_'<_:_:::_:._:::::':" '" :":"" ":'":':"::":'_:':":' :':".';':':':':':':'_:'c:'. 3_ .'.,...<<_..._.._:.>_._::¥x_a:.:_c<_<.>,x.._:._'.'.:_..:,.:.:.x.:.:.'.:..,'--:.:.:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:._::.:-:.:.:.'-

Lc_ndU_e Reslrlcfions

........... _.."-_i:_:_• •..., .................... ............ _ .................. _'_

 oso.o, o,:............ ! iiii i..! , : ..... :. :..i ........
Canpensallon N/A **

"_ populationRelocallOn N/A

' " _:'_<'_:.::_6_ ^ _ :_.:::;.:_:_:::_:::_'.'_!:_:_'_':'?._:_.-'2"T_-_._':_'_:_._:_:_ _._:
Plannlno/Zon_n@ ,r. ', "..;,_ /U _::_::.::_.:::_;_:_:.:_:.:_:_:¢_:>:_:_:_:x_:_:_._:>_./_:v_.:":_.'_:._.'_:.'.::.x',__b::_

Buildlng Codes ;:,::::.:::::;:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ;:::::::::::::::::::::_:::._::::::,:::::::;:::::::::::::::..:.:._:: :::: :: :._.¢.

Tax Measures

I-_ Tax _ncentlws N/A

Tax Penolty t. :.. .... '. " "_e_ .,

'_ New ProductRegulati_s

_uiNent Slondord
• .¢_¢._,'- N ;% " 5_:'N

¢._ /v_;ntenance 40 _" ":'" '" _"_:.".b?'_'_'"'_"" _5 _-_::_, "':"":':'_:':...... >" <'><'_'_"_.... :......... :::.,,:.,..:.:_.:.:..::.:.:_ _:__,_.-:..,_:_?.T._:__,,:,:.-,.•.!_.:.:_.._ ,._._
' _ R=trofit 40 ::_'_::'::_::_:_._':.:'::':__$_-_::_._ 35 _:?_'_:i:!¢_:;:_;:::_,!_'Ki:_:_i:_:S:,_:_:;:i_:!:'.'.':_.'_

, _ Other Alternatlve_

:____._...._ _._ _
...............................•............";................... 5 "::_::::::_×"

r"_ CompIo;ntMe:Bonlsrn _,̂..,c...c:..::,.:_N._ :.:_bx._x._:_,_b,._.._.,,,_.x_ ._._ ._i _ _

., *From Q21 of Attltudinal Survey. .
• *N/A - No suggeshons in Athtudlnal Survey quesHonnaire are applicable to this abatement ahernaHve.

-' NOTE: Circled alternatlves'are hypothetically recommended in" this example using the procedures presented
.._ earlier in this shapter. This example indicates significant community support For noise standards,

but little support for a labeling program.
..... 3-11



Step 9. After completing the above procedure, note which alternatives are supported

by the community and those which are nat. Remove any abatement alter-

native which the community clearly will not support. In any decision to

remove an alternative from further consideration, additional sources of

attitudinal information other than these survey data may be used if they are

available. Similarly, based on other results from the attitudinal survey or

other sourcesof information, give strong conslderetlon to including any

additlonol alternatives which the communlb, is willing to support.

The result of executl ng the nine steps just presented is that a llst of feasible

candidate noise abatement alternatives is developed. The community should be prepared -_

to implement these measuresto some degree. These measuresare also expected to be

effective in reducing the noise problems faced by the community. The next task is to

select a time period (year) in the future in which the costs and effectiveness of these

abatement alternaHves are to be compared.

3.2 Select Year to Apply Optimization Model

The first step in any cost analysis is to decide what time frame will be

utilized. Once a time frame is selected, it is applied to all alternatives under ,-

consideration to ensure that they ore compared on an equal basis. The cost-efFectlveness

model can be applied only to one selected target year. The implicit assumption is that

the implementation of noise countermeasures during the time period from the base year

to the target year will gradually reduce adverse noise effects to the level projected

for the target year. Specific reasonsfor selecting a partlaular target year may be varied;

some cities may desire to coordinate noise control strategies with their long-term master

plan and may therefore desire to evaluate a period of up to 30 years. /_ other eases,

political pressuresmay dictate the necessity of obtaining quick cost-effective solutions

so that a target year only a few years from the base would be selected. If no_se counter-

measures are considered which Involve a considerable time lag in their effectiveness

(e.g., zoning and btHIdlng codes), the target year must be selected such that their effect

can be included. Resourcespermlttlng, very valuable insight into noise abatement
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strategies can be gained by repeating the entire analysis for 2 or 3 target years. In fact,

_ the optimum allocation of funds among the various noise abatement countermeasures may

vary depending on the target year selected.

'- Detailed guidelines for the selection of the year far which costs and

effectiveness will be compared and involve a number of considerations as follows:

m Population projectlons/growth rate/buildlng activity

I Time lag for alternatives selected

1 Future technology

• Availability of future funding

• Time frame for master plan

• Necessity for quick solutions

• Projected timing of expenditures (discounted annual costs)

"_ Population Proiectlons/Growth Rate/Buildlng Activity

If the population of the community is growing rapidly, it is advisable to select

+ , a year which will follow the peak growth period so that the analysis will apply to a more

stabilized environment. For low growth conditions, a short-term analysis will suffice.

i , When future growth conditions are difficult to forecast, a short-term analysis is recommended

in order to minimize the uncertainties associated with predicting the effects for a medium

+,+ or long-term analysis.

_r'_ Time Lag for Alternatives Selected
19

Certain noise abatement olternatives, especially zoning and building codes, aref++
_ long-term solutions only. As a result, their effectiveness cannot be properly assessedunless

<_ they are analyzed for a projected period 5 to 15 years after implementation. This is because

t_ zoning and building codes are not retroactive and do not affect existing buildings. Vacant

lots and properties with buildlngs over 50 years old will he the first to comply wlth such

_., regulatlons. The tlme lag for effectiveness of these countermeasures thus depends on the

_,; growth rote and the proportion of vacant land or aider buildings in the community.
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Future Technology

Future technology could make both cost and effeatlveness estimatesobsolete

for someahernatlves. Thispossibility is mostlikely with a long-term analysis. If the

nolseabatement optionsunder consideration involve industrles which emphasize research

and development (suchas the aircraft or mater vehicle industries), a short-term analysis

ismoreadvisable becauseof the uncertaintles surrounding Futurenoise abatement tech-

nologywhich these ;ndustrlesmight employ.

Availability of Future Fund;n_

It may be desirable to coordinate the cost-effectiveness analysis with the city's

budgetpreparation so that Future funding Fornoise abatementactlvltles can be incorporated

-., into the budget. For someeltles_ this will necessitateonly o short-term (1 to 5 yearsafter

infflol implementation) analysis. However, other cities may also prepare medlum and

long-term budgetswhich make a longer term cost-effectlveness analysisdesirable.

Time Framefor/V_ster Plan

Master plansore prepared for varying periodsof time - usually from 5 to 30 years.

The year chosenForonalysls should fall within the period covered by the masterplan.

Thiswill ensure maximumcoordination among such faet=s as growth rote, zoning

regulations, eta.

Necessity for Quick Solutions

If the emphaslsis on immediatesolutions to current noiseproblems, a short-term

analyslsmay he adequate. As the emphasisshifts to control of anticipated future noise

problems,a longer term analysis will be advisable.

Projected Timlng of Expenditures

Sine.efuture costsare discountedbut future effectiveness isnot, the cost-

effectivenessratio of a given countermeasurecan vary fromyear to year_ sodifferent

resultsmay oeobtained dependinguponthe year chosenfor analysisand the particular

year(s) in whiah eertaln expendituresare madefor variousalternatives. Figure 3-1
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illustrates this issueFor one hypothetical alternative. After scheduling one-time

expenditures such as building insulation, land acquisition, and noise barriers, the

analysis year can be chosen. The year selected should be a period of time after these

one-tlme expenditures have been incurred.

BeneFits

A Z_ Z_ Z_ Z_ Z_

®

Benefits . I
or •

Costs Costs

Q

I ! I I I
-- 198( 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Year

Figure 3-1. Annual Noise Reduction Benefits and Discounted Annual Costs: An
Illustration of" the Change in Cost-Effectlveness Due to Timing of

," Expendltures

Summary

_ Using the format illustrated in Table 3-5t check the opplleable boxes after

!._ determining (based on each of the decision factors) whether a short-term or long-term
t, onalysls is most advisable. If oil Factors are equal in importance, adopt the time frame

d, which receives the most check marks. Once this is done_ if a short-term analysis is

L_ indicated, select c year I to 5 years From the date the alternatives will first be implemented.

For a long-term analysts_ the year chosen should be 6 to 15 years from the date of

_; implementation.

,%
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Table 3-5

Example Selection of Short-Term or Long-Term Analysis Year

Short-Term Dec ision Factor Long-Term -

Low Growth Conditions, Growth Rate Population is Growing

_/ Future Growth Difficult Rapidlyto Forecast

Options are Effective Time Lag for Options Include Zoning /
Upon _nplementatlon Options and Building Codes V

Options Involve Industries Future Options are Essentially

_/ which Research Technology Independent of NewEmphasize
and Development Technology ..

Short-Term Budget Availability of Long-Term Budget
(1 to 5 years) Future Funding (over 5 years) _-

Planning Period is Less Time Frame for Planning Period is Over /
than 5 Years /V_ster Plan 5 Years V

Emphasis on Immediate Necessity For Emphasison Control of
Solutions to Current Quick Anticipated Future ,/

¥
Noise Problems Solutlans Nolse Problems

, r

One-Time Expenditures Projected One-Time Expenditures

_// Scheduled Within of Scheduled AfterTiming
1 to 5 Years Expenditures 5 Years

4 Total Number of Short-Term Total Number of Long-Term 3
Factors Checked FactOrs Checked

t_/ Term Length Chosen

It is recognized that in manycases all seven decision factors will not be equal

in importance. When this occurs, it may be desirable to check only those decision

factors which are most important to the community suchas growth rate or necessity For

quick solutions, and then select the time frame indicated by these important factors.
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3.3 Prepare Community Data

The preparation of community data for input to the optimization model is

discussed in this section in four parts:

3.3.1 Divide Community Into Cells

3.3.2 Estimate Cell Populations

3.3.3 Establish B_seHne Noise Levels

_._ 3.3.4 Prepare Land Use Elformation

3.3. ] Divide Communi_ Into Cells

In the acoustical and attitudinal surveys, the community wasdivided into

many dlfPerent noise zones, each zone representing an acoustlcally homogeneous

+ area. I, 2 Now each type of noise zone must be broken down into its individual dis-

contiguous portions, called "cells" which are considered homogeneousin terms of land

, use and population density as well as noise. Referring to Figure 3-2, complete the

C:,!!:'^'ing three steps:
r_

_ Step 1, Define each dlscontiguous part of a noise zone as a separate cell. Each

_ noise zone is orlginolly composed of a number of separate partS; therefore

I _: consider each unconnected part as o separate cell.

fg

I +, Step 2. (a) Identify oil locations in the community where barriers would be per-

mitted for noise reduction purposes. Include all sections of well-traveled

_1 highways, major roadways, and railroad lines which have routes near

residences and which would cause minimal aesthetic or commercial dis-

: ruptlon if barriers were built alongside them. Potentlal barriers should

only be identified For the side or sides of the roadway or track where
(:J

residences are located,
!=

++_ (b) After identifying a/I potential barrier locations, define the area bene-

_ flted by each barrier as a separate cell. With one exceptlon, the benefited

a

-4
.)

D
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Zone Boundary

............. Cell Boundary

Roodway

_tfflllfilltflltl. Railroad
Barrier

Special Zone

KEY

I No. of
No, of Symbol Noise Zone -Symbol Noise Zone Celts Cells

AA Airport Zone A 1 RA h4ojor Roadway A 4

AB Airport Zone B I RB Major Roadway B 6

C Commercial 3 RVH Very H_ghDensity I_sidentla[ 1

H Highway 3 RH High Density Residential 1

] Industrial 1 RM Medium Density Residential 3

MRL Minor Roadway (Low Volume) 2 RL Low Density Residential 5

MRH Minor Roadway (High Volume) I RR Railroad 2

Note: If=Ihis figure, many cell boundaries are _lso S Stationary Source 1
defined by zone boungor[es.

Figure 3-,2. Illustrative Example of Community Noise Zones Divided Into Cells (subscripts
indicate cell number). Note: Cell symbolsare for this example only and are
not designed to be consistent with the actual recommended symbols defined in
Ref'erences 2 and 26. +
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area may be assumedto extend perpendicularly From the outer edges o_:the

barrier to the edge of the noise zoner as shown in Figure 3-2. The exception

is that if a barrier is being considered for a Major Roadway zone, then the

benefited area extends through Major Roadway Zone A to the edge of Major

Roadway Zone B, as shown for cells RA1, RBI , RA2, and RB2 in Figure 3-2.

-- Step 3. If any "Special Zone" has been defined in the acoustical and attitudlnal

surveysr identify this area as a separate cell. In Figure 3-2, the Special

7'one is wholly contained within the Low Density Residential Zone; therefore

it is consldered to be one of the Low Density Residential cells (RLs).

Step 4. Identify any schools or hospitals in each noise zone in the community

which should be considered as separate cells. This is done to account for the

different sensitivity of these areas to noise from that found in the general noise

zone (see Table 1-1 and Section 3.3.4).
.,..L

, Step 5. Overlay the cell division map on a census tract mop(described in Section

r._, 3.3.2 below) and divide any of tee cells which Fall into two or more census

, tracts into separate cells so that no cell crosses census tract boundary lines.

_ After these steps have been completed, give each cell in each zone a number,

as shown in Figure 3-2. These numbers will be used by the noise optimization model to

_-u identify the input data required for each cell as described in Table 4-1 in the next

chapter. The preparation of this input data is discussed next.

, 3.3.2 _!imate Cell Pop.ulatlons

. !_ Estimate the populations of each cell for the target year by following the steps

'" below. If the acoustical survey was performed in the communitys Steps 1through 5 may

_'" already have been completed. They are described here to clarify the succeeding steps.

,.., Step 1. Collect Cen.susData and Estimate Census Tract Areas
r.,,_

The Bureau of the Census publishes o Block Statistics package for each

.... urbanized area with titles of greater than SO,O00 population (U.S. Bureau of the
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Census, Census of Housing: 1970, Black Statistics, P,epart HC (3)). Each "package"

contains a set of"mapswhich show the boundaries of all census tracts for the area. Census

tracts are small subdivisions into which large cities and metropolitan areas are divided For

statistical purposes. Boundaries of these subdivisions are generally designed to achieve

some uniformity of populatlon characterlstlcs, economic status_ and [ivlng conditions. A

typical censustract has a population of 3000 to 7000 and, for cities, an area of 1 to 2

square miles (2-1/2 to 5 square kilometers. Note: The primary measurement units in

this section will be English, since census maps are marked in English dimensions).

Obtain the Block Statistics package for the urbanized area which includes the community

under consideration. One source is: Superintendent of Documentst U.S. Government

Printing OFfice, Washington, D.C. 20402.

The census tract map or mapswhich include the community under consideration

can be found using an index which accompanies the Block Statistics package. Estimate

the area from each census tract which is wholly or partially within the cammunityts

boundaries using the _pproprlate maps.

In the case of Alexandria, Virginia, the desired censusdata are contained in

"Washlngtonl D.C. - had.- Va. Urbanized Area Block Statlsticsr " (Report HC (3)-44). ,-

The index to the detailed maps in this statistics package, illustrated in Figure 3-3s shows

that Map 18 includes the entire town of Alexandria. A section of Map 18 is shown in

Figure 3-4. The area of each censustract can be estimated by applying simple geometric

techniques as shown in Figure 3-4. As shown in the figure, the area of census tract ....

2006 is approximately 0.9 square miles (2.3 square km).

Step 2. Find the Population of Each Census Tract

The 1970 popu/atlon of each censustract is supplied in the Block Statistics

volume accompanying the statistics package. If they are known, values for more recent

years can be substituted to allow use of more accurate estimates of the impacted population.

As shown in Figure 3-5, according to the 1970 census data, the population of tract 2006

illustrated is 5,050.
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Area oF Census Tract/i 2006

A_'x! ° Yl +×2 " Y2 = .9 square miles (2.3 square kin)

Figure 3-4. Section of Alexandria, Virginia Showing Computation of
Approximate Area of a Typical Census Tract
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Step 3. Computer !he Average Population Density For Each Tract

Simply dlvlde the population figures For each tract Found in Step 2 by the

associated area values estimated in Step 1. Thus, For the preceding example, the

population densffy of sample tract 2006 is 5050 -'_0.9 = 5610 people per square mile _

(or 2170 people per square kilometer). Note that this population density is intention-

ally based on the entire census tract areal including the area occupied by streets or ..

other nonresidential land.

Step 4. Estimate the Land Area of Each Cell -"

In order to find the populotlon contained within each cell of o given type of

noise zone, its area must"be estimated, This is accomplished in the f'oflowlng ways

depending on the type of noise zone the cell lles in. It will be helpful at this polnl" to

refer to Figure 3-2.

Highway Noise - MulHply the length of each highway noise zone seg- .--
Zone Cells

ment in each census tract by twice the zone width.

(The zone width is measured from the center of the ._

roedwey.) For those highways which form tract boun-

darles, muJtlp#y each segment by only one zone width. • -

Major and Minor - Multiply the length of each noise zone segment in

Roadway Noise each tract by twice the zone width, Note that, for '-Zone Cells

major roadways with over 36,000 Average Daily

Traffic, the area of a second zone (Major Roadway Zone)

also must be computed. Again, use only o single roadway

width if the road Formsa tract boundary.

Railroad Noise - MulHply the length of the railroad llne in each tract
Zone Cells

by twice the zone width.

C
n
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Residential, - At thls point, subtract the highway, roadway and

Commercial or roi]road cell areas from the total tract area to obtain
Industrial, Airport,
and Stationary the combined area of the remaining residential, cam-
Source Noise

_,._ Zone Cells merclal or industrial, airport (A + B) and stationary
source noise zone cells. Estimate the area of each of

these remaining individual cells Foreach noise zone

type using the previously established cell boundaries.

,,',, Step 5. Compute the Resident Population of Each Cell and Noise Zone

To compute the resident population of each cell, multiply the cell area (in

_" square miles) by the density (per square mile) for _k.ecorresponding census tract which

contains the cell. To obtain the total resident population for each noise zone, add the

"_ populations of oil the cells contained in that zone. See Figure 3-6 for an illustration of

this process.

, , Example

_ For the example based on a population density of 5,610 people per square mile

' ' (2,170 people per square kilometer), the hypothetical results For all the cells in census

i.-_ tract 2006 are as Follows:

Area Census
_'_ 2 Track Density Population
I _ Noise Zone Cell m (km2) People/mi z by Cell

t_ Major Roadway A RA! 0.06 (. 16) 5,610 337

_ Major Roadway B RB1 0.06 (. 16) 337

_ High Volume Minor Roadway MRHI 0.01 (.026) 56

' _ Railroad RR1 0.04 (.I0) 224

._ Industrial 11 0.30 (. 78) 1,683

!_' Medium Density Residential RM! 0.43 (1.11) 5,610 2,413

,*_ Total 0.90 (2.34) 5,050

The results, as above, would be summedover all census tracts to obtain resident

population totals for each type of noise zone.
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Step 6. Separate Cells into Residential and Nonresidentlol Cote9orles

,... Examine the map of noise zones and cells which you have drown andt com-

paring it with a land use map of the community, compile two lists:

_" 1. A llst of all cells which are primarily resldentla] in land use.

2. A llst of oil cells which are primarily nonresidential in land use

(i.e., this llst includes all cells not in list 1 above).

_. ]n the example in Step 5, let us hypothesize that cells RB1, MRH1, and RM 1 were

residential and that cells RA1, ]1' and RR1 were nonresidential.

_= Step 7. Compute the Daytime and Nighttime Population of Each Cell

Estimate the actual population oFeach cell for the daytime and nighttime

separately by using the following expressions:

t_ Residential:

i.' PDr.= .6(R i) + .l(Fr. • PNRT)
I I

_ PNr.= .99(R i)+.01(Fr. • PNRT)
I I

_."e Nonreslde ntla I:

PD = .9(Ri)+ .4(Fnr • PRT)
f,_ nr,= _"

PNnr ' = .99 (Ri) + ,01 (Fnr" • PRT)

"_ where:

_t PDr. is the daytime population for the ith residential cell_ i
.th

e._ PNr. is the nighttime population for the i residential ceil
is I

PD is the daytime population for the ith nonresidential cell
_.:_ nrI

.... th
_" PNnr" is the nlghthme populahon for tlm i nonresidential cell
i, 4 I

,-', and,,
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R. is the population For the i th cell in a given tract (either residential or
t nonresidential) obtained in Step 5.

.th
F is the Fraction oF the total residential land area of"the i residential cell

r.
I

.th
F is the Fraction of the nonresidential land area of the i nonresidential cell

hr.

PNRT is the total nonresidential population in the community under consideration

PRT is the total residential population _n the community.

Computer the total population For residential and nenresldential areas for use in

the expressions above. Also compute the total land area For residential and nonresidential

areas. Basedon the preceding example, this would be done as Follows (Note ~ English

units used For illustration):

Total Residential Population - 337 + 56 + 2413 = 2806 ,-

Total Nonresidential Population - 337 + 1683 + 224 = 2244 '

1"oral Residential Land Area - .06 + .01 + ._3 = 0.5 sq. miles

Total Nonresidential Land Area - .06 + .3 + .04 = .4 sq miles

Now, assign each cell the fraction of the total resldentlal or nonresidential area

it contributes, as follows:

F
For Residential Cells rl

RB1 - .06 T 0.5 = 0.12

MRH 1 - .01- 0.5 = 0.02

RMI - .43 , 0.5 = 0.86 ....i.00
F i

For Nonresidential Cells nrl "

RA1 - .06- 0.4 = 0.15

11 - 0.3- 0.4 = 0.75
,÷_

RR1 - .04- 0.4 = 0.1
1.00 --
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Applying the population formulae to our continuing example, we have

ResidenHal Cells:

Cell Daytime Nighttime

RBI .6(337) +.1(.12 "2244)= 229 .99(337) +.01(.12 .2244)= 336

, MRH I .6 (56) + .I (.02 • 2244)= 38 .99 (56) + .01 (.02 • 2244)= 5._66

RMI .6 t.2413) + .I (.86 • 2244) = 1641 .99 (2413) + .01 (.86 • 2244) = 2408
¢w_al

Nonresidential Cells:

,, RA 1 .9(337) +.4(.15"2806) = 472 .99(337) +.01(.15"2806) = 338

_ 11 .9 (1683)+.4(.75 -2806) =2356 .99 (1683)+.01(.75 • 2806) = 1687
I •

RRI .9(224) +.4(.I .2806) = 314 .99(224) +.01(.I .2806) = 225

) L

Do not be concerned that each cell will be overrepresented with respect to its

) o population; the optimization model considers the day and night ceils for the time perlod

for which each is cleflined, 15/24 of the day, and 9/24 of the day, respectively. The

j ,_ Nolzop computer program does this automatically.

+? To gain Further understanding of" the above procedure, consider the Following.

_ The sum of"the resident populations of each cell (from the census tracts) is 5050.

f.+ Additional sumsfrom the preceding chert are as follows:

_+* Daytime N ighttlme
In

Residential 1908 2800

!,_ Nonresidential 3142 2250

,+', Totals 5050 5050

..j 3 -29
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All we have done is to take the actual population of the community and

redistribute the population according to estimates of Iocat;onal and activity cycles o_"

people. 8 This redistribution was performed separately for day and night.

For those separate cells identified as schoolsor hospitals, estimate the day-

time and n;ghttlrne populations from school enrollment and staff and patient counts.

Nighttime populations for schools are assumed to be zero.

Step B. Adjust Populations For Target Year

Estimate the average annual growth rate r, in percent, for the community

expected between now and the target year based on recent community population trends• __

Label the number of years between now and the target year "y." Compute the expected

populations in the target year by using the following expression: ,.,

Pexp = Paurr (1 + r/100) y -

where:

P is the expeated population, and _
exp

P is the current populatlon.CUff

IF the community had an overage annual population growth rote of 4 percent,

thenl assuminga target year 5 years in the Future, the target year population For cell

RBI would be
i

Daytime P = 229 (1 + .04) 5 = 279
exp

Nighttime P = 336 (1 + .04) 5 = 409exp
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3.3.3 Establish Baseline Noise Levels

The noise levels from each major noise source in each of the cells must now be

prepared for input into Nalzop. These noise levels are those which would be expected in the
_

target year ;f no abatement measures were implemented. If there is no information to

indicate the contrary, assume that the noise levels measured in the acoustical survey

" are the same as those in the target year. If it is desired to modify the baseline noise

levels to reflect those in the target yearr consult Section 2.B of the Noizop UserZs

Guide (data factoring facilffy). 3

The computerized data reduction analysis of the acoustical survey provides

two important outputs which must be input into Nolzop: (1) the day and night sound

levels (Ld and kn) of each source; and (2) the attitudinal adjustments (if any) to be

applied to these levels. The first output, average noise levels, was illustrated earlier

• in Figure 214. Using the data collected from the procedure described in Section 2.4,

assign these zone-averaged levels to each cell in the noise zone. ,Asa result, all eells in

a given zone will have the somenoise levels. The only difference between cells in a

, . zone will be their population, land use, and land area (used to estimate building floor area

)._ for sound _nsulation). The mechanics of physically entering the noise levels into the

_l computer model |s described In the No]zop User's Guide. 3

' _ . There is one exception to this procedure of assigning noise levels to cells. If

a Special Noise Zone has been defined in the acoustical survey, separate noise level

)_ informot;on will be available for that zone, and should be used instead of the zone-wide

average levels. Each Special Noise Zone is a separate cell as for as the strategy

I* analysis is concerned and therefore, in this case, the noise levels defined for Noizop
t

for this cell will be different than other cells in the same zone.
t,'t

I.. 3.3.4 Apply "Attitude Adjustment Factors" to Bose/ine Noise Levels for Each Source

,i, The second output of the acoustical data reduction involves attitudinal adjust-

;"' menls to the source noise levels. 26 When necessary, attitudinal adjustments are applied
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to the noise levels of those sources which cause particularly strong attitudinal

responses in the Community. This ensures that noise sources which are of particular

concern in the community receive extra attention in the set of noise abatement

measures ultimately chosen by the optlmizatlon model. The attitudinal adjustments

are based on the correletlon between communlty noise levels and attitudes, using

data obtained in the attitudinal and acoustical surveys.

It is important to note that the ouh0ut of adjustment factors From the com-

puterlzed data reduction of the acoustical survey will be available only if the atti- _.

tudlnal data was available at the time the computer processlng of the acousHcol data

was performed. 26 IF these adjustment factors are not available1 the following general

procedure (which parallels the computer calculations) should be followed. The

procedure develops "attitudinal adjustment factors" from a simple semi-emplrlcal _-.

analysis of the deviation between noise level versus annoyance relationships for specific

sources and the same relationship for all sources combined.

Step 1. Assemble Acoustical and Attitudinal Data

The data to be assembled in this step are the noise levels (Ldn) for each ""

source in each noise zone and the percent of people who reported being highly

annoyed or above for each source in each zone. These data were previously acqulred

in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of this manual.

Step 2. Determine the Relationship Between the Acoustical and Attltudlnal Data

Compute a linear regression line for percent annoyed versus day-nlght sound .-,

level using each individual data point collected in Step I. An illustration of o plot '

of such data is shown in Figure 3-7 where all sources are plotted but motorcycles and ,-",

railroads are given different symbols for this example.
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--, Regression _ /

"_ 0 Motorcycles Line _./_.
0 /

_. c 1_ R_ilroad •
' _' ® other Sources

__ ® /t c__// •
_ g 0

:_ u_ Deviation, in Ldn, from O

\ •. \Stoodord
_ .,, "u=O Deviation

"" o. _1 // /e/" •

0 I I I
40 50 60 70 80

idn of Source (dB)

: Figure 3-7. Hypothetical Plot of Acoustical and Attitudinal Data for Calculation
of Attitudinal Adjustment Factors (also shown is the resultant

,_, regression line)

.,, If the slope of the resultant regression line is greater than 10., a new

; ; regression llne should be calculated with the slope forced to 10.. if the slope of the

,_. resultant regression line is less than 2., a new regression line should be calculated with

L_ the slope forced to 2.. Figure 3-8 presentsa flow of the computer output thet results

!, from thls procedure. In the example in Figure 3-8(a), the slope was initially too small

_ and forced to be equal to 2.

r_ Next, calculate the horizontal distance (or deviation in Ldn) from each data

point to the regression line. Compute the standard deviation of these distances for all

'_" data points together (bottom of Figure 3-B(a)). Also, for each source separately,

calculate the arithmetic average of these devloHons from the regression line. See

""' F igure 3-R(b ),
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I1o o1_,$0
$10. OLv.i _,bq|

Figure 3-8. Example Flow of Computer Output for Calculating Attitudinal Adjustment
Factors. (a) Results of ;n|tial linear regression, (b) Tabulation of distances
(or deviollans_from regression line Foreach source, (c) Resultsof second
Hnear regression using qualifying sources, (d) Tabulation of parameters
used in the.f;na| computation of the factors. See Figure 3-9 Fora list o_
the f;na( attitudinal adjustment factors Par this example.
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Compare this average deviation for each source to the standard deviation For

all data points together. Let this latter standard deviation value act as o criteria limit"

_" for the average deviation from the regression llne. Note which sources have an average

deviation, either positive or negative, which is greater than this standard deviation

criterion. The "criterion indicator" in Figure 3-8(b) _ndlcates (with a "1") which of

these hypothetical sources exceeded this criteria. In Figure 3-7, the motorcycle source

would be so noted since the average deviation for these data points is clearly larger

than the one standard deviation indicated. The railroad source would not be so noted

since the average deviation for that source is clearly within the one standard deviation

criterion limit.

Step 3. Compute. Refined Relationship Between Source Noise Level and Annoyance

"_ Compute a new regression llne using the data pOints from the noise sources

whlch have average deviations less than the one standard devlatlon criteria calculated

,_ in Step 2. These wilt be identified as "qualifylng" data points.

Again, verify that the slope oF the new regression llne is between 2. and 10.

(See Figure 3-8(c)). This new flne is calculated to ensure that the relationship

between percent annoyed and Ldn is based on noise sources having average or standard

annoyance responses.

,., Recalculate the standard deviation (call it 0"T) of the difference, in Ldn,

ii) between the "quallfylng" data points that Formed the new regresslon llne and this new

_:_ regression line. Also recalculate the arithmetic average devlatlon, in Ldn, from the

i _ regresslon line to the clara points for each nolse source separately. Also, for each

t._ source separately, calculate the standard deviation of these differences between each

_ data point and the regression llne. To summarlze, at this point, we should have the

_ following information.

[ .
1. Standard deviation (_T) of the differences in Ldn between the qualifying

_" points and the new regression llne, and the total number (N) of data points

that comprised the regression llne. In Figure 3-8(c), o"T equals 6.964 dB
'-' and N equals 67.
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2. A tabulation of the slandard deviations (call them o'i ) of the differ-

ences, in kdn, between each data pOint and the new regression line

for each source separately (column 4 of Figure 3-8(d)) and the number

(ni) of such data pOints For each source (column 5 of Figure 3-8(d)).

Note that _. n. will always be equal to or greater than N.
I t

3. A tabulation of the arithmetic average difference, in Ldn, between

each data point end the new regression llne (column 3 of Figure 3-3(d)).

Step 4. Compute Si_lnlflcance Criteria

Using the data in items 1; and 2. in Step 3, compute the Following significance

¢rlterla (SCi) for each noise source (column 5 of Figure 3-8(d)). 9 -"

SC i = 1.282 + n.

This expression tests for a significance (at the 10 percent level) in the difference between

two means. If the average difference for a source (item 3, Step 3) is greater in absolute

magnitude than the slgnlfiaanoe criteria for that source, then the average difference

becomes the nominal attitudinal adjustment Factor. This factor should be limited to o

maximum value of +10 dB. Figure 3-9 illustrates the final adjustment factors using the

example of Figure 3-8. Note that the source numbersof Figures 3-8 and 3-9 correspond

to the sourceslisted in Figure 2-4 from the acoustical survey. The adjustment Factors

listed in Figure 3-9 are intentionally shown exactly as they were computed Far the

example. In practice, it would often be prudent to round these adjustmentfactors, at

least to the nearest decibel, if not to the nearest 5 decibels.

There are three s|tuoHons for which no atHtudTnal adjustment Factors shou1,4

be calculated: ,

1. There are less than five noise sourcesoverall.

2. Four or mare sources were noted as failing the initial criteria in the

last paragraph of Step 2.
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ATTZTUOINAL ADJUSTHE_T F_CTDNS

_'_ (TO BE SUBTRACTED FRD_ SOURCE LEVELS)

SOURCE NO, AUJUST_E_, DB

2. 3.3

v_ 3° .0
t

5. -7..

b. .0

e_ 7, oO

So .0

r?
20, _,O

f_ 11. -10.0

12. .0

¢'_ 13. .0

1., 3.1

(-_ 15. .0

10° ,0

_ 17, -iO.O
t_

IB. ,0

__ 1_. .o
L_

_0. .0

r_

Figure 3-9. Example Computer Output Present|rig the Final AtHtudinal Adjustment
,-" Factors.
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3. There are lessthan 10 sources overall and three failed the initial

criteria in the last paragraph of Step 2.

The final attitudinal adjustment factors should be input into Noizop (see

Appendix A.2.1). The optimization analysis will then be performed on the basis of

noise levels corrected with these adiustment factors to more accurately reflect com-

munlty attitudes toward specific noise sources.

3.3.5 Prepare Land Use ]nForrrPatlon

For each cell, determine its primary land use from the llst of land usesgiven

in Table 3-6. As shown in the table, each land use has an associated code. Each

cell is assigned the appropriate code_ and this information is provided to Nolzop along

with the other cell data described in Section 3.3.

Table 3-6 r--

Land Use Codes to be Used for Each Cell

Primary Land Use in the Cell Internal Land Use Code in Nolzop

Low Density Residential 1 ._

High Density Residential 4 ,

Commercial 5 ._

Industrla J 8

Schools 10

Hospltols and Nursing Homes 12

To determine which code =heuld be assigned to a cell, find the proportion of ,

the cell devoted to each land use. Choose the land use to which the majority of the v_

cell is devoted. The only two differences between land uses, as far as the optimization

model is concerned, are (I) the noise levels at which adverse community response is .,,

assumedto begin; and (2) the levels at which it reaches 100 percent. These noise levels __

wer" strewn for each |and use category ;n Table I-1, page 1-7, The 100 percent response

levels are, ;n all cases, assumedto be 20 dB above the zero response levels. Different
°

maximum and minlmum impact levels are defined for beth daytime and nlghtHme hours. _
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After a land use code has been assigned to each cell, estimate the floor area

of the buildings in each cell. This information mustbe abtalr, ed so that estimates can

be made later of the cost of relocating the businessesand people in a cell where the

impact from noise is yen/great.

3.4 Estimate Costs and Noise Reductions of Alternatives

In this section, you will estimate the costs and noise reduction capability of

_" the alternatives chosen for analysis previously in Section 3.1. Methods of making these

estimates are described for each alternative. To proceed through this section, follow

these five steps:

,"_ Step 1. Define the specific details of each selected alternative. (These deE;ned

measuresare called "countermeasures. ")

Step 2. Proceed to the discussion of each selected alternative in this section.

._ Step 3. Estimate the costsof each countermeasure.

Step 4. Estimate the noise reduction resulting from each countermeasure.

* _. Step 5. Establish cost Functions for each countermeasure by pairing the c_sts with
associated noise reductions.

_ Once these five steps are completed, you w;ll have enough data to operate the cost-

_v effectiveness program Nolzop. Each step is discussed br;efly below.

Step 1. Define the Specific Details of Each Selected Alternative.,

_ A number of applicable alterr_tlves were selected in Section 3.1. Now

_ resolve the details of each as they would be applied to your community. For no;se

_ standards, For instance, select one or more passible regulation levels and decide whether

_., these levels are to be in effect under typical maximum noise level operating conditions.

_ Also, determine whether the costs involved in administering and enforcing the regulation

r _ will come entirely from municipal funds or whether federal or state assistance is available.

_' For time restrictions, decide wh;ch t|me periods w;ll he restricted. For a retrofit equip-

.*.. ment stendard, develop the specifications which must be met by replacement parts.
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These definitions can be somewhat tentative and initially imprecise. However,

they will become more specific as the discussionof costs and noise reduction capabilities

of each alternative points out what Further information is required. From now on, every

specific alternative so defined will be called c "countermeasure." Note that there may

be two countermeasures under one alternative if two noise sourcesare involved. For

instance, if a time restr]cHon alternative is recommended for both jet aircraft and

domestic equipment, two different specifications will need to be drawn up defining the

two different countermeasures. On the other hand, if the same noise standard is

recommended for both automobiles and trucks, only one countermeasure needs to be

defined since only one set of specifications is required. A more detailed discussionof

how to define countermeasures is given in the Nolzap User's Guide 3 and in Appendix A.

Step 2. Proceed to the Discussionof Each Selected Alternative in this Section

The costs and noise reduction aapabillt]es of the 19 alternatives listed in

"Table 3-1, page 3-2, are discussed in separate seatlons below. For each recommended

alternative, go to the appropriate section and follow the procedures described there.

Step.3. Estimate the Costs of Each Countermeasure

The cost of a measure is only defined to include oil "primary" costs which are --

incurred, whether these are by the government, citizens, industry, or other groups.

"Primary costs" ore defined, for the purposesof this manual, as follows:

1. In cases where there is only one financial transaction, prffnary costs

are those incurred by the paying party.

2. In cases where costs are passedon From one party to another, primary

costsare those incurred by the party who cannot pass on the costs any

further without substantial diminution of the costs.

Any revenues which may result from a noise abatement measure follow the same

rules. As an example of o one-tlme Rnenclal transaction, consider the construction of

a noise barrier alongsTdeo highway; the government pays (i.e., a primary cost) to build

the barrier. Construction workers involved in the project may spend their increased

revenue from the government on items which lead to increased employment, industrial
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expansion, and mare revenues for the local government; however, these are not primary

costs or revenues as defined by the rules above, and therefore they are not cons;dared

in this manual. On the other hand, a vehicle regulation may cause increased manufacturing

costs which are directly passed on to the consumer. The costs of the abatement measure

are then the costs which the consumer has to pay.

Under the dlscuss;on of each alternative in succeeding sections, costs are

_-. first described, then noise reductions. Costs ore identified as to whether they are

incurred by local governments, by other parties, or both. For each countermeasure which

_-. is to be evaluated, first find the total cost of the countermeasure. This cost represents

s the entire cost to society, and is the main cost input for Noizop. Nextt find the fraction

.... of this cost which would be incurred by the local governments. This is a second cost [nput

for Noizop.

A llst of both types of cost components is given in Table 3-7, showing their

symbolic notation and meaning as used in this manual. Table 3-8 shows which components
_f4b

are required to estlmate costs for each alternative. Gather information on each of the

components which are required for the alternatives selected for analysis. Table 3-9 provides

_'_ default cost values for some components, which may be usedonly if local data are not

available. These default values are strictly valid for 1977 only.

j _ The relationship between the total societal cost of a countermeasure and its

assocloted noise reduction is called a "cost function." Somecost functions only involve

, _ a single discrete =top. For example, a barrier is either built or it isn't, in other cost

_ functions, the costs increase monotonically and continuously as the desired noise reduction

n increases. For the step cost functions, only three numbersneed to he determined: (1)the

rr_ cost; (2) the fraction of the cost incurred by the city; and (3) the noise reduction. For

i.,_ the continuous cost function, a number of cost/noise reduction pairs must be deflned.

_ As many as seven segments of the cost curve may be defined; therefore, as many as eight

_,. pairs of cost/nolse reduction values may be input to No;zap to define a continuous cost
function. It is recommended that the user define as many segmentsas practical to

.... accurately portray the real cost/nolse reduction relationship. In practice, usually three

.... to four segments (four to five cost/nolse reduction poirs) Ore sufficient to define most

•- continuous cost functions.
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Table 3-7

Meaning and Symbols oF Countermeasure Cost Components --

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

A Floor area of bulJdlngs Tneach noise reduction MA,/E Number of man-manlhs required for adminls-
category (square meters) tration and enforcement {per year)

B Number of non-conformlng buildings over M M Number of man-months required for
50 years old inareas to be zoned maintenance (per year) -

CA Cost to operator of altering equipment P Number of eommerclol properties air=tied
(per plece)

O Number of modlfled pieces of equipment --"

CB" Cost of barrier (per linear meter)
R Annul municlpel income and sales tax

CC_' Cost to conform to code (par square meter) r

CD Cost of demalillon RC Change in revenues due to tax prouram

CE* Cost of employee (per monlh) SE Sates lost due to elimTnatlon of operation _".

C|" Cost to insulate (per square meter) Sp Nel monlhly sales Forcommelcial properties
acquired (12-month average)

CL Cost to operator of addTtio_al labor and _..
adminlstrolion SR Sales during reslrTcted hours (per year)

CM Cost or medTa and materials SS Sales expected la shift to non-restrlcted hour._
(per year) _.,

CO Ac:ldltional cost of operating equipment
(per piece) T Property tax tote for e_ch property class ' '

CR Cost to relocale (per build_t_g) U Number of undeveloped lots in areas to be _-
zoned

CS* Cost due to delays in schedule
VA Average c_ssessedvalue of property

CT Cost of traliling operators "-

D* Discount Factor VL./p Ratio of land value to property value

VR* Property value reduction due to aircraft
[ Number of employees in oily flyovers (per household) --

ER Reduction of employees (man-years) W Wholesale price Index for industrial "commodiHes
F" Fuel sQv;ngs (per square meter) _"

X Consumer price index for horne-ownershlp
H Number of householdsaffected

Y Remalning physical life of hnpected buildings
L Length of berrier (meter_) (years) "

Unit costsprovided in this manual.
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TQble 3-8

Cost Cam:_onen_of EachAlternative
-- . ,,=,

AlterrKJtlve Cost C_ponents"

Operational 'Restrictions

_, Nols_ Standard C A, CE, C O, C L, CT, D, MA/E, Q

Operetlonal ContrQ)s CE, C L, C O, CS, CT, D, MA/F., Qt W

Area Restrictions CE, C O, 0, Md_/Et Q

Time Restrictians CE, CL, CS, D, E, ERr MA./E , R, SR, SS, W

_'" Permits C_, CL, C5, DI M ev/E, SE

Land Use Restrictions

: Borrlers CB, CE, D, L, M,_/E, MM, W

r.', Building insulation AI CE, CI, D, F, MA/,E, X

Cempen_allon CE, D, H_ MA_/E, VR, Y

e_ Papulatlon Relocation COt CE, CR, b, H, M_/E, P, Sp, T, VL/p,V A

Plannlng/Zonlng VA, B,CE, C;i,D,MARIE,T, U

, , Building Codes A, CC, CE, D, F, M_vtE, X

r_. Tax Measures

f

Tax incentives CE, D, M_/E, RC

r"a Tax Pet_lty CA, CE, D, M.av_E, Q, RC

New Product Regulations

" No_e Standard CA, CE, C L, C o, CT, Di MA_,Et O

"_. I.Jabellng CA, CE, CL, D, MA/E, Q

Equipment Standard..

!._ h4aIntel_nce CA, CE, D, MA/E, Q

.^* Retrofit CA, CE, D, Mdv,.E, O

Other Aherhatlve/

'"_ Educotlon*" CE, CM, D, MA/EJ_

CarnpJalnlMechonl.,m__ CE, D, MA/E
r -- ,_

Symboh defined in Table 3-7.

,"_ *QA"4d_tlonc,I ¢mts may be Incurred dep_ttdlng on exact FormoFthe a_ternatlve.
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Table 3-9

Default Cost Values for Selected Cost Components

Symbol Cost Component Value (in 1977 Dollars)

CB Cost of barriers per linear meter See Table 3-13 (p. 3-70) '

CC Cost to conform to building code See Table 3-18 (p, 3-86) _.

CE Cost of employee, per month $2500

CI Cost of insulation See Table 3-16 (p. 3-76) ""

CS Cost of delays in schedule See Table 3-12 (p- 3-58) ....

D D_scountfactor See Table 3-10 (P- 3-46)

F Fuel savings due to insulation See Table 3-15 (p. 3-76)

VR Property value reduction dueto 5 to 20% of original property value10
frequent aircraft flyovers '-"

Under the dlscusslonof each alternatlver it is indicated whether the cost function

has discrete stepsor iscontinuous. Barriers, building insulation, and statlonary source noise

reduction ere examples of single step cost Functions. Regulatory measures_whose effective-

ness increasesproportional to the strictnessof the regulation, exempl;fy continuous cost

functions. Forstep functlonsr merely f_ndthe costof the countermeasureand the Fraction

incurredby the city according to the relationship provided. For continuous functions,

estimate the costsand city fractions for three to four levels of strictness (cost function

segments)Foreach countermeasure. For instance, estimate the costs of estab/[shlng an

operational noise limit on trucks 1 year from new for regulatory levels of 83 dBr 80 dB_

and 75 dB. Later, in Step 4, estimate the overall noise reduction to the Fleet of trucks

which would occur in the target year if these limits were established, and pair these

values rn Step 5_ thereby deflnlng a "continuous" cost function. The cost-effectlveness
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model will choose an optimal amount of"money to spend on this measure by considering

the relative costs and noise reduction capabilities of all countermeasures defined. |f it

chooses a cost which lies between the exact costs identified For a given countermeasure

strictness - say, a cost that lies between the costs of an 83 dB noise limit and an 80 dB

limit- then this implies that an intermediate limit should be established For the most

cost-effectlve results.

Only one value of the cost Fraction attributed to the city can be specified for

each countermeasure; so if the c_ty fraction is Found to vary with the level of counter-

_, measure strictness, use an average value of the Fractions as the input to No[zop.

' Costs incurred immediately are more significant than costs _ncurred in later

_ years because of lost interest opportunity, which is the cost involved in the use of

money. Some method must therefore be used to adjust cost Figures an the basis of the

"_ year in which they occur. The process used in this manual is referred to as discounting.

A representative discount rate of 10 percent is chosen For this manual.

The current value of money is called its present value (PV). Present value ist

the sum of' anticipated future cash outflows (or inflows) discounted back to a chosen

base date at the appropriate interest rote. Costs which occur during each year can beJ

discounted using the factors in Table 3-10. For example, a $1000 expense incurred

_ 5 years from now is considered to be equivalent to a $621 expense incurred today.

Factors can be added for _dentlcal recurring costs; e.g., if admin_stratlve costs are

_ $20 thousand per year For 5 years, the present value can be calculated as Follows:

($20,000) x (1.000 + .909 + .826 + .751 + .683) = $83,380. Therefore, if the choice

_, is between a one-time investment which costs $100 thousand durlng the First year and on

option which costs $20 thousand per year for 5 years, the winner (based on cost only)

!., becomes readily apparent with this simple but accurate analysis.

¢Jr

I
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Table 3- 10

Factors For Calculatlng Present Value
Costs Basedon a 10 Percent Discount Rate11

oF Years Until Discount __
is Incurred Factor*

0 1. 000 _

1 .909

2 .826 ._

3 .751

4 .683 --.

5 .621

6 .564 ,--

7 .513

8 ..467 .-.,

9 .424

10 .386 --

11 .350

12 .319 ,-

13 .290

14 .263 --

15 .239

16 .218 -

17 .198

18 .180 ,

19 .164

20 .149 '-

25 .092 :

30 .057 "

where E=expendlture, 19780st=0, 1980as t=2, etc.,
and r = drscount rate (10 percent) _.
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With the advent of electronic pocket calcu/otors, the use of:a mathematical

i Formula may be more convenient. The present value, PV, of an expense, E, incurred

,._. t years from now is:

E
PV---

_" (1 + r) t

where r is the discount rate (0.10 for 10 percent). IF Et is the expense in the t th year,
' the present value of the sum sequence of yearly expenses is equal to:

N EtJ PV=_ 1

_,_ _t=0 (1 + r) t

i._ where t starts with zero; i.e., current expenses are included at Full value. IF Et is
' constant and equal to E (does not change Forall years), then the formula for the sum

!._ of a geometric series simplifies computation:

1-q N +I
f_ PV= E 1-q

1
!_ where q =-_ . Again, because t is allowed to start at zero, E is incurred N+I times.

In most eases, the annual cost of o given item, such as the cost of a new city

f_! noise enforcement offlcerl is incurred over many years. Using the present value analysis,

any costs after about 30 years contribute a negligible amount to the total cost. Even if

t_ annual costsare incurred out to infinity, the total cost remains finite. To illustrate this

concept, set N = ao in the equation just above and set the discount rate, r, equal to

_ 10 percent. Then,

_,_, PV = E " = E • II
1-

e_,t
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In other words, the total cost of an item which costs the city E dollars every year is

11 times E. In the equatlons provided below, this factor of 11 ;s used for each cost "-

component which is incurred annually. In addition to this factor, annual costs are

also multlplied by a dlscount factor, Dr corresponding to the number of years from now "-

when the annual costs begin. These discount factors were listed earlier in Table 3-]0•

Costs which are incurred only once, such as the cost of building a noise barrier,

are also multiplled by o discount factor corresponding to the number of years from today

when the cost occurs.

Some of the casts discussed in this manual (e.g., sound insulation_ battlers) .-

were thoroughly analyzed in prevlous studies. Therefore, it should be unnecessary for

the city to redevelop detailed cost analyses of these particular cost elements. However, -_

it will be necessary to adjust costs for the impact of" inflation, This can be accomplished

most directly by the use of consumer and wholesale price indlces published monthly in the ---_

Federal Reserve Bulletln for various commodlties. For example, suppose a 1972 study '

determlned that a barrier 15 feet high costs $50 (1972 dollars) per linear t'oot. The _

applicable wholesale price indices for industrial commodities are 117.9 for 1972 and

199.2 for 1977.12 The estimated 1977 costs are derived by dlviding the 1977 index by *_

the 1972 index and multiplying the result by $50: (199.2/I 17.9) x ($50) = $84.48 (1977 '

dollars) per linear foot. "_,

The development of continuous cost functions implies that intermedlote levels

of strictness will be considered for each option category; e.g., an airport curfew con be

imposed for varlous lengths of time, such as 11 p.m. to 6 a.rn., midnight to 5 a.m., etc.

Therefore, the development of cost estimates will nat generally be so straightforward as to • I

involve the calculation of only one cost for a glven option. The cost for a curfew from

midnight to 6 a.m. is not necessarily twlce the cost of a mldnlght to 3 a.m. curfew.

Therefore, when data are available, it isadvhable to analyze each level of ,,

strictness separately. Where slmpllfloatlons are des|red or requlred due to lock of data, , ,

however, linear approxlmatlons to cost functions can be considered adequate. To _

derive Hnear cost funotlons, it is first necessary to calculate the cost of the most extreme ....
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case under consideration; e og., an 8-hour airport curfew. Then to determine the costs

of intermediate options, assumethat proportionate cost increases occur between the

-_. "do-nothing" case and the most extreme case. For this example, a 6-hour curfew

would then be assumed to cost 25 percent lessthan the 8-hour curfew.

.4 For the various countermeasures, there are both direct and indirect costs.

Direct costs are the costs for labor and material devoted spec{fically to a gTven counter-

_" measure, indirect costs are the cost which cannot be consistently identified with a

specific countermeasure. Such costs are joint in nature and can be apportioned to

:_ different countermeasures only by a rough approximation. Examples include administrative

and enforcement costs incurred by local planning departments, noise abatement offices,

"- building inspectorss legal personnel, police, eta.
d r

For budgetary reasons, it is often desirable to present costs in current dollars.

Since this entails the forecasting of inflation in addition to the many other forecasts,

this would, by necessity, introduce another element of uncertainty into the analysis.

To ovoid this, it is suggested that all cost data be calculated in constant doIlars for o

base year, usually the one in which the analysis is performed. As discussed above, this
ix

i will require that post costs be updated For inflation so that they are expressed in constant

dollars for the base year. This adjustment is based on historical data provided by price

indices and does not involve the element of uncertainty associated w_th estlmaHng futureb

inflation. The only adjustment to future expenditures will involve present value analysis

; / discussed earller.

I_ Step 4. Estimate the Noise Reduction Resulting from Each Countermeasure

Making estimates of the noise reduction of countermeasures is, in some cases,

.._ simpler, and in others, more complicated, than estimating countermeasure costs. For a

fixed noise reduction of a steady state stationary source such as an industrial plant, only

one number must be estimated - the actual decibel (Leq/. redueHon - whereas the costs
may include equipment costs, maintenance costs, regulation administration costs, etc.,_

._ On the other hand, to estimate the average no_sereduction in the community due to the
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regulation oF motorcycles1 a number of complicated assumptions and manipulations are --

involved. To assist in this task, a short computer program is provided in Appendix B to

this manual which computes the decibel reduction (Leq Fleet noise level) which results
From noise regulations on many individual sources of a given type, such as air condiHoners

or automobiles. The programr originally intended to compute v.._ehlelest.._atlstiaslis called

VESTA. Reference is made to VESTA in many of the discussions below on noise reduction

estimates.

]n each cases the noise reduction estimated Foreach countermeasure is the

number of decibels by which the source L is reduced in the community. ]t is assumed,
eq

for mostof the countermeasurest that a given noise reduction is applied equally to all

cells in the community where the source is Found. For instance, if one countermeasure

stipulates that a new muffler is required an all cars which makes each car 5 dB quieter_

then in a cell where the original daytime k From cars is 55 dBr the new daytime car k
eq eq

is 50 dBe and in o cell where the original level is 75 dB, the new level is 70 dB. This

of course does not apply to barriers. The noise reduction from a barrier is defined only

f_, :l,osc cells which are in close proximity to it.

Step 5. Establish Cost Functions for Each Countermeasure by Palr!ng the Costs with •
Associated Noise Reductions

As mentioned above, for discrete step cost funotionst obtain only one cost/nolse

reduction pa_r of values. For continuous cost functions, obtain a number of such pairs. "_

Then proceed to Chapter 4 end operate the cost-effectlveness program.

]ndlvldual discussionsfor each noise abatement alternative Follow.

3.4.1 Noise Standard (Operational) '-

An operational noise standard establishes a limit on noise emissions of products

or activities in the Field. The limit may refer to levels measured at a reference distance

From the _ource of noises or it may refer to levels measured at the property llne. [t

requires administration and enforcement on the part of the city government and usually

involves some cost of compliance to owners or operators of the regulated product.
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_ The arithmetic operations _ndicated below and inother sections should be

performed one step at a time, beginning from the top to the bottom.

=,-.

1. Costs

,,. A. Annual costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for admlnlstration/enforcement

x CE Monthly employee cost

x D1 Discount Factor for year when annual casts to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

, = _ Total annual costs to the city

_"_ B. Annual Costs to Others
I

CO Additional annual cost (if any) of operating equipment, per piece
Is=oh

x Q Number of pieces of modified equipment

_--_ + C k Annual cost to operator of additional labor and administration

x D2 Discount factor for year when annual costs to operator begin

L . x I 1 Discount factor to account far cootlnuous annual future funding

J_ _(_) Total annual costs to others

I_ C. One-Time Costs to Others

C A Cost to operator ofaltering equipment, per piece

: _ x Q Number of pieces of modified equipment

,,+ + CT Cost (if any) to retrain operators of modified equipmentI

x D3 Discount factor for year when one-tlme costs to operator occur

,._ = Total one-tlme coststo others

, i
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Total cost of:countermeasure-- _ + _ + (_

Fractionofaostsinourredbycity--® + (® + ® +®)

2. Noise Reduction

A. Single Source

If: a single source is being regulated_ such as a power plant or a

community concert hall, take the following steps to find the noise reduction.

Step 1. Identify the Average Noise Levels Produced at Different Times of Day and
the Portion of: Time Associated with Each Level

If a source of: noise is either "on" or "off, " determine the portion of: time

spent in each mode and determine the average noise level (Leq) associated with each
mode. If there are intermediate modesof operationt such as "halfway on," Find the

levels and portions of time associated with these modes. The results of the acoustical

survey may be useful in identifying this data.

Step 2. Estimate the New Noise levels for Each Mode of Operation Due to the Regulation

For instance, if a noise regulation specifies a maximum of 70 dB at the property

llne near a rook quarry, drilling operations may be reduced from 73 to 68 dB, but truck

noise may remain at 65 dB. The noise reduction is then 5 dB for the period of time when

drilling takes places but 0 dB for periods when trucks are operating.

Step 3. Find the Total Noise Reduction from the Following Expression:

_. = L (original) - L (new)

= 10 log10 t i • 10 - 10 Iogl0 t i •
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- heW re;

t. is the fraction of time spent in the ith mode,i
"_ .th

k°'l is the original average noise level (Lq) of the J mode,
.th

Ln. is the new average noise level (Leq) of the i mode.

Complete these steps for two different noise regulation levels- one strict, and one less
f_

strict. The two noise reduction values obtained are the "rnaxlmum" and ' " "m nlmum II

noise reductions required by Noizop for each stationary source.

B. Multiple Sources
m_

Find the noise reduetlon of multiple noise sources such as construction
I

equipment, traffic vehicles, other vehicles, and domestic equipment, by

applying the procedure described below.

_ Step 1. Obtain Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Present Noise Levels Produced
_ bythe Noise Source Population Under Typio01 Operating Conditions

¢'_ If c_ta ore available for your community, obtain noise levels of the source in question
I !

in terms of the L ob_rved ever a specified sampled time period at a reference distance. Com-
eq

r • , . ,!_ blne these sampled levels into a histogram. Fo slmphclty,, st may be assumed that the shape

of the histogram can be approximated by a Gausslan distribution curve. Fit such a curve as

_ closely as possible to the data, noting the mean and standard deviation, lit no community-

specific data is at hands use the default values shown in Table 3-11.

r Table 3-11

Default Values in dB To Be Used in Estimating Present Noise Levels of Selected Sources13

, Existing Population , Typical Operating Conditions

._ Low Speed (Urban Street) High Speed (Highway)
SOUrCe Msan _ * Msan _ *

Trucks 85.0 3.7 85.5 3.5

Autos 65.0 3.7 75.0 3.5

-_ Motorcycles 76.0 2.9 80.6 2.8

• • = standard deviation
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Step 2. Establish Regulation Level(s)

To properly establisha cost function for the nolse standard alternative, at

least two to three potentlal regulation levels mustbe quantified in termsof thelr casts _'-

to implement and their effectiveness in reducing source noise levels. Once a numberof

cost/effectiveness data pointsare defined and a curve is constructed, Nolzop will ---

eventually select a point on the curve which is optimal with respect to all alternatives

being considered. This point may indicate a regulation level which Hesbetween specified

data points. In order to ensurethat the selected level does not lie outside the range of

the constructed cost/effectiveness curve, choose "potential" regulation levels at broad

intervals. For instance_ ifa regulation level of 81 dB is being considered for the source

whose noise level distribution _sgiven in Figure 3-I0t choose a regulation at 83 dB-

where only very little change in source noise levels would be effectedt and a regulation

at 77 dB- where substantial changes in noise levels would be expected to occur. _-

Step 3. Obtain Mean and StandardDeviation Values of Noise Levels Producedby that ._
Portion of the SourcePopulation Which is Modified as a Resultof the
Abatement Measure

Figure 3-10 showsthe manner in which the distribution of noise levels is

changed due to the establishmentof an operational no_sestandard. A major portion of

the sourcesexceeding the standardare modified to comply. The modifications cause

varlous degreesof noise reductionsfor each individual vehicle_ but overall_ the newly
_b

complying vehicles may be assumedagain to be distributed in a Gaussian distribution.

Estimate the meanand standarddeviation of this new distribution for each "potential"

regulation. Also_ estimate the fraction of the source population originally exceeding the

potentlal standard which isexpected to be modified. This fraction dependson the level of

enforcementwhich local agenciescan provider and on the regulation noise level itself.

The greater the enforcementand the higher (lessstrict) the regulation level, the larger

the fraction of sources which mlght be expected to comply.

With these items of informatlon_estimate the noise reduction obtained with .....

an operational noisestandard by using the VESTAcomputer program. Theprogram lisHng

and a discussionof the arrangementof input data and interpretation of the output listing

are provided in Appendix B. -_
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3.4.2 Operational Controls

An operational control may consist of any one of: a number of different actions.

The following is o partial list (in approximate order of: the noise source which is _-

primarily aFfectedr as listed in Table 3-2).

i Plant equipment operation specifications (for instance_ not mare

then three drop hammers may operate at once, or a steam valve

release shall only occur at lessthan a certain pressure).

• Idle operations control (for instance, air compressorsshah not run

idle for longer than 2 hoursat a construction s_tet or busesshall

not idle longer then 15 minutes at a busstop).

• Flight controls (for instance, aircraft shall approach an airport

with decelerating approach pattern. ,-"

• Vehicle excessive speed control (such as a change from 80 to

64 kmh (50 to 40 mph). "-

Acceleration control (such as o prohibition against unnecessary

hot-roddlng). _

• Accessory equipment controls (f:or instancet sirens shall be operated _-

only when necessary).

For each of: these types of actlonsr the cost components are somewhat similar;

noise reduction esttmates_ however, are different and require separate dlscussions.
,++

1. Costs "-

A. Annual Coststo theCi_ry

MA/E Annua[ man-months required for administration and enforcement .--

x CE Monthly employee cost :
,++

x D 1 Discount factor For year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual Future Funding

= _ Total annual costs to the city .-
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B, Annual Costs to Others

C O Additlonaf cost of" operating equipment, per piece

Number of pieces oFequipment for which new operoHng procedures
" " x Q are required

+ C L Cost to operator oFaddil'ional labor and administration

,..- x 02 Discount factor tar year when annual costs to operator begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous Future Funding

= (_ Total annual costs to others
q i

_ C, One-Time Costs to Others

Cast due to delays in scheduling (example delays costs are shown

_'_ CS in Table 3-12).*
i t

x W Wholesale price index for industrial commodities*

, • + CT Cost to retrain operators

_", x D3 Discount factor for year when one-Hme costs to others occur

= _ Total one-tlme costs to others

TOtajcOs' OfcOuntermeosure--= @ + @ + @

_roo,_enorcostsIncorrodbyCltr: ® +(® + ® + ®)
}

t_

,._,_

_'Requ|redr iF the control perta'_ns to construcHon noise, to update costs

Ii! to current values (see ReFerence 12).
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Table 3- 12

Cost oFDelays in Construction Schedule (Cs) 14

EstimatedDollar Cost (1977 Dollars) •
of Delay in Schedule

Type of"Development Low Medium High

$30, 000 Home

Cost per day $ 14 $ 18 $ 22
Cost per month 443 570 686 -"
Cost per year 5,322 6,838 8,236

$50,000 Home -"

Cost per day 25 31 38
Cost per month 739 949 1_143
Cost per year 8,871 11,396 13,727

$300,000 Multi-family Development

Cost per day 145 185 224
Cost per month 4, 694 5,666 6, 831 -
Cost per year 52,836 67,988 81,974

$300,000 CommerclalDevelopment

Costper day 154 198 241 ;....
Costper month 4,694 6,022 7, 317
Costper year 56,333 72,261 87,801 --

$300,000 Industrlal Development

Costper day 146 188 225
Costper month 4,435 5,730 6,864 ....
Cost per year 53,225 68,765 82,362 ,-
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2. Noise Reduction

Operational controls applied to a single noise source, such as an industrial

- plant, yield noise reductions which can be calculated in the same way as the method

described under Section 3.4, 1 (2A). Other types of operational controls listed at the

-- beginning of this section are described below.

., A. Idle Operations Control

The noise level of"a source typically depends on its operational mode.

-- For motor vehicles, the principal modes are accelerationt deceleration, cruise,

and idle, whereas for mobile construction equipment, high and low idle are

.-" often the two most appropriate acoustically differentiating modes. If operation

in one mode is to be reduced, such as with an idle operations control, estimate

the noise reduction obtained by following these steps:

.. Step 1. Esffmate the Fraction of Time Presently Spent by the Source in Each Mode
e

Step 2. identify the Average Noise Level Associated with Each Mode (All Levels Must
. Be Measured at the Same Distance from the Source)m,

_ Step 3. Estlmate the Fraction. of Time which Would Be Spent by the Source in Each Mode
i , if an Idle Operations Control Were Introduced

t'_ Step 4. Estimate the P_.sulting Noise Reduction from the Following Equation:

! , tj
_ _Leq 10 log ti " - 10 log i 10

f÷ i=1 \i=1

where:

,_ t. _sthe fraction of time presently spent by the source in the i th mode
, .J I

t_ is the fraction of time whlch would be spent _n each mode if an
_"_' _ operations control were introduced

m is the number of modes,
'" .th

: and L. is the energy average noise level of the i mode.
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m m

7Note that tl = 1.0 and t. = 1.0; that is, the equation1

i=1 i=1

above applies when the reduction of:time spent in one mode causesa

corresponding increase in time spent in another mode. if the operations

control reduces the overall time of operafiont the equation above may stiEI
I

be used if the new mode operation fraction values t. are defined as Fractions
I

of the old operating duration.

As an examplet Jet us assumean idJlng restriction is applied to buses-

no bus may operate in idle for longer than 15 minutes ,n the same spot. This .-

restriction will hove two consequences: some bus drivers may turn off the

engine after 15 minutes, while others may .just move to o new Iocotlon if they --

Feel that the engine must remain at idle for a longer period of time. If the

engine is turned ofF_ the Fraction of the time spent idling is reduced, say,

from . 1 to .05, but the other mode (nonidtlng) fractional times remain unchanged.
m m

7. Y. -As a resultt I i = 1.0, but t[i = 0.95. (The engine was turned off For
[=1 i=1

that .05 of the time that it was previously idling.) If1 on the other hond_ the

buscontinues to idle but now in a different location1 the total amount of time

spent idling may be unchanged but the fraction of the time spent in other modes

increases since the bus has to aecelerate,rnCrUise_ and decelerate to move to arn _.

Iocatlon_ In this case, both __ t i = 1.0 and _ t'. = 1.0 if theidlingnew
i

i=1 i=1 - •

overall amount of time that the bus is operating is now increased. Jn most

cosess increasing other modes at the expense of idling would be quite undesir- --

able from the overall standpoint of noise control. •

B. Flight Controls

While control over the flight patterns and operations of aircraft comes

under the ]urlsdlction of the Federal Aviation AdmlnlstraHon, changes suggested --
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by local authorities can be considered if safety is not adversely affected.

Some operational changes which may help reduce noise impacts are:

• Power cutback after takeoff

• Flap management at approach

e Decelerating (low power)approach

These options have complex consequences, and their associated

noise reductions are difficult to estimate, even with complex computer

programs, if an alternative of this sort is desired, however, the FAA
15 "ointegrated Noise Model computer program t r latest version thereof)

may be used to predict the noise reduction obtained at the approprlote

locations in the community (these locations are the cells lying within or

_.. near the a;rpart no'se zones; see Section 3.3).

C. Speed Controls

A reduction of the speed Iimlt in some areas of the city will reduce

noise levels caused by motor vehicles only if the original noise levels are

high enough that the tire noise component contributes substantially. In

this case, o reduction From 87 km/h {55 mph) to 72 km/h (45 mph) will be

_ more effective than from 72km/h {45 mph) to 56 km/h {35 mph). In the

same situation, a reduction from 56 km/h (35 mph) to 40 km/h (25 mph) may

. _ not have any noise reduction benefit at all. However, to a First approxi-

mation, this anomaly can be ignored and the following equatlons con be used

' to estimate the reduction of"energy average levels of" motor vehicles which_ p

would occur if a new speed limit were introduced: 6

..... Autos: ALA = 30 Iog[V1/V2_ _ dB

....._ Trucks: _L T = 26 logl_V}/V23 , dB

l-_ where V 1 is the present average speed of vehicles (in km/h or mph),

and V2 is the estimated Future reduced speed of vehicles (in krn/h or mph)
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If a "Highway" is the problem noise source For whlch a speed control

is desired, the highway noise reduction may be roughly estlmatecl by combining

the reductions establlshed in the above equations with the fraction of vehicles

they represent. For instance, esfabllshing a new speed Iimlt For a highway

composed of 90 percent auto traffic (.9) and 10 percent trucks (. 1) would

reduce noise by an estimated:

LA/|0 LT/i0)
,'_LHw Y = 10log .90 • 10 + .10 • 10

(LA- ALA)/10 (LT - "LT)/10)

- 10log .90" 10 +.10 • 10 , dB

where LA is the or, inal L contributed by autos to the highwayeq

k r is the original Leq contributed by trucks to the highway

ALA is computed above -_

and A LT is computed above

A more precise method of determining the change in auto_ truck and

highway noise levels is obtainable by consulting the EPA Highway Noise Impact -._

Review Manual. 16

D. Acceleration Control

The goal of this final operational control is to reduce unnecessary .-,

acceleratlons and engine run ups by motor vehicles, if a noise standard is '

wrltten which makes it illegal to accelerate a motor vehicle in on unnecessarily _,

rapidt Ioud_ or periodic manner_ the number of"such accelerations would decrease. _"

in terms of our mode model_ the time spent accelerating is reduced by some amount ""

and is added to the time spent cruising or accelerating at a regular rate. •

To find the noise reduction associated wlth an acceleration or excessive

run-up control, complete the Following steps:
r,.
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Step 1. Estimate the Fraction of Time Presently Spent by the Noise Source in Each
- Mode of Operation

This is the same as Step 1 under "Idle Operations Control" above. Estimate the

average fraction of' the time spent by a given type of noise source or vehicle accelerating

excessively using the fallowing equation:

n .

Pea = -N (Pa Pe)

j

where

*'- P is the population average fraction of the time a vehicle spends acceleratlng
ea excessively,

n is the number of vehicles which accelerate excessively,

' : N is the total number of vehicles,

P is the average fraction of the time spent accelerating under any conditions,
O

' . and P is the fraction of accelerations which are excessive for those vehicles which
e accelerate excessively.

i

Step 2. Identify Typical Maximum Passby No_se ke.vels for All Modes of Operation

. ]n this step, include excessive accelerations. This is the same as Step 2 under

"ldle Operations Control" above.
p_

i ,

Step 3. Estimate to What Degree an Acceleration Control W_II Reduce the Number of
_., Excessive Pun Upsand Accelerations
¢ I

This is accomplished by using the following equation:

_' p, n'eo = (Pa"P'e)
t._e,

where

P' is the new population averaged fraction of' the time each vehicle spends

_ in excessive acceleration,

'' n' is the new reduced number of vehicles which accelerate excessivelyr

'_" and P_ is the new reduced fraction of accelerations which are excessive for
i-_. e the n_ vehicles.

d !
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The concept here is that an ordinance against excessive run upsand accelerations

will have two consequences: (1) the number of vehicles (n) which cccelerai'e excessively

at oil will be reduced (to nl); and (2) the Fraction of accelerations which are excessive

(Pe)fOr these n' vehicles will also be reduced (to P_e)"

Step 4. Estimate the P,esultlng Noise Reduction for this Alternative

Compute the estimated noise reducHon by using the equation provided _n

Step 4. under "Idle Operations Control. "

3.4.3 Area Restrictions

An area restriction prohibits the operation of certain noise sources in noise-

sensitive areas. This measure requires city administrative and enforcement actlvltyt

and may odd coststo operations invo(vlng the restricted products. Motor vehicles are

the primary targets of area restrlctlonsl espectlally large trucks.

1. Costs

A. Annugl Casts to the City

MA/E Annual man-rnont_ required for admlnistratlon/enforcement

x CE Monthly employee cost

x D1 Discount Factor For year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount Factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= _ Total annual casts to the city

B. Annual Costs to Others

CO Additional cost of operating equipmentj per piece _-

Number of modified pieces of equipment (beret "modified" means that ', •
x Q the restricted area is now avoided) '

x D2 Discount factor for year when annual costs to others begin _

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding ....

= (_ Total annual costs to others.
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-- Total Cost of Countermeasure = Q + Q

_ Fr_atlonofCostsIncurredb_C_ty= ® + (Q + ®)

2. Noise Reduction

A restriction which limits the area in the community where a noise

-- source may operate may result in complete elimination of the noise produced by

that source in that area, or it may only remove a fraction of the source population

,-,, and result in a minor noise reduction, if Table 3-2 on page 3-4 [ndicated that

an area restriction should be considered for a perticular "prabtem noise source, "

define at least two scenarios which would cover the range of possible strictness

: of the area restriction so that Nolzop can choose the most appropriate fraction

_" of sources to remove. This fraction is paired with costs to define the cost function.
, q

For example, if trucks are found to be a problem in "Residential Area A," use

._' the procedures below to estimate what fraction of trucks producing noise at a

_ sample cell in Area A are affected by two hypothetical cases such as the Following:

(1) all through trucks prohibited from using the major arterial nearest the sample

cell; and (2)all through trucks prohibited from using any arteriels in Area A.

_' These two cases will define two points on the cost curve. If Nolzap decides

that the most cost-effective expenditure for this abatement measure lies between

_. the two points defined, this indicates that a restriction of intermediate strictness

is recommended, such as (3) "through trucks only prohibited from using three major

_', arterials in Residential Area A."

For an area restriction applied to motor vehicles, estimate the fTactlon

of the source population affected by a particular scenario from the following

equation:

_ (_'di• vi)
- f--_ (_.vi)'
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where

f = the f_actlon of the source pepu[ation affected,
th

Ad. = the road length restricted in the i category,
I

Vi = the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volume in the ]th ror_d category, and
th

d. = the total road length [n the i category in the area surrounding
the sample cell.

Road categories may be divided into four groups: (1) local streets;

(2) feeders and collectors; (3)arterlals; and (4) limited access highways. To

use the above equation, estimate (1)the average volume of traffic, Vii on

each type of road; (2) the length of each road type, dl, in the surrounding

area (within a few kilometers of the sample cell); and (3) the length of road

which will have restrlcHons placed on it, Ad..

For an area restriction applied to a population of stationary sources

- such as air conditioners, which may he assumedto he evenly distributed in

the community_ estimate the fraction of the source population affected by a

particular area restriction scenario from the following equation: _-

.p

z_A
f=

A

where AA = the area (in square kilometers) affected by the restriction, and

A = the total area (in square kilometers) surrounding the sample cell
(generally within a few kilometers of the cell). ._

3.4.4 Time Restrlctions

Time restrictions may be applied to a wide variety of noise sources. They

generally are designed to reduce the noise produced during the nighttime hours, the most ...

nolse-sensltive time of day. The city incurs administrative and enforcement costsand

potential loss of tax revenue due to a reduced employment base with this alternative, ....

while opera,tars of restr;cted products may face time delays, reduced sales, and additional _-

adminlstrot [ve costs.
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1. Casts

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for administratlon/enforcement

.. x C E Monthly employee cost

= _,) Recurring annual adminlstration/enforcement costs

ER Reduction of emp|oyees, in _r_n-years

--' E Number of employees in city

x R Annual municipal income and sales tax revenues
k

= .__ Recurring annual lass in tax revenue due to reduced employment base

C_ Recurring annual administration/enforcement costs

! ,_ + (_ Recurring annual loss in tax revenue due to reduced employment kx_se

I,-_ x D1 Discount factor for year when annual coststo city begin
I _ " "

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous a+_+_ualfuture funding

, = (_ Total annual costs to the city

_4

! _ B. Annual Costs to Others

(1) Commercial or Industrial Noise Sourcesand Airports

t _ SR Soles during restricted hourst per year

ill' . SS Sales expected to shift to nonrestricted hours

_,;_ = (_) Recurring annual costs clue to sales losses
p

I"!

i
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(2) Construct ion Noise Sources

CS Cost due to delays in schedule (example delay costsare shown in Table 3-12)

x W Wholesale price index for industrial commodltles 12

= _ Recurring annual increased construction costs

Sales lossesor construction costs

+ C L Cost to operator of additional labor and odmlnlstratlon

x D2 Discount factor for year when annual costs to others begin .-

x 11 Discount factor account for continuous annual Future Funding

= . (_) Total annual coststo others

Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_) + (_

Fraction of Costs Incurred by City = (_ --_ (_) + C_))

2. Noise Reduction

Gather two items of infarrnQtlon to define the effects of this measure.

1. _T_he.fraction of nighttime operations which are curtailed ~.

As on example, let us assume that a power plant is required to

eHmlnate operations which produce excessive noise between 2 a .m. '-

and 5 o.m. Then if operations were originally distributed evenly '

through the nighttime period (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.), the fraction -'

which is curtailed is 3 -2" 9 hoursor .333. '_

2. The. correspondlng f'r.actional increase, if any, in da),t!me.,operations

If a nighttime operational restriction causesan increase in daytime .....

operations, estimate the fractional increase which occurs. --

._ These two items of information are input directly into Noizop which then ....

calculates the noise reduction which results.
p*
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_ 3.4.5 Permits

Permits may restrict the (1) duration, (2) Frequency, (3) location, or (4) time

-- of operation of a noise source. The first two types of"permits are treated here. Area

restrictions were discossed in Section 3.4.3, and time restrictions were discussed in

-- Section 3.4.4. Extensive administrative costs are incurred by the city in issuing permits.

Costs due to delays in scheduling and increased administrative costs and, in same cases,

-- reduced sales, ore borne by permittees.

-- 1• Costs

A. Annual Casts to the City

MA,/E Annual man-months required fo_ odminlstrotion/enforcement

-- x C E Cost oFemployee
J

x D I Discount factor for year when annual costs to clfy begin

i x 11 Discount factor to account For continuous annual Future Fundingi ,

= _ Total annual coststo the city
t •

B. Annual Costs to Others
p_

I

" CL Cost to operator of additional labor and administration

i + CS Cost due to delays in schedulei 1

Sales lost due to elimination of operation (applies to rock concerts
I _ nat held, construction projects not permitted, recreational events not

'' + SE staged, etc.)

,,t_ x D2 D_saount factor for year when annual costs to operator begins

r_-, x 11 D_scount factor to account For continuous annual future funds
I

_'" = (_) Total annual costs to others
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Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_) + (_)

Fraction of Costs Incurred by City = (_ if- ( (_ + (_)

2. Noise Reduction

If a permit limits the amount of source activity which may take placer such as

a I[mlt on the total number of comtrucflon days at any one slte, or a limit on the number

of consecutive hours a race track may operate, estlrr_te the fraction of operations that

are curtailed. If a permit limits the number of operations per unit time a source may be p

operated, such as a limit of blasting operations to one every 15 minutes, again estimate

the Fraction of operations which would be eliminated as a result of the restriction. Pair

this fraction wlth its associated costs and provide this input data to Nolzop.

3.4.6 Barriers

The construction of barriers along highways and raHrced fines, and around

commerclal or industrial sources, can be very effective in reducing the noise impact on

people living near these sources, but the remainder of the community will not be affected.

Barriers are usually funded from local government sources; however, state or federal funding is

often involved, so the costs attributed to the local government may not actually be paid ._

directly from the clty budget. If local data are not available, use the barrier costs

supplied in Table 3-13. .-

Table 3-13

Cost of Barriers (From Reference 6)

Barrier Height . Cost per '-
in Meters Application Linear Meter (feet)

(feet) 1977 Dollars

3.0 (10) Highway $186 ($ 57) _

Highway/
4.6 (15) Railroad $281 ($ 85) ""

6.1 (20) Railroad $425 ($130)

i
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]. Costs

A. Annual Casts to the City

MA,,,E Annual man-months required for adminlsfraHon/enforcement

_ + M M Annual man-months required for mah_tenance

x C E Monthly employee cost

x D 1 Discount factor year when annual aosts to city begln

__ x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

' = _'_ Total annual costs to the city
r_

• B. One-Time Costs to the City

_'_ C B Cost of barrier per linear meter (depends on barrier height)

× L Length of barrier in meters

* x W Wholesale price index for industrial commodities

_'_ x D2 Discount factor for year when one-tlme costs to city occur

= (_) Total one-tlme costs to the city

Total Cost of Cour_termeasure = (_) + (_)
!*JI

I T

Fraction of Costs Incurred by City = 1.0

2. Noise Reduction

= As an alternative to source noise regulations, area restrlcHons, and time

restrictions, acoustic barriers can be constructed between the noise source and the receiver.

:._i The most important determlnant of the effectiveness of noise barriers is the effective height

of the barrier relative to the llne of"sight between the source and recelver. In practice, it

._ hasbeen shown that barriers generally produce nolse reductions on the order of 10 dB, with

_ a practical maximum attenuation of the order of 15 dB rarely actually occurring. The most
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effective permanent barrier des_gnt from a cost and performance standpoint, appears to

be a combination of a concrete or brick wall built on top of an earthen berm.

The noise optlmizatlon model requires two types of barrier noise reduction

input data:

1. Barrier effecHveness ratios;

2. Noise reduction at the center of the affected cell(s).

These parameters may be specified for up to two alternate barrler heights. Barrier

effectiveness ratios describe the effectiveness of barriers in attenuaHng noise from

different sources relative to an established "norm." Each ratio is the noise reduction (in dB)

of a source divlded by the noise reduction of the "norm." Because they are the most .-

prevalent noise source in the community, automobiles have been chosen as the "norm"

source1 and effectiveness ratios for other sources have been developed based on the .-

effecHveness of barriers on automobiles. Such ratios are shown in Table 3-14 (a) for

selected noise sources. Use this table to assign barrier effectiveness ratios to all

problem sources defined in the community. Prepare raHos for two passible barrier

helghts: a low barrier (2 to 4 meters high), and a high barrier (4 to 6 meters high).

Nolzop will choose which barrier to build, if any_ at each location, based on the

different costs involved.

For each cell where o barrier is planned_ the reducHon of a noise level from

a source is estimated in the computer model by multiplying the barrler effectiveness

ratio of the source by the noise reduction estlmated for automobiles. Two automobile

norse reductions must be estimated for each barrier location: one for a high barrier, and

one for a low barrier. Use Table 3-14 (b) to estlmate the noise reduction in a cell

affected by a barrler. If a barrier is planned with a height lying between the values

listed, interpolate to find the appropriate automobile noise reduction.

IF a barrier _splanned along a major roadway, two cells will be affected by the .--

barrler, as shown in F_gure3-2: one in Major Roadway Zone A_ and one in Major Roadway

Zone B. These are called the "primary cell" and the "secondary cell", respectlvely, in .-_

the cost-effectlveness model. Assign the same automobile noise reducHon values to both
a
on the primary and secondary cells affected by a barrier along a major roadway. _-
"1
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Table 3-14

(a) Barrier Effectiveness Ratios for Low and High Barriers, by Noise Source(a)

Trucks and Buses Rail (b)

Barrier Height Autos Low Highin Meters and Locomotive Cars Aircraft (c)

(feet) Motorcycles Speed Speed

2-4 ( 6.1-12.2) 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.0

4-6 (12.2-18.3) 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.0

(a) For nonvehleular noise sources (i.e., power plants, factorles), estimate the ratio based on
relative source height to the standard source - automobiles. Values based on noise
reduetlons given in Reference 6.

(b) If the source noise levels ore not separated for locomotives and tarsi use an average of
the two ratios.

. (c) Zero effectiveness for aircraft in flight. For someareas along the sideline of airport runways

_._ or near alrcrafl" engine test areas, where the dominant noise source is located on the ground,
barriers can be effective - effectiveness ratios of 0.3 and 0.6 ore estimated for 2-4 and 4-6

meter barrier helghts respectively.

(b) Average Reduction of Automobile Noise by Lowand High Barriers6
, i i

Barrier Height Auto Noise Reduction in
in Meters Cell Near Barrier

(feet) (in dB)

2 (6.1) lO

: 3 (9.1) 13

r_,! 4 (12.2) 14

5 or more (15.2 or more) 15
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3.4.7 Building Insulation

In cases where exterior noise propagating into homes is intolerable to the

clt_zens, the local government may elect to initiate a building insulation program•

While insulatlng homesreduces impacts from all noise sources, it is usually applied

only to homes underneath flight paths near airports. In many cases, a side effect of

of sound insulation isa decrease in home heating costs during the winter, and air

conditioning costs during the summer• Insulation costs and associated noise reductions

may be estimated for three alternate levels of treatment: minimum, medium, and

maximum• Noizop will decide which level of treatment, if any, to apply in each cell

in the community basedon these estimates.

1. Costs

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for administration and enforcement --.

x C E Cost of employee per month

x D 1 Discount factor for year when annual costs to city beg_n "-

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= a_ Total annual costs to the city

B. One-Time Costs to the City

Cost to insulate per square meter (depends on noise reduction desired

C 1 for each building) ....
t...,

x A Floor area of buildings in each noise reduction category, square meters

D 2x Discount Factor for year when one-time costs to city occur ._

= G Total one-tirne costs to the city

.+
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C. Annual Costs to Others

- F Fuel savings per square meter (seeTable 3-15 for typical values)

x D 3 Discount factor for year when costs to others begin

x I1 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= _._ Total annual costs to others

'- Total Cost of Countermeasure : (_ + (_) (_

Fraction of Cost Incurred by City = ((_) + (_)) -- (_) + (_) " G)

'- This fraction will be larger than 1.0 in magnitude. For input to the

' optimization model, Nolzop, use 1.0.

Soundproofing cost data must be input to Naizop as costs per square unit

floor area for each of the three levels of soundproofing. Therefore, after computing

i _ the total composite costsabove separately for each level, divide these values by the

total floor area of all buildlngs in the community to be insulated to obtain unit floor

area costs. The floor area of buildings to be insulated is input to Nolzop with theJ •

cell data as described in Chapter 4 and in the Noizop Useds Gulde.

q 4
2. Noise Reduction

The cost of incremental improvement in building noise reduatlon achieved

with noise insulation increases rapidly with the increase in noise reduction. Table

ii 3-16 illustrates this relationship. If insulation cost figures are not available for your

community, usethe values supplled in this table, then compute the total costs of each

_.; noise reduction category as described above. Use these results to define three

building insulation costs and associated reductions: a minimum treatment, a medium

_, treatment, and e maximum treatment.

! .
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Table 3-15

Fuel Savings

Typical Annual Fuel Savings (F) Per
Level Average Increase Square Meter (Square Foot) 1977 Dollars*

of in Noise
Insulation Reduction, dB North Midwest South

Minimum 5 $.083 (.0077) $.044 (.0041) $.020 (.0018)

Medium 10 .170 (.016) .093 (.0087) .044 (.0041) -

Maximum 15 .253 (.024) .142 (.013) .069 (.0064)

*Based on methods of estimating fuel savings described in Reference 17, using the
following assumptions:

(1) Annual number of days when outdoor temperature falls below 18°C (65°F) times
the nurrber of degrees below 180C (65°F) =

North: 3900°C degree-days (7000°F degree-days) "-
Midwest: 2200°C degree-days (4000OF degree-days)
South: 1100°C degree-days (2000°F degree-days)

(2) Average house size = 186 sq m (2000 sq ft), volume =453 cum (16,000 cuft)

(3) Added ventilation requirements are considered, but they are small (less than '-
$. O02/cu meter)

(4) Cost of energy is $4/million BTU ,-

(5) Linear relationship between degree of noise reduction and amount of reduction
in heat lossesby infiltration of outside cold air.

Table 3-16

Incremental Noise Reduction Achieved with Selected Levels of Insulation

Applied to ExisHng Homes18-21 "-'

Insulation Cost (CI) _-

Level of Per Square Meter (Square Foot) Average. Increase in ,
lnsulaHon 1977 Dollars* Noise Reductlon_ dB

Minimum $ 32 ($ 2.95) 5 ....

Medium $ 91 ($ 8.40 10
t= L

Maximl,.,_ $165 ($15.30 15

rUse Consumer Price Index for home ownership to update to current year. 12 :
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.- 3.4.8 Compensation

Compensation usually refers to the money which is pald to residents living near

-- airports under Flight paths to compensate for the loss in land value caused by the

excessive noise levels. Compensation does not reduce noise per set but it tends to

_- reduce peoples' compJalntsto noise, thereby reducing adverse community reaction to

some extent. If the noise of airplanes flying over a resident's land damagesthe owner

-- in the use of: the land, the courts may decide that there is an "inverse condemnation" or

a "taking" of property For which compensation must be paid either in the form of annual

or one-tlme payments.

Residents who suffer noise pollution but whose airspace is not physically entered7-
cannot usually claim inverse condemnation. Only governmental units with the power of

eminent domain, such as the city or the airport commission, can he sued for the taking

. of property, and therefore these parties bear the entire compensation costs. Compensating

people before suits are brought against the city may be a cost-effectlve action, although

few examples of such action exist. Thus, compensation is treated here as a countermeasure

which local governments may inltlate. Casts are based on reductions in property value and

, rent caused by noise sources, although the local government could decide to provide

compensation at a greater or lesser rote depending on considerations such as available

, , funds and cfflzen demands.

f.... 1• Costs
T

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required Foradmlnlstration/enforcement

i,, x C E Monthly cost of employees
m

= ___ Recurring annual costs Foradmlnlstration/enforcement,.,4
i

V R Annuallzed property value reduction due to alrcraft Flyoversa per household

_ x H Number of households affected

t_"l = (_) Recurring annual property value reduction costs
_,."
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_') Recurring annual casts for administration/enforcement

+ _ Recurring annual property value reduct|on costs

x D 1 D_scount Factor For year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount Factor to account for continuous annual future funding -

= 0 Total annual costs to city

B. One-Time Costs to the City

Annual_=ed property value reduction due to aircraft flyovers_ per
VR household

x H Number of households affected

x Y Average remaining physical life of impacted buildings_ in years _,

x D2 Discount factor for year when one-tlme costs to city occur

= ___ Total one-time coststo city

Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_ +

Fraction of Costs Incurred by City = 1.0

2. Noise Reduction

The relationshlp bet_een property valuu Ju,,'u_iion and noise levels has been ,_.
. 10122-24

studied by many researcners. On the basis of these investigations, the estimates ,_

shown in Table 3-17 were made. The estimates assumean initial average property ,_

value of $50,000 and an average rent of $350 per unit. The property reducHons are ....

"annualized;" that is_ the total property value reductlon of a home is the annuallzed ._

reduction shown in the table times the number of years of physical llfe remaining for the .-

building on the property. The figures are derived from studies of homes lying between the ,-.

Ldn 55 to 80 dB airport contours for aircraft noises and within 30m (100 ft) of the highway .-

for highway noise. ;-
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Table 3- 17

_- Annualized Property Value Reduction (VR) in 1977 Dollars
Due to Selected Increases in Noise Level 10, 22-24

Increase in Noise Level (dB)Source
5 10 15 20 25

Aircraft Noise $220 $440 $660 $880 $1100

Highway Noise $ 55 $110 $165 $220 $ 275

Use the relaHonship between dB increase and property value reduction in

,_ Table 3-17 to form the basis for the compensation cost function. The c_sts shown in

the table, VRt must be manipulated as descHhed above to obtain the total annualized

casts. The corresponding "noise reductions" are the increases in noise level associated

with these casts in the table.

i 3.4.9 P.opulation Relocation

_, if noise problems are severe enough in the commun;tyt as a last resort the

.... affected residents can he relocated. Costs to the city government can be substantial

,-, but significant financial damage in the form of lost profits and goodwill also occurs ;f
i

.... commercial eslabllshments are moved. Relocation costsmust be estimated for the

,,._ entlre population in each cell where relocaHon is a viable alternative.

1. Costs

_' A. Annual Costs to the City

_,i MAt,,E Annual man-months required Foradminlstration/enforcement

x C£ Monthly cost of employee

.... _ Recurring annual costs For odmin;straHon/enforcement

r
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VA Average assessed value of property

x T Property tax rate, fraction of VA +-

x H Number of households affected

= .__ Annual loss _n property tax revenue +-

Q Recurring annual costs for administratlon/enforcement

+ . _ Annual loss in property tax revenue

x D 1 Discount factor for year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= _ Total annual costs to city

B. One-Time Costs to the Cit_'

1 .-VL/P One minus the ratio of land value to property v_lue*
•A, k

x 4 • VA Four times the average assessedvalue of property "-

+ C R Cost to relocate, per household

+ C D Cost of demolition, per household

x H Number of households affected

x D2 Discount factor for year when one-time costs to city occur

= (_) Total one-tlme costs to the city

If the land purchased by the city is not usable for nonresidential purposes, such as .-
parks, city offices, etc.+ remove this term.

A multiplier of 4 is applied to the assessedproperty value to obtain the market ......
va Iue •
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_ C. One-Time Costs to Others

3 • Sp Three times net monthly safes for commercial properHes acquired
- (12-month average)*

x P Number of commercial properties affected

x D3 Discount factor for year when one-flme costs to others occur

= _'_ Total one-Hme costs to others

Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_ + Q + (_

Fractlon of Costs Incurred by City = ((_ + (_)+ ((_ + 0 + (_)

Note that the assessed value (VA), tax rate (T)t land-to-property ratio (VL,/p)t

relocating costs (CR)e and demolition costs (CD) may be different For residences and

commerclal properties.

An average of 3 months are required For commercial concerns to reestablish business
at original levels.

,. 2. Noise Reduction

,'- No noise reduction values are needed.

,_ 3.4.10 Planning and Zoning

...._ Planning and zoning is a noise control alternative which may take many years

'_ before the benefits are realized. The time lag depends on the municipal population

_-'_ growth rater the porHon of vacant landt and the number of older buildings in the

,- community. Although the city may already have a plannlng/zonlng departmenb some

- additional administrative and enforcement costs will be incurred if changes are made For

"- noise control purposes. Changes in the tax base due to zoning changes will also affect the

_ city revenues. Ira change in the location eta hlghway is requlredt addfflonal construction
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and relocation costs may occur. Property owners may suffer reduced property values

as a result of the changes. [t they must eventually move their business, relocation

costs are also involved.

1. Costs -

A. Annual Costs to the C_ty

VA° Average assessedvalue of old property

x T° Property tax rate for old property

= _ Lost property tax revenue from old property

VAn Average assessedvalue of new property _-

x Tn Property tax rate for new property

= _) Property tax revenue from new property

U Number of: underdeveloped lots in areas to be zoned

Number of: nonconf:ormTngbuildings over 50 years old in areas to be
+ B zoned

_'_ Number of property units affected

MA,/E Annual man-months required for adrninlstraHan/enforcement

x CE Monthly cost of employees_ per month

= (_ Recurring annual admlnlstrative/enforcement costs

j ....
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_ _ Lost property tax revenue From old property

+ (_ Property tax revenue from new property

x (_) Number of property unffs affected

_ + ___ Recurring annual admlnlstrative/enforoement costs

x D 1 Discount factor For year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount Factor to account For continuous annual Future Funding

= _ Total annual costs to the cffy

-- B. One-Time Costs to the City
h

CR Cost to relocate hrghways, if any

× D2 Discount Factor For year when one-time costs to city occur

= @ Total one-time costs to the city

r" C. One-Time Costs to Others
h

4 • VA ° Four times average assessed value of old property (to obtain market value)

, 4 • van Four times average assessed value of new property (to obtain market value)

_ + CRb Cost to relocate businesses, if anyI,

x D3 Discount factor for year when one-time costs to others occur

....._ = _ Total one-tlme costs to others

f_

_,., Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_ + (_) + @ (ff negatlve, use one dollar)

r_

_... FrocHon of Costs Incurred by City = ((_) + (_)) + ((_) + (D + {_) )

' i
L
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2. Noise Reduction -"

The impact of o community noise source may be reduced or eliminated through

careful planning and zoning policies. If the noise levels from a major arterial are

excesslve_ for instance, plans could be made to expand alternative routes which would

effectively relocate the source through lesssensitive areas of the community. Or

zoning changes could be made which would limit the increase in population near high

noise level areast thus effectively "relocating" the injured population.

If the countermeasure involves relocating a noise source by the target year

("Planning"), estimate the new noise levels at each cell near its new location, or use the

"-1" parameter in the Noizop path-recelver override array for relocatlon,3andl if old cells

are still affected by the source, estimate the new reduced noise levels there, include

relocation costs in the total annual cost for this case. If the countermeasure involves

"relocating" the population ("Zoning"), no relocation costsare incurred but only the

tests due to administration, enfarcement_ and changes in property values. Calculate these

t'osts for each cell which is affected by zoning changes. Nolzop will then declde_ on the

basisof these costsl whether or not the zoning requlrements are needed by deciding whether

or not to relocate the population in the cell.

3.4.11 Building Codes

Building codes for residential construction may be established as a measure to

reduce community-wide exposure to outdoor noise levels. As with planning and zoning

changes, a time lag is invclved_ so the effects are not felt immediately. Expensesto

the clty include administrative and enforcement costs. Costsof conforming to the codes

ore borne by developers and/or buyers. Building owners may experience some fuel

=avlngs as o result of improved insulation requirements.
r.
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1 • Costs

A. Annual Costs to the City

MAv/E Annual men-months required for adminlstrat[on/enfarcement

x C E Costsof employee_ per month

x D 1 Discount factor far year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account far continuous annual future funding
J

= C_ Total annual costs to the city

B. Annual Costs to Others

: . Annual fuel savings for buildings in each noise reduction category_
F per square meter

i ; Floor area oF buildings in each noise reduction categoryt in square
x A meters

i , x D 2 Discount factor for year when annual costs to others begin

i_= x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= _ Total annual costs to others

C, One-Time Cuts to Others

_, Cost to conform to code, per square meter (depends on no_sereduction
CC for each building type) (based on current construction costs 12)

i,, x A,,,. Floor area of buildings in each noise reduction category_ in square meters

x D 3 Discount factor for year when one-tlme costs to others occur

= _ Total one-tlme costs to others
!
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Total Cost of Countermeasure = _) - C_) + C) (if negative, use one dollar) --

Fracti°n °fC°sts Incurred bY City = (_) ÷((_ - C_) +(_)

2. Noise Reduction "_

The noise reduction achieved wlth building codes1 as with building insulations

depends on the degree of treatment. A building insulation program affects existing

homes and1 therefore1 costs more per dB reduction than building codes_ whose require-

ments can usually be incorporated at the design and inltlal construction stages without

much additional trouble. If cost-to-conform (CC) figures are not ovailable for your

oommunity_ use the values supplied in Table 3-18. They are based on the insulation

costs of Table 3-16, using an estimated difference of 20 to 30 percent Between the cost

of insulating an existing home (i.e., weotherstrlpplng and blown-in insulation) and the

cost of insulating a home at the new construatlon stage.

Table 3-18

Estimated Increase in Noise Reduction Achieved

by Mo._ffylng New Construction Practices
with Selected Degrees of Building Codes_

25
by Cost to Conform

Estlmated Cost to Conform (Cr,) Average Increase in
per square meter (square foot)'_ Noise Reductlon_

1977 Dollars* dB _.

$ 25 ($ 2.40) 5

$ 68 ($ 6.30) 10

$I15 ($1o.7o) 15
=_,

12
_Use Consumer Price Index for homeownership to update to current year.
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3.4.12 Tax Incentives

Tax incentives are provided by local governments to property owners who

-- have noisy equipment located on their property in order to help pay for quieting that

equipment. Costsof a tax incentive program are borne entirely by the local government

in mose cases. The noise reduction which results depends on the noise level at which the

incentive is applied, the cost to quiet the product, and other Factors which ere discussed

below.

,..= 1. Costs

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for administration/enforcement

x C E Costof employee, per monthJ .

Change in revenues clue to the tax program (the method of estimating

_" + RC RC is presented later)
II .I

x D 1 Discount factor for year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

_ = _'_ Total annual coststo the city
+ _.

_ Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_

Practlon of Costs ]ncurred by City = 1.0

2. Noise Reduction

t_ Figure 3-11 illustrates three types of tc=x incentives which a local government

f+_ may wish to institute. They are: (1) fixed incentive; (2) incentive proportional to cast;

+_, and (3) incentive proportional to cast plus noise reduction.

I _+ A fixed incentive provides a tax break if a product is purchased and used which
_+ J_J ~-+A_.t__ *

emits noise levels lessthan a _p===rl=u _ 1,=,,=,, ,=.=,.'-..-'TL=,,.,o....,+ +L_..... -Zk..L.,~ d...,...._ line

I" in Figure 3-11. For Instance, a fax break of $300 may be allowed if an outdoor commercial
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Cost of Product

IncenHves •

6 1) Fixed Incentive Below Criteria •

x x x 2) Incentive Proportional to Cost •

• e • • 3) Incentive Proportional to
4 Cost Plus dB Red t _-

U
cu 2 I * _--_ .

+ I
• , +

-2 t I r I .
2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8

Difference in dB Between Criteria Level and Product Level "+
(Levels Measured According to New Product Measurement ....
Procedure)

Figure ,9--11. Three Possible Incentive Schemes to Bring Product Noise Levels +-
Below a CriterionLevel _-
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ventilation system is installed which generates less than an L of 60 dB at 15 meters.
eq

In this easer the owner of a system which produced 49 dB at 15 meters would receive

the same benefit as the one which produced 59 dB.

The second type of incentive provides o tax breok which is proportional to the

addfflonal cost required to purchaser install_ and operate the quieter system. This is

shown by the line of x's in Figure 3-11. For example_ the owner of a product which

costs $500 mare thar_ an average reference product but which is 8 dB quieter receives

a tax credit of $500. As a result_ any tendency to purchase noisier products just

_' because they are cheaper is removed.

The third type of incentive provides a reduction of taxes beyond what additional

costs are incurred to purchase the quieter product. This is shown by the dotted llne in

_- Figure 3-11. As on exomple, the purchase of a product which is 8 d8 quieter than the

reference product would be subsidized by $800r even though it costs only $500 more

-- than the reference product. A scheme of this type provides on incentive to achieve

lower and lower noise levels_ however_ the local government must be prepared to

sacrifice a potentially significant portion of its tax revenues to pay far it.

Of the three types of incantlves_ the incentive which is proportional to incurred

_- costs (type number 2) is probably the most appropriate for local government action. The

• first type of incentive_ the fixed incentive_ requires that information be gathered on

.- what dollar figure is mostequltablej and this "average" cost may be difficult to define.

It would depend on technology avoilablet year of purchase_ number of items purchasedr

'_ and other factors which may not all point to one reasonable s;ngle figure to use.

Similarlys the third type of incentlve_ a tax incentive which is proportional to the

_ degree of noise reduction achieved below some criterion levelt also requires that informa-

tlon be gathered on how much money should be sacrificed by the local government in the

"_ form of lost revenues to pay for each decibel reductlon. While this approach actually

makes noise quieting a profitable venture to companies who take advantage of it, to the

local government it could be too expensive to be worthwhile.
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7_

A scheme which provides, in effect, reimbursement for all marginal casts

expended to purchase quieter products therefore appears to be the best approach. It is

equitable, Flexible, not overly costly, and effectively reduces noise emissions of the

source population. Therefore, if this scheme is to be used, gather information on: (1) the

average cost of products which emit noise levels which are approxlmately the same as

the criterion level; and (2) the additional cost (if any) of products emitting noise levels

which are lower than the criterion by specified amounts. Plot the differences in noise -"

level (x-axls) versus the differences in cost (y-axls) found between the reference product(s)

and the quieter products, using the legends shown in Figure 3-11. Establish the best-fit

curve to these points. This curve determines the amount of money the local government

will pay- or, equivalently, the amount of tax revenue which will be lost- to have new -

products quieted by given amounts.

New products manufactured after the incentive is established which exceed the

criterion level may be expected to have their noise levels redistributed in more or lessa

uniform fashion below the criterion point since any incentive to purchase noisier products

merely because they are cheaper is removed with the tax rebate. Plot this distribution

of newly purchased new products as shown in Figure 3-12 (a)and identify the mean of the

distribution. Additionally, estimate the percent of" new products or_glnally designed to

exceed the criterion level which would now be expected to be redistributed below the

cut-ofF.

A computer program (VESTA) is described in Appendix B and provides an

estlmate, based on the items of information computed above_ of the average population .....

wide noise reduction of"products affected by a countermeasure such as a tax incentive.

The change in revenues due to the tax incentive program (Rc) _sapproximately _"

the difference in cost between a product at the noise criterion level and a product at the

mean of the new distribution (M in Figure 3-12 (a)), times the total number of newt ....

modified products. "_
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New Products
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NoTse Level of New Product, dB

Figure 3-12"{a). Redistribution of New Product Noise Levels Below a Cut-Off
-- Due to an Incentive Proportional to Additional Costs incurred

(M =Mean of Redistributed New Product Noise Levels)

m

Penalty
s

Cut-Off

U

' ' _ Unchanged
eL.

,-_ _ ////__ _ New products

,: _

'_ Newly

"-_ _u Purchased _/ M . L'_. New Products

,._ a. _ Purchased

Nolse Level of New Producte dB

Figure 3-12 J_b). Redlsh'ibutlon of New Product Noise Levels Below a Cut-Off
i - Due to a penalty Proportional to Additional Costs Incurred

_.: Plus dB Above Cut-off (M = Mean of Redls_'ibuted New Pro-
duct No|se Levelsa a = Standard Deviation)
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3.4.13 Tax Penalty

A tax penalty schememay be establishedwhich penalizes businessesfor

operating products or equipment which causeexcessive community noise. The cost to

the city involves administration and enforcement, although these may be balanced by

revenues produced by the penalties. Costs to others include the cost to modify noisy

products in order to avoid the penalty, plus the cost of the penalty for those products

which ore not modified. The noise reduction achieved dependson factorsdescribed

below.

1. Costs

A. Annual C_ts to the City

MA/E Annual man-monthsrequired for admlnistration/enforcement _..

x CE Cost of employee, per month

RC Change (increase) in revenuesdue to tax program

x D1 Discountfactor Foryear whenannual coststo city begin ,_

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuousannual future funding

= _'_ Total annual coststo the city i ,

B. Annual Coststo Others _"

RC Penaltiesincurred for unmodifiednoisy equipment _.,

x D2 Discount factor for year whencoststo others begin '

x 11 Discountfactor to account for continuousannual future funding _'
J

= (_ Total annual coststo others

,- p

r t
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-. C. One-Time Costs to Others

_ CA Cost to operator of altering equipment, per piece

x Q Number of modified pieces of equipment

x D3 Discount Factor For year when one-tlme costs to others occur

: _ Total one-tlme costs to others

Total Cost of Countermeasure : Q + (_ + (_

Fraction of Costs [ncurred by City = (_.--" _(_ + (_ + (_)

2. Noise Reduction

Figure 3-13 illustrates three types of tax penalties which a local government

may wish to institute. They are: (I) Fixed penalty; (2) penalty proportional to cost;

and (3) penalty proportional to cost plus decibels above criteria.

A fixed penalty provides c. tax on oil products exceeding the cut-off level,

independent of how much the cut-off level is exceeded. This is shown by the dashed

-_ line in Figure 3-13.

A penalty proportional to cost provides a tax which is equal to the additional

: _ cost required to purchase, install_ and operate a product which meets the criterion

level. This is shown by the llne of x's in Figure 3-13.

_ The third type of penalty provides a tax on products in proportion to the degree

_., to which the criterion level is exceeded. This is shown by the dotted llne in Figure 3-13.

I, This penalty scheme is the most appropriate scheme to use since it provides an incentive

_ For the noisiest products to be quieted first, and1 before they are quieted_ the local

t_ government gains additional revenue in proportion to the disturbance they cause.

_' IF this third penalty scheme is to be used_ gather the same information defined

earlier for '*Tax Incentives" CSectlon 3.4.12); namelyt (1) the average cost of products

3
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which emit noise levels which are approximately the same as the level at which the

penalty begins, and (2) the additional cost (if any) to the purchaser of products

_ exceeding the criterion to purchase a product which is lower than the crlterlon. Plot

the differences in noise level between the excessive and reference products (x-axls)

versus their differences in cost (y-axis), using the legends shown in Figure 3-13.

Establish a best-fit curve to these points. This curve establishes the amount of money

- that owners of new products must pay to the local government for the right to purchase

noisy products.

- After the penalty is established, new products which originally would have

exceeded the penalty cut-off level may be expected to be modified as shown in

Figure 3-12(b). Here, new products which would have incurred high penalties because

of their excessive noise levels have been modified so that they no longer exceed the

penalty cut-off. Estirr_te the mean and standard deviation of this distribution of "newly

purchased" new products, Also, estimate the Fraction of new products which are

_'_ expected to be modified as a result of" the penalty. Then use the VESTA computer program

to find the noise reduction associated with the assumed regulation level. Find the

_" noise reductions achieved with two to Four different regulation levels, and palr these

reductions with the associated total costs to define the cost function for this countermeasure.
_L

' " 3.4.14 Noise Standard (New Product)

" A new product noise standard may only be established by a local government

if state or federal laws do not preempt doing so. A local new product

'" regulaHon requires additional municipal adm_nistratlon and enforcement. Manufacturers

of regulated products incur additional labor, admlnlstraHve, and product redesign and

modification c0sts. Operators of new products redesigned to comply with a noisei

standard may incur additional operating costs and/or costs associated with retraining.
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1. Costs

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for admlnistrat_on/enforcement

x CE Cost of employee, per month --

x D 1 Discount factor for year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual Future funding

= ___ Total annual costs to the city

B. Annual Costs to Others -"

C O Additional cost (if any) of operating modified equipment, per piece

x Q Number of modified pieces of equipment

+ C L Cost to manufacturer of additional labor and administration

x D2 Discount factor for year when annual costs to others begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= (_ Total annual costs to others '-

C. One-Time Costs to Others "-.

CA Cost to manufacturer of altering equipment, per piece

x Q Number of modified pieces of equipment ..

+ CT Cost (if any) of retraining operators of modified equipment '-i

x D3 Discount factor for year when one-tlme costs to others occur

= _ Total one-time costs to others .....
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_ TotalCostoFCountermeasure: ® + @ +®

Fraction of Costs ]ncurred by City = (_) -- (Q + (_ + Q)

2. Noise Reduction

The redistribution of products originally exceeding a new product noise level

has been graphically displayed in Figure 3-12, While there is no established procedure

: for estlmat[ng the mean and standard deviation of the d_sfrlbution of modified prc_luctst

it may be assumed that the mean is within a few dB of the new pro;duct regulation level.

/t also may be assumed that nearly 100 percent of the products will be in compliance

wlfh a new product regulation. With these assumptions, find the noise reduction

associated with two to four different new product regulatory levels by using the VESTA

program. By pairing the costs of these regulations with the corresponding noise reductionsr
t_

establish the cost function for this countermeasure.

3.4.15 Labeling

A local government may require a noisy product to be labeled in someway so

as to inform the consumer of the high noise levels which it produces. With this measurer

the city will incur administrative and enforcement costs, and manufacturers will incur

, costs associated with complying with the labeling requirement. The noise levels of

productswill be reduced on the average only if consumers choose to buy more quiet

t, products than they would if noise labels were not attached.

f.e

iG
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1. Costs

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for admlnistratlon/enforcement

x C E Cost of employee, per month

x D1 Discount factor For year when annual coststo city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding --

= .__ Total annual costs to the city

B. Annual Costs to Others

C L Cost to manufacturer of additional labor and administration

x D2 Discount factor for year when annual costs to others occur ,-,

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual future funding

= (_ Total annual costs to others

C. One-Time Coststo Others _-

C A Cost to manufacturer of altering equipment, per piece

x Q Number of modified pieces of equipment

x D3 Discount Factor for year when one-tlme costs to others occur '_"

= _ Total one-tlme costs to others _..

q

Total Cost of Countermeasure = @ + @ + @

Fractlon of Costs incurred by Clty = @ '--((_:) +@ +@)
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2, No_se Reduction

A labeling prorjram may take many forms, Products may be lebeled according

-- to their no_selevel ("x dB")r their acceptance by the community ("Somewhat Annoying'%

their relationship to other products of the same type ("Quieter than Average")t or their

- noise level with respect to a criterion ("Exceeds Recommended Limits"). The latter

approach is considered as an example in the discussionsbelow since it hasthe virtues

-- of simplicity of"description and ease of" understanding and yet remains an objective

rather than a subjective label.

Regardless of the form, as long as proper public education accompanies the

regulation_ it may be expected that a noise labeling program will cause more quiet

products to be bought than before, and fewer noisy ones purchased. The degree of this

change is difficult to estimate and is expected to vary according to the type of product, price,

consumer preference, and locale. If o better method of estimating the mean and standard

deviation of the new distribution is not available_ use the same method as described above

under Section 3.4.14, New Product Standard; in particular:

"" 1. Divide the present distribution of"new product noise levels into two

parts at the point at which the label "Exceeds Recommended Limits"

"" is to be applied.

2. Estimate the mean of the "Redistributed" new products as being a few

dB below the labeling limit (see Figure 3-12 (b)).

_. 3. Estimate the standard deviation of this distribution as he[ng lessthen

!-. the difference between the distribution mean and the labeling fimlt.

"_ 4. Estimate the fraction of"new products which will be redesigned rather
!,

than be labeled _F.xceeds Recommended Limlts."

:j With this information_ use the VESTA computer program to estimate the noise

reduction for two to four different labeling limits. Pair the costs found above with

._ these noise reductions to establish the cost function for this countermeasure,
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3.4.16 Maintenance Standard

A local government may require a periodic maintenance check of"certain

products in order to reduce the high noise levels generated by products which are

poorly maintained. Maintenance standards are recommended prirnarily for motor

vehicles and could consist of:a check-up every 1 to 4 years in connection with .-

registration renewal. Coststo the city include administration and enforcement.

Owners of products cited under the standard pay For any modifications which are .-

needed. The noise reduction obtained with a maintenance standard depends on the

particular maintenance requirement, the original number of out-of-spee products, ,.-

and the percent of products which are modified to comply with the standard.

1. Costs

A. Annual Costs to the City

MA/E Annual man-months required for admlnlstratlon/enforcement

x CE Cost of employee, per month

x D1 Discount factor For year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 D_scount factor to account for continuous annual future Funding ,_-,

= ___ Total annual costs to the city " '

B. One-Time Costs to Others " "

CA Cost to operator of altering equipmenh per piece _

x Q Number of" modified pieces of equ ipment _,

x D2 Discount factor for year when one-time costs to others occur

= _ Total one-tlme costs to others

Total Costs of Countermeasure = Q + Q ....

roetonofCostsIncurredbyC,,y= __@ +®)
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-- 2. Noise Reduction

Maintenance and retrofit equipment standards are similar, therefore the steps

required to estimate the noise reduction obtained with either of these two measures are

presented in one discussion below (refer to Figure 3-14).

Step 1. Estimate the Mean and Standard Deviation of Operational Noise Levels Presently
Emitted by the Source Population

Step 2. Estimate the Fraction of the Source Population Which Would Be in Violation of,
.-, the Standard if it Were Put Into Effect
i ,

Step 3. Estimate the Noise Level Which is Exceeded by All (or Nearly All) Violating
Products

Assume that products in violation of the standard represent the noisiest portion

of the source population. Thus_ this fraction determines the exceeded noise level (see

_._ Figure 3-14). The noise level found in this manner may be symbolized in the general

i , case by LX_ where x is the fraction of the population in violation of the standard. In

the VESTA computer analysis which is to followt use this level as the (hypothetical)

"regulaHon level."l •

_:_ Step 4. Estimate the Fraction of Violating Products Which Will Be Modlf_ed as a Result
of the Standard

r_ Th_s fraction will be highly dependent on the type af enforcement to be used.

A yearly vehicle registration renewal requirement which includes a maintenance check

_, may yield a compliance rate approaching 100 percent. On the other handt if little or

no education is provided to enforcement officers in regard to the standard1 only a small

,_ fraction of product operators would comply.

' .... Step 5. Estimate the Mean and Standard Devlat[on of the New Distribution of Vehicles
_-_ Ori_inall_,, y Poorly Meintair_ed but Now Modified to. Comply with the Standard

'" The mean may be expected to be substantially below the Lx in the case of a

retrofit standard since a particular kind of replacement product [s required. A lesser
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Legend

1. Mean (M1) and Standard Deviation (el) oF existing population

2_. Fraction (i.e., 10percent) of existing population violating
new standard

3. NoTse Level (i.e., L10) exceeded by ISne10 percent vlolel'ing
sources

4. Fraction oFviolating sources which will be modified to comply

5. Mean (M2) and Standard Deviation (o'2) of modified sources

{ °I "°l3"
O

O

8-

° }u 90% l_b 2. _-

5. 4.
I

No_se Level of Source ,. :

_p

Figure 3-14. Items of Information Needed to Usethe VESTAComputerProgram ,...
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- difference between the two levels is expected under a lessstrict "proper maintenance"

standard since the owner would not be required to replace faulty nolse equipmenh but

rather would tend to merely patch it up. In any case, for maintenance or retrofit

standards applicable to modified or poorly maintained motor vehicles, o substantial (at

•- least 5 to 10 dB) noise reduction can occur For individual vehicles. But since violating

vehicles comprlse only a small portion of the vehicle population, the overall noise

-. reduction calculated in the next step is much smaller.

_- Step 6. Use the VESTA Computer Progra.m

Using the information gathered above1 operate the VESTA computer program

._ to find the reduction in operational noise levels obtained with two to four different

maintenance or retrofit abatement measures. Pair these results with the associated total

costs to form the cost Function.

3.4.17 Retrofit Standard

A retrofit standard requires that o particular type of replacement part must be

_" added to a product if that product exceeds a specified noise limit. While a malntenance

' standard only requires that a product be properly malntalnedr a retrofit standard ensures

that products producing excessive noise are treated with proper abatement devices, such

_" as mufflers or shielding. Although differences exlsh the methods of" estimating the costs

," and noise reduction associated with these hvo measuresare slmilort and therefore the

reader is referred to the discussion on Maintenance Standards (.Section 3.4.16) for cost

'_ and noise reduction informatlon.
i ,

_,_, 3.4. 18 Education

.... An educational campaign which is intended to reduce nolse problems in the

":' communlty can be dlrected at either the operators of noisy products_ the people in

charge of the products' operation, or the people who hear the noise but don't know what

_-" to do about it. (Educatlonal programs dlrected at admln_strotive or enforcement personnel
L..._

do not directly reduce noise in the community, although in many cases they ore a necessary
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adjunct to noise control _nthe community. Such programs are not considered here.) "-

Educational campaigns may assumea wide variety of"forms ranging from sending out a

flyer to residents living near the site of on upcoming noisy construction project to once

a week interviews with a noise control expert on TV or radio. Costs of"these campaigns

are usually borne by the local government, although funding from higher levels of

government may be available. The noise reduction associated with a given campaign

is extremely herd to estimate. Factors such as timing, media impact, and other con-

current issues in the community may make the difference between significant community

involvement and no involvement at all. Howevert some initial guidelines are presented ,_

which indicate how noise reduction estimates may be made.

1. Costs

A. Annual Costs .to the City ,_,

MA/E Annual man-months of admlnistration/enforcement

x C E Cost of employee, per month

+ C M Cost of materials and media ,-

x D1 Discount Factor for year when annual costs to city begin

x 11 Discount factor to account for continuous annual Future funding

= _ Total annual costs to the city ._,

B. Costs to Others

(see individual discussionsunder Noise Reduction below) ;

Total Cost of Countermeasure = (_ _ i

Fraction of Costs Incurred by Cit_, = 1.0 _"

_ t
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_ 2. Noise Reduction

In itself, the establishment of an educational campaign does not reduce

_" community noise levels. However, it may cause changes in peoples' behavior which

may result in a reduction of the noise being emitted either by the people themselves, or

"" by the product which they are operating. There are many examples of such behavioral

changes and their associated noise benefits, but there are Few guidelines which can be

t'_ provided for making estimates of the noise reductions involved since each case _s likely

to be unique to each community, highly dependent on nonacoustical Factors, and slow

to shaw long-term measurable differences. Nonetheless, the following specific examples

of the effects of potential measures of this type may be used as guidelines in developing

estimates of the costs and effects of your particular program. Example effects include:

.-_ 1. Change in Operation of Noisy Products
i ,

As an example of this effect, if education convinces hot-fodders to

Feduce their hot-rodding, or if it initiates some citizen reaction against noisy vehicles,r

then this action is similar to that of Acceleration Controls, discussed in Section 3.6.2.

'_ The costsand noise reduction associates with thls effect are similar to those discussed

under Operational Controls (see Section 3.4.2).

' : 2. C_nge in Area of Operation

!'_ Off-road motorcycle operators are asked to limit their activity to a particular
i ,

piece of land. This would require some advertrsement of the suggested operating locations,

but would not necessarily involve a law. The costs and noise reduction of this effect are

similar to those of Area Restrictions (Section 3.4.3).

3. Change in Time of Operation

A case where education might affect the time of operation would be if

general aviation aircraft pilots are advised to limit the times when they fly to the hours

between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. The costs and noise reduction of this effect would then be_.

similar to those of Time Restrictions (Section 3.4.4).
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4. increased Concern for Building Insulation

As a result of educating people obout the adverse effects of nolsel there

may be increased concern for proper noise insulation of homes. If this concern causes ....

improvements in initial construction practlces, the educational program would be similar

to o Building Code (Section 3.4.1 I) only without the administrative and enforcement cost '_

components. If the concerr_ causes people to modify ex_stlng homes, the program would be

similar to a Building insulation measure (Section 3.4.7), again without the associated _

administrative personnel requirements.

5. Reduced Sensitivity to Noise

Education is more likely to cause increased sensitivity of people to noise, _"

not less. However, in some instances, if the people who ore impacted by the noise ore

advised that the operators of the noise sources are doing all they can to reduce the nolse- _"

orz if the importance to the community of the noise source is properly advertised- then

the sensitivity of impacted people may actually decrease. The costs (besides media costs)

and the noise reductions involved in this approach would be similar to those of

Compensation (Section 3.4.8). ""

6. Population and Source Relocation 0_

One topic which an educational program might address is the noise levels

existing in the community, if areas where excessive outdoor noise levels exist were

pointed out to the community, people looking for a new home may decide to locate them-

selves in a quieter neighborhood than they would have if they had not known about the
e •

noise levels beforehand, in effect, there might be a volunteer type of Population

Relocation (Section 3.4.9), again without extensive government participation. Similarly, e.

if an industry was looking for a new place to locate a noisy operation, it would be in its
s.

own best interest to locate the operation in an area where either the noise levels were

already hlgh_ or where there were Few concerned residents. This type of information
r.

could easily be part of a community education effort. Costsand the associated noise

J .

.,.r_
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reduction For such effort would be similar to those discussed under Planning and Zoning

(Section 3.4.10), again without the adminlstrative/enforcement costs involved,

7. Changes in Consumer Preference Patterns

.. An educational program aimed at consumerswould hlghHght certain options

which the public has in buying quieter products and in pressuring manufacturers to produce

_., quieter produces. Such a change in consumer preferences would have effects similar to

those discussed under the Labeling alternatives in Section 3.4.15.

8. Improved Maintenance of Products

A program which educated owners of certain products such as automobiles,

lawn mowers, air conditioners, and the like, would emphasize the importance of keeping

_,, such products properly maintained so that the noise levels do not substantially increase as

the product ages. The costs and effects of this type of program would be similar to those

..= discussed under Maintenance Standards (Section 3.4.16) without the costs of governmental

: ; adminlstrat_on and enforcement.

3.4.19 Complaint Mechanism

Programswhich are designed to provide governmental response to citizen

i , complaints about a noise problem _all under the category of "Complaint Mechanlsm."

An example would be a noise "hot llne" which citizens could call and get rapid responses¢ "'L

' ' from enforcement officials trained in acoustical measurement techniques. Since o

_o complaint response program may assume many different formsand result in a variety of

_* noise control actions, no cost or noise reduction formulae are presented here specifically

,:_ for this alternative. Rather, the reader is referred to related alternatives discussed above.

Almost all citizen complaint programs involve some administrative and enforcement

_ costs on the part of the city. The resulting noise reduction is extremely difficult to predict,

but it primarily occurs in one of two ways: (1)shifting the time during which the offending

!_ noise source is operated (]ncludTng eHminating the operation); or (2) changing the manner

in which the source is operated.

I=d
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An example of the first type of effect due to citizen complaints is e change

in the time from nighttime to daytime when quarry blasts are scheduled. If this type of

effect is expected to occur as a result of establishing a complaint mechanism, define the

costs and associated noise reduction by following the discussions under Time P,estrictlons

(Section 3.4.4) obove.

An example of the second type of effect is a reduction in the frequency of hot-

roddlng in quiet residential areas as a result of calls from annoyed citizens. The costs and ...

noise reduction of such an effect are considered under Operational Controls (Section 3.4.2)

above. ,..

Note, however, For both of the above examples that governmentol enforcement

efforts (and the associated costs and degree of compliance) are e function of citizen _"

involvement (complaints), whereas the efforts expended to enforce Time Restrictions and

Operational Controls in the absence of a citizen complaint mechanism depend only on _"

the amount of money and manpower the government is willing to expend.

Finally, it should be pointed out that communities which have aggressively -"

pursued an enlightened and ccl;_,e program to encourage and act on noise complaints

have found this to be an effective means for achieving positive results in terms of actual "_'

reduction in localized and specific community noise problems.
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APPENDIX A

NOISE ABATEMENT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM

A. I ]nfroducHon

-- This appendix provides a brief technical descripHon of the CommunHy Noise

Countermeasure Cost-Effectlveness Computer Program (called Nolzop).* A summary

stete men t appears be low,

.-, The acoustic environment of a community is modeled by the definition of smell

acoustically homogeneous divisions called cells. The source noise levels from up to 20

moving or starlonary noise sources can be specified at each of up to 200 cell locations.

The user may define up to 20 countermeasures (noise reduction options) selected From

an available llst of:eight alternate general approaches to abate the noise sources.

Additional input cons|sts af the effectiveness and implementation costs for each of the

defined countermeasures. The program calculates a single number evaluation of the

, . noise climate in the community called the Noise Impact Index (NI]) whlch is equiva-

lent to the fraction of people in the community who would consider noise to be a

.; significant detriment to their environment. The Nil is the objective function which

•_ Nolzop will seek to minimize using nonlinear optlmlzeHon techniques. Constraining

, factors include feasible implementation (expenditure) limits on each countermeasure

as well as e total budget for all countermeasures together. The end result is an

optimum solution set for expenditure allocation among the countermeasures.

_"'_ For the preparaHon of thls strategy manual, an earlier version of Nolzop

was modified and enhanced to provide a tool suitable for uSe by local governments.

_ The earller program was referred to as version 2.1. The current version, described

.... herein, is numbered 2.2. Both versions are in ANSI Standard FORTRAN IV.
.._.,

., Section A.2 describes each of the modifications associated with this new

verslon of Nolzop and serves as an update to the User's and Programmeds Guides

assec;oted w_th the orlg inal version. *

-- *Glenn, P.K., "Community Nolse Countermeasures Cost Effectiveness Optimization
a Computer Program (Nolzop)," Wyle Research Report WCR 76-15, Volumes I-Ill, for
._ the Motor Vehicle Manufaclurers Association, Inc., June 1977.
3 ' A-1
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Section A.3 illustrates six hypothetical applications of Noizop on an actual

Northern CallfernTa community. Although these results are test cases and are not

intended for implementation, they serve as a partial Hlustration of the range of potential

uses of Noizop by local city governments and planning agencies.

Section A.4 is an application of Nolzop to Allentown, Pennsylvania. This ,,

application, following directly from the procedures described in earlier sections of this

manual, was performed to provide city officials of Allentown with an optimal noise

abatement planning strategy. ..

A.2 Updates to the User's Guide and Programmer's Guide

A.2.1 User's Guide Up_tes

To furnish a computer utility suilable for local governments and planning agencies,

several enhancements and updates were made to the existing version of Nolzop.

The following discussion describes all additions and modifrcatlons that have been made

to the program. Table A-1 summarizes these changes. Parenthetical references are

made to section numbers of the User% Gu!de where the related material is discussed. _.

In the following discussion it isassumed that the reader is familiar wlth the Nolzop L.

User's Gulde. 3

l. CrlJ'erion Level Specification "

Lower criterion levels (zero percent adverse response) which previously needed

to be input wlth each cell have been given default values. These default values are

listed in Table A-2.* The user may now leave a blank data field for the lower criterion

level specification on the appropriate input data card (Section 2.1).

In addition, the default upper criterion levels (100 percent adverse response)

have been revised to agree wlth EPA-recommended levels (Section 2.7). These are also .....

listed in Table A-2.

*The default values specified are best estimates and have intentionally not been .....
rounded to the nearest 5 dB which would ordinarily be done to reflect a mare

a realistic measure of accuracy. The user can effect such a rounding _f desired. -
n
f_ ,.,
..I
-j
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Table A- 1

Add_tlons and Modifications to Nolzop
as Defined in Reference 3

Addition or Modification Related Sectlon(s) _n
User's Guide

1, Criterion Level Specification 2.11 2.7

-- 2. Countermeasure Type Numbers 2.2

3. Countermeasure Indicators 2.2

4. Default Transfer Function 2.7

5, Input of User Cost Portions New Addition

6. Attitudinal Source Level New Addition

- Adjustments

7. Gradient Steps_ze 2.11. l

8. Optimization Process 2.11

.... 9. Output of BarGraph New Addition
• Sumrnariz_ng Results

I

• i

i:
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Table A-2 _"

Default Criterion Levels

(Tables 2-2 and 2-7 in Reference 3) '-

Default Lower Default Upper
Land Use Criterion Levels Criterion Levels

Code Suggested Usage (0% adverse (100% adverse
responset dB responsel dB)

Day Night Day Night ,_

1 Single and Two-family 54 46 74 66
Residential

2 Open for Additional .54 46 74 66
•Residential Use

3 Single, Twol and 54 46 74 66
Multifornily Residential

4 Multifarnily Residential 59 46 79 66 '_'
i k

5 Bus_nessand Commercial 59 59 79 79

6 Wholesale and 59 59 79 79 "_"
Ware houslng

7 Central BusinessDistrict 59 59 79 79 _.,

8 Industriol 70 70 90 90 ' '

9 Public and Seml-publlc None None None None _._

10 Parks 55 -- 75

11 Schools 55 -- 75

12 Hospitals and 50 50 70 70
Nursing Homes

i.i

13 Open None None None None
ii-"

14 Open None None None None

15 Open None None None None
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2. Countermeasure Type Numbers

The countermeasure type numbers have been redefined in order to simplify the

notation used in the previous version (Section 2.2). Table A-3 lists the oldand new

countermeasure type numbers. The user should use the new type numbers on the counter-

measure definition data cards.

'' TableA-3

Countermeasure Type Numbers

Type Number

Old New Countermeasure Definition

1 1 A reduction in the frequency of operation of the noise source.
111efractional reduction is the same during the day and at
night

3 2 A reduction in the frequency of nighttime operation of the
_' no_se source.

5 3 A shifting of the nighttime activity into the daytime period,
"% or v_ce verse,

10 4 Application of a device that produces a fixed keq reductionr_

to a portion of the source population.
q •

12 5 An overall L reduction.
eq= ;

15 6 Like 4, except that no further modifications are allowed to
_,,_ the treated pertlon of the source population.
i

'_' 18 7 Stationary source countermeasures.

! 20 8 Path or receTver modifications.

3. Countermeasure ]ndlcators
i

,_, Countermeasure types with new numbers4 and 6 (see Table A-3) require

,._ countermeasure man_pulatlon indicators to be defined (Section 2.2). The original

= ,
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versionofNolzop permltteddecibelreductlonvalueswhich comprisethe indicatorto

be entered to an accuracy no better than 0.5 dB. For local government application "-

• the definition of the indicator has been altered to allow entry of declbel reduction

values accurate to 0.1 dB. The new definition of the indicator (]) is:

I = (dB1 x 10 + 200) x 1(300 + (dB2 x 10 + 200)

where

dB] = maximum decibel reduction at the cell location for th_s ,-,

countermeasure or the primary noise source.

dB2 = maximum decibel reduction at the cell location for this .-

countermeasure on the seconc_arynoise source.

Note that the maximum range of the decibel reducffons have been reduced from .--

:E100 dB to _20 dB.

4, Default Transfer Function

The default ff'ansfer function is now linear allowing a value greater than 100

percent adverse response (Section 2,7). The previous default transfer function was

also linear but did not allow a value greater than I00 percent adverse response.

This change eas accomplished by glvtng the bulge, parameter (Section 2,7) a .

default value of 1.

5. Input of U.ser Cost Portlan.s

A feature has been added which allows the user to specify the fraction of

the costs for a countermeasure which the local government bears. Total

costs for a countermeasure are still comprehensive societal costsand these cost_ still
,J ,

t'orm the bas_sfor the optimization. An additional codeword is now allowed - USER -

which is used to enter the cost fractions. The first card fo[Iowlng the USERcodeword

is a title cord which may contain any pertinent information. The first 72 columnsof

the card may be used. The second (also the last) succeeding data card contains the

countermeasure cost froctlons (i.e., between 0. and 1. ). The input format for this

card is 20F4.0. The first field (columns 1 through 4) contains the fraction for

countermeasure number 1, the tenth field (columns37-40) contains the fraction for
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-- countermeasure number 10, etc. The default values For the user cost fractions are

all unity, 1. Default values For user cost portions are initiated by not implementing

the USERcodeword.

.- The local government budget Fornoise abatement measures may be considerably

less than the tOtal societal budget. The user may determine the optimum disposition of

,,-. the countermeasures at the user budget level by Finding the optimization procedure

step in the computer output which shows expenditure of a user cost value equal to the

.-., local government budget. The total user cost is printed along with the total societal

cost For every step. Again, note that the countermeasures are optimized for the total

cost rather than the user cost.

6. Attitudinal Source Level Adjustments

' The capability to modify source noise levels for attitudinal biases has been

added. The formula For making the adjustment is shown below.

k (new) = k (old) - Cart
eq eq

_"2, The parameter in the above expression, Corr, is input tO the program through

lhe use of a new codewordr CORR. The CORR codeword allows an option parameter,

a nonzero number _n column 6 of the codeword card, which will cause a Formatted

listing of the main cell data to be printed showi'lg the modified source levels. This

i,,' prlntaut option is the same option included with the DTA and FAC cod, words

(Sections 2.1 and 2.8, respectively).

,, The first data card bllowlng the codeword card is a title card of which the

_ first 72 columns may be used. The succeeding data cards have the Format as follows:

" Field Number Format Data ]tam

1 [5 Noise Source Number

2 F5.0 Corr Value For this Source, dB
( ":'_

.... A-7
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One cord is required For each source receiving an ottltudinaf adjustment. A

blank data card must Follow the last adjustment data card to return control to the main

program,

Note that the adjustment value, Cerr, is subtracted from the source levels,

Consequently, negative adjustments will increase the effective source levels while

positive ad'justrnen_ will decrease them.

Nolzop will print the following d_gnostic message if an invalid noisesource

number (greater than 20) is placed in fleld number 1 above.

INVALID SOURCE NUMBER IN ATTITUD]NAL ADJUSTMENTS

This me.ssagewill be prlntad identically in both the main and auxiliary print Files.

7. .Gradient Stepslze

The gradient stepslze (.Section 2.11. |) is given a default value, initiated by

a blank Field on the appropriate data cord, of the tote| specified budget divided by _.,

100.; not $10,000 as mentioned in the Userts Guide. ,

8, Enhancement of Optimization Process "_

This discussion complements and updates Section 2.11 of the Noizop User's

Guide.

Becau_ of a potentlal manyfold increase in the volume of output that is produced, ,_

the "I" option parameter now controls the printing of the results after each of the steps _.

in the optimiZation procedure. The options are described, as listed in Table A-4_ by .,,

the first option parameter For the codeword OPT.

The input data card containing the optlm, lzatlon control parameters now con- '-"

tains Five parameters. The format is4F10.0, ll0:

I. The total budget ......

2, The gradient stepslze ,_-

3. The initial maximum expenditure ratio _,_

4. The e_pendlture retracHon factor ....

5. The number oF reflnement stages ,_

a
n A-B
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Table A-4

First Option Parameter for OPT Codeword

Parameter Value Effect/ s

-1 Suppresses the printing of each of the steps in the optimization
_ procedure from the main print as well as the auxiliary output

file. Only the input expenditures and optimization control
,.. parameters are printed. No breakdown of path-receiver

measuresby cell location is given.

0 This is the default value. All steps in the optimization pro-
_' cedure are printed in both the main and auxillary output files.

A breakdown of path-receiver measures by cell location is
provided.

' 1 Suppress the printing of each of the steps in the optimization
,_ process in the main print file, The abbreviated form is still

provided in the auxiliary output file. No breakdown of path-
: receiver measuresby cell location is given.

j , Parameters 1-3 are described in the Nolzap UserasGuide. The use of param-

eters 4 and 5 is explained in the following discussion.
t',
I I

in some instances, the steepest descent path optimization procedure may prove

_' inadequate. This is due to the fact that the gradient testing method is somewhat

shortsighted. That is, it determines the optimum point at a short distance (the gradient

_-" stepslze) from its current position. In so doing, it commits an expenditure to a counter-
I /

measure that it cannot rotroct. It may turn out that as the total expandlture increases,

*_ a new optimum point is established which involves _ the expenditure on a
i !

'_' countermeasure below that prev3ousiy cOmmitted to reach an optimum earlier in the step-

_'-'_ by'step optimization process. The previous version of"Nolzop would fail to find this

.... new optimum point in such and instance because it did not allow retraction of expendl-

_'_ lures on any countermeasure.

The operating theory of Nolzop version 2.2 to correct this potential problem

: is illustrated in Figure A-1.

1
)
t
)
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Compute
First £stirr_le

Nil & Expenditures
Using Or igi:x=l

Step-by-Step Procedure

Repea.t the Following for Each Countermeasure -
One at a Time

1. Set the Final Expenditure for the Countermeasure
Back to Zero.

2. MulHply the FinoJ ExpendHureson Each oF the
Other Countermeasures by the Expenditure
Retraction Factor.

3. Enter the Step-by-Step Optimization Pracedute
with these Expenditures as the Initial Point.

4. Store the R_suttant Final Expendituresand
Th_s isa I_F_nement Associated Nil.
Stage. It is P,_peated l
the Number oFTJmes
Designated by the
"Number of Refinement
Stege_" Parameter or Determine
Untl] the Decision Box the Lowest NH at" Each
is "Yes" of the

Above Trials

Store ,_,

the Lower Nil
(Designate "Estln'_to") , "

No _ for Later Comparison.

Also Store the "_l

Associated Final Expendffures \,

OptimumFoundPoint I "_'_"

Figure A-1. Functional Flow Diagram Describing Optimization Refinement Stages .....
(Subroutine SEARCH)

J_
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j As can be seen from Figure A-l, a quantity called the expenditure retraction

factor is used to adjust the estimated Final expenditures on each of the other counter-

measures at the time when one of them is belng retracted to zero. A Factor less than

1. will reduce the values, a Factor greater than 1. will increase them. The default

value for this parametert initiated by a blank Field or a zero, is 1. which means that

the expenditure values are not altered.
_,===

The "number of refinement stages" parameter controls the maximum number of

,=_ times the expenditures on each countermeasure will be retracted to zero in search of

a lower Nil. The process will stop automatically in the event that a refinement stage

_.* fails to improve on the best value found in the previous refinement stage. The default

value for this parameter_ initiated by a blank field or a zero, is zero, no refinement

stages. With no refinement stages, the results of this version (2.2) of Noizop will be
=

' identical to the results of the earlier (2.1) version.

_'_ 9. .Output of"Bar Graph Summarizing Results
I •

A bar graph is now produced which graphically illustrates the Final expenditures

on each of the countermeasures. Bath total costs (T) and user costs (U) are plotted.

_-,, Due to Ihe extreme range of" dollar values which may be expended, the expenditures

7 axis is an a logarithmic scale. Care should thus be taken in reading this chart clue

to the nonlinear nature of the scaling. The chart is self-adjustlng on both axes; that

J is, it will compute the range of values that are to be plotted and allow the maximum

.... number of print positions to display the information. A horizontal line at the top of

,, the bar for a countermeasure indicates the spending limit was reached on that

countermeasure.
L I

"' A.2.2 Programmer's Gulde.Updates

i"i This section updates the Nolzop Programmer's Guide to reflect the changes to

the program descrlbed in the preceding section. (Figure numbers referred to indicate

,..; figure.° in the Programmer's Guide.)

-: A-If



Figure B-1 should show two new paths coming from the main program to

describe the subroutine linkage [or each of the two new codewords. For codeword

USER, the subroutine that is called is named USERRD. For codeword CORR, the sub-

routine is named ATTCOR. The corrected figure is shown _n Figure A-2.

Figure B-2 should indicate the calling levels of" the new subroutines, SEARCH,

BARGPH, and UFRAC. SEARCH is called directly By the main program (NO1ZOP)

and controls the manner in which OPTIM, the subroutine which performs the step-

by-step optimization, is called. The operation of subroutine SEARCH is illustrated in

Figure A-1. The annotated program Hstincj should Be consulted for a detailed description

of the new subroutines. The corrected Figure B-2 is shown in Figure A-3. ,-

A new COMMON block was added to contain the user cost Fractions For each

o[ the 20 passible countermeasures "_

/CMFRAC/ DIST (20)

Another new COMMON block contains the two new optimization parameters ' '

/PRINT/FRED, NIT "'2

- FRED is the expenditure retraction factor.

- NIT is the number oF refinement stages. _, '

A.3 .Quantifica t]on of Model for Six Sets of Hypothetical Applications '_'*!

This section describes the application of Noizop to six sets of alternate input

data. These cases serve to partially illustrate the appHcatlon oF Nelzop to com-

munitles of different characterlsHcs and, at the same time, demonstrate the level of

sensitivity of"optimum countermeasure application to various communities. "-'.
i

The base data that was used represents the quantification of an actual Northern

CaliFornia community. Six cases were darned as variants of that data. 11lay are t....

summarized in Table A-5. Figures A-4 through A-11 and Table A-7 summarize the

computer output For the six cases. _..'

A-12
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Figure A-2. Subroutine Linkage Diagram ]ndicatlng Program Flow by Code Word



Level of Subroutine Call

1 2 3 4 5 6

f
SEARCH--I,'- OPTIM -'_ OUTPUT_--(BARGPH

)RANKR
UFRAC

_XGRAD
_ZERO

RAN K
RANKR
TNINIL
UFRAC
XNOIM'--'_- _'DISBRS _, BENFIT

IDER
REASIN _ ]DER ',
REMOVE )" IDER
RERAN K ""

SECFND _ /ZERO

_ZEROI
SUBBEN

ITER _- (ATTENA
_ATTEND
JCURFEW
_ STACAL

F-
RAN KR

i.

REBEN -_ PAN

RELOC _/IDER
REPCAL'-'_ IDER _

/PAN

)SECFND .-,
JZERO ,.;
\ZEROi

SSPEND_ RERAN K ....I
STATN _ PAN
ZERO ""

_,ZERO I ,_
ZERO
ZEROI

Figure A-3, Subroutine Linkages (AIphabetlaal Order) for the Main OpHmlzatlon
Process, Codeword OPT.
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Table A-5

Alternatives Analyzed by Nolzop

1. Baseline Case.

-- 2. Two Times Residential Population Density of Basellne Case.

3. Community One-Half the Size of the Baseline Case.

4. Removing the Motorcycle Noise Source and Countermeasure.

5. Removing the Path-Receiver Countermeasure.

6. The Basellne Case without the Noise Source Attitudinal Adjustments.

: 1. Baseline

-" This case, reanalyzed for this document with o few modifications, is thor-

' oughly described in the User*s Guide, Section 5.2, where the input data is described

'_ and the complete computer output is presented. The modifications to the input data

• reflect the changes made to Nolzop to include additional capabilities required for

_'_ application by local governments. The specific changes to the input data are detailed
i ,

below.

1. The countermeasure type numbers were redefined to reflect the new
f •

designations (see Table A-2). The countermeasures used in the

'_ analysis of the alternatives are listed in Table A-6.

2. The two-dimenslonal enforcement type countermeasures were

i _ removed; this concept presents an additional complexity beyond

the scope of this manual (see User*s Guide, Section 4.2).

_¢ 3. The countermeasure manlpulaffon indicators were redefined

s_. according to the new formula.

4. The linear transfer function speclflcat;on allowing more than

i _ I00 percent impact was removed as this option is now default.

:'_ A-T5



_b le A-6

Coun_rmeasuresDeflnedfor Noizop A_l_isoFAhernatlves

......... AUTOMOBILES LOw SPEED NEW _EHICLES SOURCE REDUCTION
COUNTERMEASURE I TYPE 6 gEXCL TRT' APPLIES TO: AUTOr4UBILES LO,_ SPEED LINE SR3

AUTOMOBILES LOCAL TRAFFIC SOURCE

......... AUTOMOBILES LOW SPEED EXISTING VEHICLES RETROFIT S3URCE REDUCTION
COUNTERMEASURE 2 T.YRE b _EXCL TRT' APPLIES TOt AUTOMOBILES LOW SPEED LINE SRC

AUTO,_OB]LES LOCAL TRAFFIC SOURCE

......... AUTOMOBILES LOn SPEED DOS ENFORCEMENT
COUNTERMEASURE 3 TYPE 5 _DB RED i APPLIES TO: AUTOMOBILES LOw SPEED LINE SRE

AUTOMOBILES LOCAL TRAFFIC SOURCE

......... _OTORCYCLES LOW SPEED OOS ENFORCEMENT
COUNTERMEASURE Q TYPE S iDB RED o APPLIES TO: MOTORCYCLES LON SPEED LINE SRC,

MOTORCYCLES LOCAL TRAFFIC SOURCE

......... TRUCKS LO_ SPEED NE_ VEHICLES SOURCE REDUCTION

COUNTERMEASURE S TYPE q °PART TRT a APPLIES TO: TRUCKS LOW SPEED LINE SRC.

......... TRUCKS HIGH SPEED TIRE NOISE REDUCTION
COUNTERMEASURE b TYPE _ _PART TRT o APPLIES TO: TRUCKS HIGH SPEED LINE SRC.

......... BUSES LO_ SPEED SOURCE REDUCTION, NEW AND EXISTING VEHICLES
COUNTERMEASURE ? TYPE 5 °DO RED o APPLIES TOt 8USES LON SPEED LINE SRC,

......... AIRCRAFT SOUND ABSORPTION MATERIAL NACELLE IREAT_ENT SOURCE REDUCTION
COUNTERMEASUkE B TYPE 4 'PART TRT o APPLIES TO: AIRCRAFT CDMMERCIALt FLIGHT

......... AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PATH REROUTING (EFFECTIVELY A FLIGHT FRE&UENCY RED.)
COUNTERMEASURE @ TYPE I 'RED FREQ m APPLIES TO: AIRCRAFT COMMERCIAL, FLIGHT

......... AIRCRAFT REDUCTION OF NIGHT OPERATIONS
COUNTERMEASURE. 10 TYPE 2 _NITE RED° APPLIES TO: AIRCRAFT CO_MERCIALp FLIGHT

......... RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVE MUFFLERS, SOURCE REDUCTION
COUNIERMEASuRE 11 TYPE d 'PART TRIO APPLIES TO: RAILROAD LOCOMO/IVES_ LINE S.

......... PATH-RECEIVER CONTROL: INSULATION, BARRIERS, LAND ACO. AND PEOPLE RELOC,
COUNIERMEASURE 12 TYPE 8 tP-R MOO _ APPLIES 10= ALL SOURCES



5. The specification of upper and lower criterion levels was removed

as this information is now default.

6. Attitudinal adjustments with the fallowing parameters were mode

-- to low speed arterial and local traffic (collector streets), motor-

cycle and locomotive and car railroad noise sources (numbers 6,

-- 7, and 9, 10t respectively).

Source Adjustment, dB

Motorcycles -6. (increase)

Railroad 5. (Decrease)

These hypothetical adjustments compensate for the fact that the

annoyance reaction to motorcycle noise is indicative of a noise

level 6 dB higher than for other sources. The railroad correction

illustrates that a noise level of 5 dB greater than for the other

sources is required to produce a comparable annoyance reaction.

7. Hypothetical user cost Fractions were entered as shown below for

countermeasures i through 12, respectively.

' ' Counter-
measure

, . Number 1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

User Cost
, Fraction .0i 0. 1. 0..5 .01 0.5 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 1.

i.,t

.... 8. The total budget was specified as $1 million and the gradient stepslze

i, and initial maximum expenditure ratio were allowed to default to

_'-' $10 thousand and I0., respectively. No marginal search {expendl-

'"' ture retraction stages) was initiated.

p
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The results of the optimization procedure are shown in Figure A-4. The path-

recelver countermeasure absorbed nearly 80 percent of the total budget. The total

user cost is therefore high because the local government, in this hypothetical example,

is assumed to be responsible For the entire cost of path-recelver countermeasures

(countermeasure number 12 above). Other significant aspects of the optimized base-

line expenditures are:

• Maxlmum amounts were spent on countermeasures For existing automo-

bile retrofit source reduction and enforcement thereof. An equal

amount was spent on new vehicle source reductlon, but this did not

represent the maximum allowed expenditure. The motorcycle counter- .-

measure, an enforcement action to eliminate the very noisy offenders,

received the maximum allotment.

• A large amount was spent on both truck noise countermeasures with the ' '

h_gh speed tire noise source receiving the maximum allowed "_

expenditure.

• The bus noise countermeasure did not receive any Funding but was the
t ,

highest ranking countermeasure at the end of the optimization process.

Therefore, if additional funds were available, the bus nolse counter-

measure would be the next to receive funding, assumlng, of course,

that the additional funds would either be insufficient for an

addltlonal discrete path-recelver expenditure or that next path-

receiver measure would be tess effective than the bus noise
0,

countermeasure.

• The only aircraft countermeasure selected was [llght path routlng .....

The reroutlng of all the aircraft accounts for the subsequent ._.

ineffectiveness of both the Sound Absorbing Material (SAM) and ......

night curfew countermeasures ....

A-18 ''
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Table A-7

Extent of Countermeasure Application,to the Six Hypothetical Examples.

The Countermeasure Application Corresponds to Total Expenditures

on Each Counlermeasure as See,_ in F|gures A-4 through A-Tr A-IO and A-II

Ca_e

I 2 3 4 5 6
Twice Remavlng No

ResldentTof Community Motorcycle Path-R_celver No
Papule Hen On.-Half Source and Countermeasure, Attitudinal

Counter,measure BaselTne Denslty Site i Countermeasure Smalrer Budget Adjuslments

I. Percent of Automobiles Receiving 3.5 dB ReductTon* 16% 19% 1% t3% 0 20%

2. Percent of Automobiles ReceTvlng 3.5 dB ReductTon* 57% 57% 57% S7_b 57% 57%

3. DecTbe| Reduction in Automobile L due to 6.2 dB 6.2 d3 6.2 dB 6.2 dB 5.9dB 6.2 dB
Enforcement of"C3rd_nance eq

4. DecTbel ReducHon in Motorcycle _kq due to 17 d6 17 dB ]7 dB ** 17 dB 17 dBEnforcement of Ordinance

!
5. Percent of Trucks Receiving 12 d_ Engine Nalse 36% 36% 36% 36% 25% 36%

0 ReduotTon

6. Percent of Trucks Recelv_n3 5 dB Tffe Noffe FO0% 100% lO_ 100% 33% TO0%
Reduction

7. Declbel Reduction in Bus Leq 0 0 0 5. I dB 0 0

8. Percent of'AircraFt ReceTvlng SAM Treatment 0 0 0 0 0 0

9. Percent oFA_rcraft Rerouted 100% I(_0% 100% 100% I0_ 100%

10. PercentoFATrcraft N_ght OperaHoes EHmlnated 0 0 0 0 0 0

11. Percent of Railroad Locomotives Receiving 6 dB 100% I0_% 100% 100% 100% lO_.
Muffler Treatment

12. Total Dollar ExpendTture on Barriers and $754,000 $7751000 $791,g00 $775,000 ** $773,000

SoundprooFing .. i

*Countermeasures I and 2 ore mutually exclusTve (Countermecsur_ Type 6). Countermeasure IopplTes to new veh_cte$_
Countermeasure 2 appl{es to ex_sflng vehTc/es.

**Cauntermeasur_ not clef;ned.



• The railroad countermeasure applying to the locomotive source also

recelved maximum funding which is consistent wlth the high source

ranking of the locomotive noise source (see Figure A-8).

-- 2. Two-Times Residentlal Population Density of Baseline Case

The data set for this case is identical to the data set For case number 1 v_th

-- the exception that every cell in a residential land use area has double the baseline

population.

The results of this case, shown in Figure A-5 show almost the same results

as For case number 1., the difference being that the low speed automobile source

received slightly more treatment at the expense of a path-receiver countermeasure.

_ 3, Community One-Half the Size of the Baseline Case

For this ahernatlve, every other cell defined For the baseline case was removed

-- to simulate a smaller community. As can be seen in Figure A-6, the results are quite

similar to the baseline case. The detailed disposition of the indlvidual path-receiver

-- measures (i.e., barriers and soundproofing) was, of course, quite different since the

configuration of the community end, hence, the relative cost-effectlveness of all the

-- possible indlvldual path-receiver measures is different.

4. Removln9 the Motorcycle Noise Source and Countermeasure

,, Removing the motorcycle source has the effect of slightly altering the cam-

•.- munity so that an expenditure on the bus countermeasure becomes efFectlve. No ether

....: significant differences from the baseline case are present. Figure A-7 illustrates the

,.. results. Note that the motorcycle countermeasure (nurnber 4) was removed For this

;-._ case meaning that in Figure A-7, countermeasures numbered 4 through 11correspond

,,_ to countermeasures numbered 5 through 12 in the five other cases.

t-,i

An interesting result of removing the motorcycle source is a change in the L

populatlon--welghted noise source impact ranking in the community. Figure A-8 is the

source ranking for the basellne case, including the motorcycle source. Figure A-9 is

"i the source ranking with the motorcycle source removed.

,-_ A-21
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MOST UFFENDING SOURCES: SOURCE NO.

I MOTORCYCLES LO_ SPEED LINE SRC. b)
2 MOTORCYCLES LOCAL TRAFFIC SOURCE 7)
3 RAILROAD LuCO_UTIVES, LINE S. q)
O AUtOMObILES LOW SPEED LINE SRC 1)
5 TRUCKS LOw SPEED LINE SRC. _)
b TRUCKS HIGH SPEED LINE _RC. 5)

7 AUTOHOBILES HIGH SPEED LINE SRC 21
8 AUTOMOBILES LOCAL TRAFFIC SOURCE 3)

q RA]LROAD CARS, LINk SOURCE (I0)
10 _IRCRAFT CU_._ENCIAL, FLIGHT (11)
II BUSES LO_ 5PEEO LINE SRC. ( 81

-- Figure A-8. Noise Source P_nklng oF Baseline Case

MOST OFFENDIt, G SOURCES= SOURCE NO.

I AUTOMOBILES LOW SPEED LINE SRC ( IJ
2 T_UChS LO_ SPEED LI,wE SRC. (_)

3 TRUCKS HIGM SPEED LI_E SRC. ( 51
PAILNC_AD LOCOmOTIvES, LINE S, (9)

5 _UTOMOBILES HIG_ SPEED LINE SRC (_)

b AUIOMOUJLES LOCAL T_AFFIC SOURCE ( 3I
7 _AILNOAD CA_S, LINE SOURCE {10)

- _ AIRCRAFT CO._,E_CIAL, FLIG_tT (11)
q bUSES LO_ SPEED LINE SRC. (8)

Figure A-9. Noise Source Ranking with ivtotorcycle Source Removed

=
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Prior to the removal of the dem_nc_ntmotorcycle sources, the railroad loco-

motive noise source had a greater impact than the low speed automobile source and

both the low and high speed truck noise sources. The counterintuitive result of

removing the motorcycle source is that the automobile and truck noise source now

have greater impact relative to the railroad locomotive source than they did before.

An apparent explanation is that the presence of the annoying motorcycle

source had the effect of masking the automobile and truck sources. In other words,

with the motorcycles no longer there, the automobiles and trucks become the domi-

nant sources in areas where traffic is dominant, but the number of areas impacted by

railroad noise remains unchanged.

5. No Path-Recelver Countermeasure

Since the path-recelver countermeasures received the preponderance of the _

expenditure allocation in the other cases, the removal of this countermeasure pro-

vldes potentially the mast interesting variant to the baseline case. For this coset the

total budget was reduced to $100 thousand since a $1 million budget would allow ,-_

maximum application of all the countermeasures and no interesting results would be _

obtained. Figure A-tO illustrates these results ....

Countermeasure number 1, new automobile source reduction, now receives no

expenditures while the remainder is disbursed to counteremosures 3, 5_ and 6 Isee "_
i i

Table A-6). Overall, the disposition of these countermeasures is similar to the base-

line case. What this case illustrates is thab for this communityt the optimum expen- _'

dltures among the remaining countermeasures is only slightly altered when the most

cost-effectlve countermeasure (Barriers and Soundproofing) is removed. '-_

6. No.Attltudlnal Adjustments .....

Removing the attitudinal adjustments had little effect since the motorcycles ....

and railroad noi_ source predominate even without the attitudinal corrections. The ,-"

effect of the attitudinal corrections was to increase the apparent motorcycle levels by

A-26 ' '
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6 dB, and decrease the apparent railroad source levels by 5 dB. With these adjust-

ments removed, the motorcycle countermeasure still remains very effective and the

effectiveness of" the railroad countermeasure is not altered sufficiently to make a

noticeable difference. Countermeasures 1and 5 recelved slightly more funding at p

the expense of path-recelver measures. Figure A-l! summar}zes the results.

¢ .
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A.4 Summary of the Allentown Strategy Analysis

The results of applying methods developed in the Community Noise Strategy ._

Guidelines h'_nual to the city of Allentown, Pennsylvania, are summarized in this

section of Appendix A. in conjunction with EPA and Allentown, problem noise sources

were identified on the basis of acoustlcal, attitudinal, and complaint information, and

a llst of countermeasures was derived which were felt to be the most promising and

practical means of abating these sources. The costs incurred by society and the noise

reductions achieved with each of the selected countermeasures were estimated from

data supplied by Allentown, using methods described in the main text of this

manua I.

The noise optlmlzatlon program, No_zop_ was then used to find opHmal

degrees of societal expenditure on each of the selected countermeasures for various

overall spending limits, in particular, optimal expenditure strategies were found

which would provide the maximum reduction in impacts from no_se(1) in the year

1980 and (2) in the year 1988, for a nominal expected city noise conlTal budget, as

suggested by the Allentown Quiet Communities Program Staff. These results are presented

and discussed below. The main findings are:

• The most cost-effectlve countermeasures are (1) those whlch abate

emergency vehicles, since the cost of abating this source is very ,-

Iowt and (2) those which abate outomobiles_ since this source

is both the most pervasive in Allentown (as was indlcated by the '-

acoustical survey) and also one of the mostannoying (according :

to the atfitudlnal survey). Although it is not known whether the -'

main problem of automobile noise is caused by a few nolse-modified

vehicles (which are the main tQrget of automobile noise counten'neasures :"

En this analysis) or by the more numerousbut quTeter majority, it ls "-

Suggested that addltlonal countermeasures not considered in this analysis "

which can help reduce nolse impacts from this source should be investl-

gated in the future.

I A--30
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• Very little difference is observed between expenditures optimized

in 1980 vs. expenditures optlm[zed in 1988, since most counter-

measures are expected to take effect ;mmediately (1978) and remain

_ unchanged thereafter.

• A budget which is approximately I/3 lower than the present budget

-- ant_clpated by the city of Allentown may be more deslrab(e, as

measured in terms of the cost per unit measure of achievable reduc-

-- lion in noise impact.

]'nputs

The countermeasures analyzed in the optimization program are descr;bed below.

1. Property Standard applied to Noise from Garden Equipment and People.

This property standard would set noise emlss_on (im;ts at the property llne

: of between 75 and 80 dB for one hour due to noise from garden equipment

or activity by people (i.e., playing loud music, etc.)

. 2. Noise Ordinance Applied to Motorcycles.

,,.. A noise ordinance was considered which would consist of four parts:

' ' (1) Enforcing the federal new vehicle standard on motorcycles

" (83 dB in 1978, 80 d8 ;n 1980)*

(2) Enforcing the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (Penn

.... DOT) low speed operational regulations on motorcycles (84 dB)

,_, (3) Enforc;ng operat;onal controls (reduc;ng excess accelerations)
r

(4) Enforcing on equipment standard (e.g., "all motorcycles shall

_'_ have proper mufflers")
_,LJ

3. Noise Ordinance Applied to Autos.

_ A noise ordinance applied to autos was considered which would consist

of three parts:

.2 *All regulation I;m;ts given are maximum low speed passby levels meclsuredat 15 m.
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(1) Enforcing the Penn DOT low speed operational regulations

on autos (84 dB)

(2) Enforcing operational controls (reducing excess accelerations)

(3) Enforcing an equipment standard (e.g., "all autos shall have

proper mufflers")

4. Noise Ordinance Applied to Trucks.

A noise ordinance applied to trucks was considered which would

consist of four parts:

(1) Enforcing the federal new vehicle standard on trucks (83 dB _n

1978, 80 dB in 1980)

(2) Enforcing the Penn DOT low speed operational regulations on

trucks (88 dB)

(3) Enforcing operational conh'ols (reducing excess accelerations)

(4) Enforelng an equipment standard (e.g., "all trucks shall have ,_

proper mufflers") ' '

5. Noise Ordinance Applied to Buses.
b

A noise ordinance applied to buseswas considered which would

consist of four parts: '-_

(1) Enforcing the proposed federal new vehicle standard on buses

(83 dB in 1979, 80 dB in 1983, and 77 dB in 1985) . ,

(2) Enforcing the Penn DOT low speed operational regulations on .-,

buses (88 dB) ....

(3) Enforcing operational controls (reducing excess idling near

residences)

(4) Enforcing an equipment standard (e.g., "all buses shall have ._

proper mufflers"

A-32 ,-,



6. Operational Controls Applied to Emergency Vehlcles.

This countermeasure would reduce the amount of time sirens are used

by restricting their use to emergency situations.

7. New Vehicle Standard Applled to Garbage Trucks.

This noise standard would enforce federal noise regulations on newly

,_ manufactured garbage trucks (78 dB in 1979, 75 dB in 1982)

8. Mode Transfer from Autos to Buses.

'_ This countermeasure would use education and advertisement media to

get more commuters to use buses instead of autos.

9-13. Education and Complaint Mechanism Applied to (9) Autos and Motor-

cycles t (10) Trucks and Busesa (11) Garbage Trucks and Emergency

Vehlclest (12) Garden Equipment and People_ and (13) Pets

_, These countermeasures have to do wlth _nFormlng the public about the

i , causes and effects of community nohe and establishing a mechanlsm

_, such as a noise "hot llne" which the public con use to complain about

' ; noisy sources such as motorcycles_ pri_,_te parties, or industrial plants.

'_' 14. Stattonary Source Controls Applied to Fairgrounds.

This countermeasure would reduce noise emissionsfrom equipment and

_ loud tousle typically found at fairs.

15. Stationary Source Controls Applied to Muslc Clubs.

,, This countermeasure would reduce the undesirable source of music

clubs propagating into nearby residential areas by requiring owners to

_o provide sound insulation treatment of the exterlor walls of their clubs.

_ 16. Buildlng hsulotlon and Codes.

_' Twenty areas ("cells") throughout the city were selected as potential

_ candidates for building insulation treatment. The noise optimization
L!

program was then allowed to plck the cells which needed insulation.

,_, A-33



In addition to inputs which defined the above potent|a_ countermeasures, an

annual noise control budget of $123,000 for the ehy government of Allentown was

selected. Thls number is basedon the man-year estimates provided by the city

shown in Table A-8.

Table A-8

Manpower Distribution Estimatedby Allentown for
Various Noise Control Activities, Man-years

Government Entity PerformingActivity

Information Community
Noise Control Activity QCP Police Services Planners

Stationary SourceControl 1/2 - -

/V_otorVehicle Noise Enforcement 1 2 - -

EducationandComplaint Activities 1 1/2 1/2

B'-':RidershlpCampaign 1/2 - -

Building Insulation Program 1 -

Total = 7 man-years '_

The total costs defined for each countermeasureinclude all costs incurred by

soclety. To flnd the costs incurred by Allentown's city government alone, a "City

Fraction" wasestimated for each countermeasure. Thesecity fractions are shownTn ""

Table A-9. Note that someoF the countermeasuresare expected to be paid Foralmost ....

entirely by Allentown (suchas the Bus Noise Ordinance), while others only involve _

relatively minor government expense (suchasa building insulation program), ""

Outp.uts .....

The optimum total (T) and city government (U) expendituresselected by "-

NoTzop for each countermeasureat the city budget level defined above are shown _
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Table A-9

Effectiveness of Countermeasures in the Allentown Strategy Analysis
Cost/EffecHveness

(Percent of Maximum

Allowable ExpendHure)
Noise Source CHY(2 )

No. Countermeasure Affected Fraction 1980 1988 Comments

1 Property Standard Garden Equ_pmentt 0.995 0% 0%
people Nol very cost/effectlve

2 Noise Ordinance (I) Motorcycles 0.25 51 51 Lessshould be spent on this countermeasureas budget increases

3 No_seOrdinance (|) Autos 0.84 IOCI 100 Very cost/efFectlve

4 No[se Ordinance (1) Trucks 0.1T 100 49 Cost/Effective - _n 1980, additional money
should be spent here next

5 Noise Ordinance (1) Buses 1.00 0 10(3 Only eost/eFfectlve ;n the long term

6 Operational Control Emergency Vehicles 1.00 100 TOO Very cost/effective
7 New Vehicle Standard Garbage Trucks 0.09 0 100 Only cost/eFfecHve In the long term

8 /v_0deTransfer Autos, Buses I 1.00 100 100 Very cost/effectlve

9 Educaffon and Complaint Mechanlsm Autos, /v_otoreyetes ! .00 TOO 100 Very cost/effectlve

10 Education and Complaint Mechanism Trucks_ Buses 1.00 0 0 Not cost/efFecHve

Garbage Trucks, 1.00 100 100 Very cost/effect_ve
11 Education and Complaint Mechanir_m Emergency Vehicles

Garden Equipment, 1.00 85 _ Quite cost/effectlw
12 Education and Complaint Mechanism People

13 Educatlon and Complaint /V_echanlsm pets 0.48 100 100 Very cost/effective

14 Stationary Source Controls Forrgrounds 0.54 0 0 Not cost/effective

15 Stallonar/ Source Controls h_uslc Clubs 0.37 0 0 Not cost/efFecHve

16 Building Insulation and Codes All Sources 0.04 5 5 On/y cost/effectlve at high levels of
expendHures

(1) Includes: New Vehicle Standard (except For Autos)_ Operational Standcrdt Operational Controls, and Equipment Standard
(2) Fraction of countermeasure costs incurred by the aty of Allentown.



in Figures A-12 andA-13 For the years 1980 and 1988, respectively. Note that the costs

shown in these f';guresare "total discounted dollars," with an assumeddiscount rate

of 10 percent. These costs indicate the total amount of money which is needed for

each countermeasurer From now until infinity. To find the equivalent annual cost,

divide these costs by ll. For example, when the optimization is mode in 1980

(Figure A-12), the optimal annual expendlt_re on Countermeasure No. 2 is 50,000 " 11 =

$4550. A discussion of present value analysis and discounted costs is provided in

Section 3.4 of the main text of this n_nual, .,,

Pursuing other aspects, I'wo additional Noizop runs were made. Figure A-14

shows the optimum expenditure strategy in 1980 iF no building insulation program _s '_

allowed. The same input data and budget are used here as were used in Figure A-12.

Finally, Figure A-I5 shows the expenditure pattern at a somewhat reduced budget (an '_

annual clty budget of $82,000 instead of $123,000). This budget seems to be a more

desirable one for the countermeasures under consideration, since the rate of reduction

in noise impact achieved per dollar expanded reduces rapidly for higher budgets.

Discussion of Results
i ,

The cost/effectlveness of each countermeasure was shown in Table A-8 in terms -.,

oF the percent oF mexlmum allowable expenditure which Nolzop chose to spend. A

maximum allowable expenditure was defined Foreach countermeasure and supplied as _-

input informaHon, basedon practlcalt technical, and economic grounds. The

impHcatlons of these cost/effectlve percentages is discussed in the following for each .-

COU riper maasure,

,_4
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1. Property Standard applied to Garden Equipment and People

• No[zop did not choose this countermeasure in either 1980 or 1988o This

is probably due to the fact that noise levels from garden equipment and people

were falrly low compared to other noise sources, due to their [ntermlttent

and transitory nature. When the building insulation countermeasure is

eliminated from consideration, Somemoney is spent on th_s measure (Figure A-14),

but only a relatively Irnall amount ($2640 per year).

- • Implication - A property llne standard against garden equlprnent and people

noise is not cost effective.

-- 2. Noise Ordinance applied to .h/_otercycle

• This countermeasure is relaHvely cost/effectlve at low expenditure levels,

but decreases in comparison wlth other measures as expenditures increase.

- • Irnpllcatlons - A motorcycle noise ordinance is warranted and will be

effective even if relatively mild restr_ctlons are enforced. This is

-- because a small percent of the motorcycles produce noise levels which ore

much higher than the average motorcycle levels. As a result, even a

simple equipment standard requ;Hng "proper mufflers" should have [mrnedlate

benefit, as long as it is adequately enforced.

3. Noise Ordinance applied to Autos

• The maximum allowable expenditure was reached, indlcat|ng that automobile

_ noise reduction should be a primary target for the clty of Allentown. The

__ maximum expenditure corresponds to an operational regulation level of 74 dB,

.._ which is 10 dB lower (more strict) than the present Pennsylvanla DOT noTse

._, regulation.
i
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3. Noise Ordinance applied to Autos (Continued) __

o lmpllcat_ora -Allentewn may wlsh to establish standards for auto-

mobiles more strict than existing state standards. These standards should

probably be directed first at autos which have modified, improper, or

inadequate exhaust systems. A fairly strict equipment standard which "_"

specifies allowable exhaust modificatlans and minimum insertion loss

values for replacement parts may be very effective in this regard. To

abate the impacts of the general automobile pepulation, alternate

strategies must be used, some of which lle outside the municipal govern-

ment's domain. These countermeasures might include traffic controls

on minor residential stTeets, reroutlng certain major boulevards to less _ '

populous areas,and barriers located in strategic positions.

4. Noise Ordinance applied to Trucks

• Maximum expenditure limits were reached in the 1980 run, but other ._

countermeasures were found to be somewhat more cost effective in 1988. *.

• Implications-A truck noise ordinance, parallelling Federal and State _'

standards, is worthwhile at the present time, but may be deemphasized • '

in the future. _"

5. Nolse Ordinance applied to Buses

a While no expenditures were made For the 1980 case, the maximum --

expenditure Iimlt was reached in 1988 since more quiet new buses are _.

expected to be operating in the Fleet by that time.

o Implications - Allentown should consider enforcing Federal bus noise

regulations that may develop in the future. (Note: Federal

bus noise regulations are still in the proposal stage).
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._ 6. Operational Controls applied to Emergency Vehicles
i

• This countermeasure received maximum allotment in both analysis years,

•_" corresponding to a reduction of 20 percent of the time sirens normally

are operating.

! • implications -An emergency vehicle operational control should be

implemented which would reduce unnecessary siren use as much as
f_

j possible.

7. New Vehicle Standard applied to Garbage Trucks
t

• Similar to Countermeasure No. 5 above.

• [mplicaHons - Same as No. 5 above.
I

8. Mode Transfer from Autos to Buses
_e
+. • it was Found that the cast to society is less if commuters use buses

rather than autos, therefore this countermeasure has a "negative cost",

<; • ]mpllcotions-Commuters should be urged to ride buses through educational

_:_ campaigns and increased bus service. A doubling of the bus fleet still

saves society money, according to this limited analysts.

+_ 9_11,13. Education and Complaint Mechanism applied to (9) Autos and MotoPcycles,

(11) Garbage Trucks and Emergency Vehicles, and (13) Pets.

• The results for each of these countermeasures was the same, namely, the

maximum allowable expenditure was reached.

_ • Impllcotlons - Education and complaint programs should be geared to the

_._ above 5 sources of noise. Increased manpower asslgnmenls may be

4 warranted in thZsarea, compared with the nominal values suggested by

.+., Table A-9 above. As with Countermeasures Nos. 2 and 3 above, for

.... automobiles and motorcycles, the most effective results can be achieved
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if attention is paid pHmorily to those vehicles which have modified or

inadequate exhaust systems.

10. Education and Complaint Mechanism applied to Trucks and Buses

• No expenditures were made on this countermeasure. This is probably

due to the Fact that in Allentown, the major h'uck routes are well

deflnedl therefore trucks and buses do not affect people as much _

near their homes, where people are mare likely to complain, as they do

when people are in transil. Similarly, educational programs directed

at bus and truck operators are expected to change thek operational

habits to o lesser degree, and therefore will reduce noise levels to o

lesser degree1 than programsdirected to more alterable causes of

noise such as accelerating or modified autos and motorcycles, unnecessary

slrensl or barking dogs.

• Implications - Little effort should be expended on this countermeasure

other than to supparb in a general way_ existing State and Federal truck

and bus noise regulations. "-

12. Education and Complaint Mechanism applied to Garden Equipment and People p

• Changes resulting from this countermeasure lyplcally cost less money

than changes caused by Countermeasure No. 1 , which deals with the ,'-

same noise sources but may require equipment substitution to meet the

regulation. In cantrasb education and complaints act to achieve nearly "-

the same ends w;thout large expend[tures. .-

• Implications - To reduce noise ._romgarden equlpmenl and people in the

most cast effective way (1) people should be educated as to the effect

of" their (and their equfprre nt's) no_seon others, and (2) a means of"

complaining about annoying neighborhood noises should be established.
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-- To assist officials in enforcing the reduction of these "annoying noises", as a

practlcal matter, a properly standard such as Countermeasure No. 1 may

be needed, but the latter should not be implemented in isolation.

]4, 15. Stationary Source Controls applied to Fairgrounds and Music Clubs

• No expenditures were made on these countermeasures due to their transltory

and isolated nature. That is, in comparison with more continuous noise

sources such as autos, their average sound levels (keq) were low. (Note,
however, that noise levels For these two sources oF noise were estlmated

without the aid oF nalse measurements From the acoustical survey.)

_- • Implications - No substantlal noise control activity seems warranted far

. these two no_se sources.

-- 16. Buildlng Insulation and Building Codes

• Only a small portion (5 percent) oF the total possible expenditure on this

countermeasure was made, since only 5 oF 20 possible cells received

insulation and the cells which were picked have small Floor areas. How-

ever, the effort required to insulate these cells amounts to almost 60 percentt ,

of the total cost tosac[ety at the budget level considered. At lower

. _ overall budget levels, such as the more desirable budget used to generate

Figure A-15, no expenditure on building insulotlon is made by the computer

.... program.

,.. • Xmplications -A building insulation program should be initiated only if

:_ (1) the public is willing to help pay for improvements to their own homes

._,_ (note that as shown earlier in Table A-9, the clty is expected to incur only

.... about 4 percent oF the total cost of this countermeasure) and (2) a high

,.-_ degree of expenditure on noi_ control is desired and possible. If a

,..i building insulation program is desired, the no;se optlmlzatlons for 1980
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end 1988 indicate that the followlng areas deserve initial attention:

I. Residencesnear Hanover Street (cells BI and B3)

2. Residences along garbage truck routes - Bayard Street and Roth Avenue

(cells R5 and R7) --

Reduction of Nolse Impacts Due to Expendltures

Figure A-16 shews the relatlonshlp between cost expenditure and percent '

reduction of the nolse impact index* for the 1980 Allentown analysis. This relation- _"

ship clearly indicates that after a certain polnt, the cost of addltlonal benefits is

much higher than before. Thls palnt corresponds to a total discounted cost to society '_

of about 1.1 milllon dollars, equlvalent loan expendlture of about $100,000 annually. '" '

The associated discounted cost to the clty of Allentown (from now to infinity) would

be about 0.9 million dollars, or about $82,000 annually. Thls represents about a 30 : '

percent reductlon in the presently anticipated Allentown annual noise control budget, _'_

indicating that in the futuret o somewhat reduced budget for noise control could be

acceptable From the cost effectiveness standpoint. _'

I

W

The Nolse Impact index (Nil) is a measure of the impact of noise on a community.
A threshold of impact (NII = 0) is defined for each land use type for both day and ....
night noise levels, and a complete impact (Nil = 1.0) is defined to be 20 dB above
these threshold values.

r, ,
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APPENDIX B

VEHICLE STATISTICS COMPUTER PROGRAM

"- (VESTA)

Thls appendix describes the operation of VESTA, a computer program for truncating

a normal (Gaasslan) dlstrlbutlon on the tall of the distribution and redistributing this truncated

'-" portion in another Gausslan distribution among the remainder of the distribution.

The program is written in FORTRAN V and was developed and implemented on a

UNIVAC 1108 operated by University Computing Company (UCC). The basic concepts

underlying the computer program are described in Section B. 1, input data preparation

and a sample output listing is described in Section B.2, the application of VESTA to four

types of abatement measures is described in Section B.3, and a program listing appears in

i , Section B.4.

'B.1 Basic Concepts

VESTA provides estimates of the change in the energy-average noise level of

a na_se source population as a function of time. These changes may be caused by4 •

regulations applied to either existing or new noise source populations. All noise level

., distributions considered by the program are Gaussion. The imposition of a regulation

causes the upper tail of the distribution to be truncated at the point co_respandlng to

i , the regulation level. The portion of the population that is truncated is redistributed into

another Gausslan distribution below the regulation level specified by the user.

• The Gauss|an distribution is o continuous function defined by ff_e following

_ probabillty density:
i

i'v e

N (X;l_,_) =

'_ where

,-; I_ is the mean value of the distribution,

"-- o-is the standard deviation of the d_strlbutlon.
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The cumulative value of this distribution up to a point, X, represents the --

Fraction of a source population which produces a noise level less than the value

specified by X. _-

A change in the mean energy-average population noise level is brought about

by truncating this Gausslan distribution at a specified noise level the value of which is

determined by an operational standard or a new vehicle regulation. Truncation trans-_

Formspopulation noise sources abave a regulation level by redistributing them normally

about a lower mean. The overall effect is to lower the population mean and sub-

sequently the Fleet average keq, symbolized by keq. A pictorial presentation of this
truncation and redistributing process is shown in the main text in Figure 3-10 (page 3-55).

NoHce that nat all of the source population above the regulation participates in the

redistribution. This is due to the compliance factor which measures the percent of the

violating source population above the regulatory limit which can be expected to comply

with the regulation after enforcement efforts have been made.

The regulation (or truncation) then separates the vehlcle population into three

parts. The first part is the portion of the original distribution below the regulation limit. ._

The second part is the fraction of vehicles induced to lower their noise level. The third ,

part is the percentage of those vehicles which are in violation of the regulation and do

not lower their noise levels.

After the distribution has been divided into these three parts, they are =ombined ....

into a new distribution with a new mean and standard deviation which represents

tffe complying population. This new mean and standard deviation can now be used as _-

parameters f'or a Gaussian distribution. Once the Gausslan distribution hasbeen definedl ,k

the keq can he calculated Fromthe Formula _-

Leq= P,+.115o '2 , dB

where/_ and o"are the new mean and standard deviatiant respectively, oF the

combined d|strlbutlon and the constant 0. 115 is (I/2) (In 100 . 1).
e
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A d[stlnction needs to be made between the two classes of source populaHons

which are treated in VESTA. These two classes are the existing populatlon and the

newly manufactured populotlon._r

The exlsting population is comprised of all no_se sources which are already in

-- operation. These could be, for example, all motorcycles in the United States which

are on the road. The newly manufactured sources could he those motorcycles just
-- manufactured, and possibly regulated by law, which will begin entering into

the ex_stlng population.

These two classes of normally distributed noise sources and theft interactions

are considered in compuHng the changes in the energy-average source population noise

levels as a function of time.

- The interaction of the two distributions, existing and newly manufactured, is

computed by the followlng expression for the ensemble energy average noise level after t years.

_ , q/lo , q/lo
keq(t) = (l-r) t. 10 +[1 - (1-r)t'_.lO ,dB

"_ where t is the time in years since the new vehicles began entering into the fleet, and

r is the rate at which newly manufactured vehicles replace existing ones.
eq

-_ kEq and kN are the fleet energy-average mean levels of the existing and newly

manufactured populations, respectively. They are computed from:
.-

.k L; q =/_E + "115°'E 2 , dB

.... L_4q _N + 115O'N2= . , dB

where /_ and g"are the means and standard devlat_ons of"their respective populotlon
dlstrlbutlons.

r_
i
,..J
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B.2 input Data

This sectiondescribesthe input data to VESTAand the associatedcode words

usedto enter thisdata. Thereare flve suchcode words;each appear in the First2, 4t

or 5 columnsof the card andare the only meaningful charactersappearing onthat card. "-

Card columns7 through79 of a code ward card may beusedfor comments.

1. DZST1

2. REG1

3. D 1ST2

4. REG2

5. GO

DIST1 - Thls code wardprecedes the data correspondingto the dlstr[bution of the _-

"ex[st|ng population." ThecharactersDIST1appear in card columns1

through5.

On thedata card that follows, (1) the mean soundlevel of the Source, and

(2) the standarddeviation of the source dlstributlon, are entered in free

format (i.e., separated by a Comma).

REG1 - Thiscode wardindicates that the following data card will beapplied in

conjunctionwith the existing distribution which waseither initialized by

DIST1or is the resultof the last GO command. Thenecessaryinputsore: (1) .

the truncationor regulation level in decibels; (2) the mean value in decibels --.

of the redlstr[butlon; (3) theslandarddev_atlon of the redistribution; and •

(4) the compliance factOr inpercent. Thesedata are also _nputin free Format. _-

DIST2 - This code wordis usedto initialize the newly manufacturednoisesource

distribution. It playsthe samerole with the newly manufacturedvehicles

andassociatedinputs as doesDIST1 with the existingsourcepopulation.

REG2 - Sameas REG1except truncation and redistributionare for the distribution ....

whichwas either [n|tiallzed by DIST2 or Is the resultof the last GO command. ""

B-4 ...
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B.3 VESTA Tax Measures and New Product Regulations -.

The applfcatlon of VESTA to Four abatement alternatives which reduce noise

emlsslons at the source are consldered here. These alternatives are:

I. Property Tax lncentlves __

2. Business Tax Penalties

3. New Product Regulations --

4. New Product Labeling R_qulrements

Similar methods ere used to estimate the noise reductions obtained wlth each alternative.

(1) Each alternative effects new products only- a noise reduction does not occur unless

the action causes an old noisy product to be replaced by a newer, quieter one. (2) An

estimate of the noise reduction achieved wffh each alternative in thls group requires

that information be gathered on the present distribution of noise levels, the Fractlon of

the source population which is modified to produce lower noise levels, and the degree

of modificatlon (noise reduction) which occurs. (3) Finally, the effectiveness of each

alternative in the group is highly dependent upon the willingness ofelther the customer

or manufacturer to pay for the product modifications desired.

If any one of the above four alternatives is to be considered, then gather the _

following information: •

Item I Mean and Standard Deviation of Present Noise Levels Proc!uoedby the Noise
-- Source Population Under.Typical Operating Conditions

These levels should be measured at a standard distance and stated in terms of L
eq -.

over a specified tlme period. Comblne these levels into a histogram and estimate c

Gausslan dlstrlbutlon curve to the hlstogrom. An example is shown in Figure B--2(a).

Item 2 Noise Measurement Procedures Which Will Be Used as the Basis for the Tax '

Measure or New product Regufatlon '"

The manner in which products are to be measured greatly influences the type of

modification or repurchase which occurs. A measurement procedure must be establlshed
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which determines whether or not o given product complies with a reguJat_on or qualifies

for a tax break or penalty. This procedure may be the same as that established for

exlst_ng products (Item 1). In the case of new product regulations, however, the

measurement procedure is usually designed to measure the maximum noise levels

which a product will generate. The new product regulation then specifies a

sultable limit for th_s maximum noise level. Changes in design requlred

to reduce the maximum level of a glven product to a level which complies with the

regulation may not cause an equlvalent reduction in noise levels measured under typical _-

operating conditlons_ although this latter reduction is typically the desired goal. This

fact must be kept in mind during the development of a new product noise measurement

procedure.

Item 3 Mean and Standard Devlatlon of Present Noise levels Produced by the Noise
Source Population Measured in TJms of the New Product Measurement
Procedure (identified in item 2)

Gather thls information only if the measurement procedure identified under

Item 2 is different from the procedure used to measure noise levels _n item 1. An

example of this dlstril_Jtion is shown _n Figure B-2(b).

item 4 Mean and Standard Dev[otlon of Present New Product Noise Levels Measured

According to the New Product Measurement Procedure

To a first approximationt the dlstrlbutlon of noise levels produced by new

products comlng off the assembly llne before any new product regulationr incentlve,

or penalty is established may be assumed to be the same as the distribution of existlngt

old products identified in Item 3. If it is known that new products are actually quleter

(or noisler) than older products, estimate the form of this new product noise level dlstHbu-

tlon and find its mean and standard devlatlon. An example of' this distribution is shown

in Figure B-2(b).

Item 5 Determine the Cutoff Level for the Ince.ntive, Penalty, or Regulation

Establlst_ a criterion level which will determrne which products qualify for tax

relmbursement_ which products are to be pena|ized, and/or which products are in
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- violation ofo new product noise standard. In addltlon, if labeling is to be required for

new products, it may be desirable to establish a cutoff point so that products exceeding

the cutoff are labeled in one way and productswhich are quieter than the cutoff are

labeled in another way. if two or moretypes of regulations are going to be applied to

-- a given product, usethe samecutoff level for each regulation. For instance, an

ineentlve which applies to products emitting less than 70 dB at 15 meters would be

complemented by a penalty which applies to all products emitting more than 70 dBat

15 meters.

Item 6 Moan and Standard Deviatlon of that Portion of New ProductsWhich Are Expected
t_o_ Modified in the Future as o Resultof the Regulation or Tax Measure, and the
Fraction of New ProductsWhlch Are Expected to BeModified

The dlstrlbutlon of new product noise levels identified in Item 4 will be modified
r_

by the abatement measurebeing proposedto a degree which dependson the strictness of

the measure. Estimatethe distribution of new product noise levels expected in the Future

"_ by eompleHng the stepsdescribed in Sections3.4.12, 3.4.13, 3.4.14, or 3.4.15 (of

the maln text of' th_smanual) depending on which type of measure is being consldered.

_ Once Items 3 through 6 have been gathered, the reduction of noise levels measured

_._ according to the new productmeasurementprocedurecon beestimated usingthe VESTA

, _ computer programfor each of the four new product abatement measures: tax incentive,

,.., tax penalty, new productregulation, and labeling. The desired output isgiven under

the heading "DIFFERENCES," indlcatlng'the difference between the population-averaged

_ noise level, keq, with and without the abatement measureunder consideration. Difference

i_ values are provided over a range of yearsfromthe time the measureis implemented.

!_ Identify the appropriate year basedonthe target year selected in Section3.2 of the main

ii text, and notethe correspondingLeq difference value. This difference may be assumedto

.... represent the reductlon in the noise level of the sourcein the community, as long as the

._, new product measurementproceduredevelopedunder Item 2 above is on indicative measure

_ of typical operating conditions. If it is not (as is often the case), a further item of

_: information needsto begathered before the noisereduction evaluation is complete.
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Item 7 I_latlonship Between Noise Levels Produced Under the New Product Measurement
Procedure and Noise Levels Produced Under Typical Operating Conditions

In many cases_ a new product measurement procedure is designed to elicit

maximum noise emissions under an operating mode rarely encountered in the real world.

A test made under maximum throttle is an example. However, usually the test mode is

representative of someaspect of production operation. For instance, maximum throttle

is representative of the acceleration mode of a vehlcle. Estimate the fraction of time

engaged in this mode..As a first approximatlone the reduction of the average noise level =-

produced under the acceleration mode may be assumedto be equal to the Leq difference

found by the VESTA program_ although th_s is often an overestimate. Other modesmay be _

unaffected by the reduction in noise produced under the test conditions. For instance,

noise levels produced under idling conditions are not affected much by acceleration -.

noise level reductions. Estimate the fraction of time typically spent in these unaffected

modes. Finally, the remaining modes of operation, affected to on intermediate degree,

must be considered. Estimate the reductions in average levels for these mOdes, noting

that the noise reductions in these modes will be less than in those that are similar to the .-

test procedure, lout will be greater than zero. In the absence of any other informatlonr '

assume t_e no|so reduction varies linearly wlth ong|rm rpm from zero at engine idle

speed to the max|mum value at the engine speed for maximum throttle. '

After these estimates have been made, estimate the total average noise reduc-

tion for the noise source in quest|on from the following equetlon:

Lq 10 log 10 dB

where ....

m is the number of opmating mOdes,

t. is the Fraction of time spent in the i th mode,

L. is the original noise level of the ith mode, and ....

L. is the noise reduction of the ith mode obtained with the abatement measure.
I
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Attention iscalled to line 13 above which calls for OVERFL(INDCT). This is a

routine, defined as follows, to test and reset orlthmeHc overflow indicator.

CALL OVERFL (J)

J ((nteger) = 1 if overflow indlcator ison.

= 2 if overflow indlcator off.

The arithmetic overflow indicator is set on or off by fixed point adds and subtracts and

may be tested and rest with this call. Reference: Unlverslty Computing Company,

"V-1108 Executlve System_" UCC Publication 3025, updated periodically, if such

a rouHne is not available in other computing systems, the user of"VESTA should write

a subroutine OVERFL which simply testswhether the value of RNOR.M (llne 12 of i

FUNCTION RNORM) has come close to the largest real number that computer allows.

Alternalvely, the user may simply elect to delete lines 13 and 14 from this subroutine

if it is not expected that numerical range problems will occur.

r.
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-- 4.0 SELECTION OF OPTIMAL ACTIONS

-- 4.1 Operate Nolzop Program

3
The user of this manual should be familiar with the full Naizop User's Guide

and Appendix A of this manual before proceeding with this chapter. The remainder of

this section briefly summarizes the basic procedures necessary to use the cost-effectiveness

"_ optimization model.

_. 4. I. 1 Assemble Input Data

A listing of the input data required for the operation of Nolzop is given in

_" Table 4--1 along with the corresponding section of this manual and the Nolzop User's

Guide in which they are discussed. Some references are made to Appendix A of this

_"* manual where the input data item is applicable to the enhanced version of"Noizap
Z

created for this manual and is not discussed in the original User's Guide.

Most of the technical input data (i.e., noise levels, countermeasure definition,:

=FfecHveness, and costs) are developed _n Chapters 2 and 3 of this manual. Miscellaneous
r.._,

i specifications such as titles or opHon indicators are fully described in the Nolzop User's

Guide. A number of items have been supplied with default values as indicated by the
I,t_l

i footnotes in Table 4-1.

j 4.1.2 Obtain Output Results

The main output which Noizop provides is a list of total expenditures

I recommended For each abatement measure. The amount of expenditures for each measure

_-_ depends on the total budget available. The recommended expenditures on each measure

I s are displayed as the optimization processproceeds in dlscrete steps. At each

_.r_ step the total expenditure is broken down by costs to the local government ("User Costs")

1_. and costs to the rest of society ("Total Costs"). The total budget is thus soaiety's budget,

..... nat the local governmentJs budget. The casts at each budgetary step are accompanied by

the associated Noise Impact Index (NII)_ which is a measure of the adverse effects of noise

..._ on people in the community. The Nil is decreased in an optimal fashion as more and mere

money is allocated to the countermeasures.

4-1
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Table 4-I

Summary of Input Data Required by Nolzop

Section Where input _sDiscussed

NoTzop input This Manuel Useds Guide 3

I. Whether or not an auxiliary print File is desired, and if so_ the 2.0 --
Fortran logical unit number.

2. A title For the data set. 2.0

3. A title For tbe iob description. • -- 2.0

4. Titles For sources and _nd_cators. -- 2. I

5. Array of source contribuHon indices For Ibe bese[Ine index. 2.1

6. Input Data For Community Cells.

a.(]) Disposlt_on oFecho input Feature. 2.1
b. Whether or not constant _ndlcatorsare being input. 2.1
¢. Zone number. 3.3. I 2. I
d. Cell number (including day/n_gbt indicator). 3.3. I 2. | _"
e. Cell population. 3.3.2 2.1
F. Cost to reloeale cell. 3.4.9 2.1

_'(2 Floor area of each cell. 3.3.4 2. ILower crilerlon level. 1.2. A.2.1 2.1_ 2.7
_. Land use type. 3.3.4. A.2.1 2.1

_. Ld and Ln for up to 20 sources. 2.4o 3.3.3 2.1
ko Countermeasure [ndlcators. A.2.] 2.1. 2.2

7. Count Definitions.

a. Countermeasure Title. 2.2

b. Countermeasure Type Number. A.2. I 2.2
c. AFFected Source Number(s). 2.2
d. Countermeasure Ind}color Number(s) • -- 2.2

8. Cost FuncHons For Countermeasures.

a. Title For Cost FuncHon. 2.3
b. Feasible _nge of Countc Variable. 3.4 2.3 _.
c. Intermediate Values of the Countermeasure Variable and 3.4 2.3

Corresponding Costs: .-

9. Path-gece_ver Countd Input Date2.

a. Soundproofing. '

(1) Title Forsoundproofing Input. 2.5 --
(2) Path-_ecelver count4 _ption override array 2.5
(3) Three decibel levels of soundproofing reduction and 3.4.7 2.5

associated costs per square foot (res[duntiol).
(4) Like (3) Far nonresldent[ol. 3.4.7 2.5 __

b. Barriers.

(1)(3)Disposition of nonexistent celt printout option. 2.4
(2) Title for barrier input. 2.4 -_
(3) Barrier effectiveness ralios (high and low barriers). 3.4.6 2.4
(4) Barrier number. 2.4
(5) Cost of each bigh barrier. 3.4.6 2.4
(6) Cost of each low barrier. 3.4.6 2.4
(7) Primary cell identifier (zone and number). 3.4.6 2.4
(8) Barrier attenuaHon at primary cell (high and low). 3.4°6 2.4 ....
(9) Secondary cell _denlif[e.'s. 3.4.6 2.4

(10) Barr[eroltenuoHonsatsecondaryoeHs(hlghand low). 3.4.6 2.4
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Table 4-1 (Continued)

Section Where input _sDiscussed

Nolzop Input M_nual User's Guide S

10. StaHonary Source Countermeasure input Data,

a. Tille for Countermeasure Dale. 2.6

b. Stationary Source Countermeasure Option Override Array. 2.6
_ c, Stationary Source Number. 2.6

d. Minimum Source Level ReductLan. 3,4.1 2.6
e. M_x_mum Source Level Reduction. 3.4. I 2.6
F, Cost of Minimum ReducHon. 3,4.1 2.6

='_ g. Cost of Maximum ReductLan. 3.4.1 2.6
h. Cost to Eliminate NightHme Operations. 3.4.4 2.6
i. Cost to Et[m[nate Source. 3,4.3 2.6

;_ 11!4) Modifications to ResponseFunctions.

a. C*il¢_r;on Levels.

_ (1) Land use types affected. 3,3.4, A.2.1 2.1t 2.7
(2) Which levels to be changed (upper or lower). A.2.1 2.7

: (3) CrlteHon levels day and n[ght, 1.2_ A.2.1 2,1e 2.7

b. Transfer Functions.

(I) Transfer function type number. A.2. I 2.7
r . (2) Bulge Factor. A.2.1 2.7

I_-_ 12.(4)'Data Foctorlng.
! --

_ a!5)DisposHion of cell by cell prinlout feature. 2,8
b. Data factoring title. 2,8

t_J c. Land use types for which fcJctorsapply. 2,8
P d, Zone numbers for which ratios apply. 2,8

e. Factors for source lewis. 2,8

ra 13. lnpul of User Cost Data ('*Cost to City").

o, User cost tffle. A.2.1
b. User cost froctlons for each countermeasure. 3.4_ A,2,1I ,q

!
! _ 14. Attltud[nol Adjustments for Source Levels.

_r_ a ' OisposiHon Of cell by cell output feature, A.2. II b. Source level numbers. 3.3,3_ A.2,1
t _ c. Decibel adjustment value, 3.3.3s A.2,1

f_ ]5. Base Index CafculQtion OptTan, 2.9
t _ 16. Source Ranking Calculation Option. 2, 10

.,! 17. Optimization Pro¢ocluro.
T a t_6)Dlspos;tlo n of path-rec0Tver b_eakdown output option. 2.11

I

b i(7)D_sposlt/on of statlor_ry source 0radlont calculaHon option. 2.1 I

I t at8 Total budget. 4.1.2s 4.3 2.11
i d._ )Gradient stepslz=t, A,2, I 2. I1
='_ e _9)]nlt ia I penditure rat Io, 2 • 11

f,(10)Expendilure retraction factor, A.2. I
P'= gill)Number of refinement sieges. A.2. I
I h, Starling expundltures on each ¢ounterm_a|ute. 2.11

: 18, Progmm TermlnaHon Cord, 2.12

i
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Table 4- 1 (Continued)

ExplanaHons to Footnotes

(1) Default = No Echo Input.

(2) Default Values Supplied. (See Table 1- 1)

(3) Default = Program Terminates if Barrier Defined for Nonexistent Cell. .,-

(4) No Inputs Required for this Section.

(5) Default = No Cell by Cell Output.

(6) Default = Output. i

(7) Default = Appr0xlmaHons Are Used.

(8) Default Steps|ze = 1/100 of Total Budget "-

(9) Default I_tlo = 10. _

(10) Default Retraction Factor = 1.0. _-

(11) Default Number of Refinement Stages = 0.
!
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_. Figure 4-1 briefly illustrates thls process. The initial expenditures were entered

at zero and the optimization process contlnued until the total societal budget of

$4.5 million was expended (not shown in this figure).

When the entire budget is expended, Nolzop provides a complete breakdown

of the final expenditures among the countermeasures. Therefore, to obtain a complete

breakdown of the optimized countermeasure expenditures of a local government budget,

'_ run Nolzop twice. The first tlme, increase the total budget to a value which is several

times the amount which will be budgeted by the local government for noise control.

In the example of F_gure 4-1, a $4.5 million budget is specified; the hypothetical

+ local government budget is $1.33 million.

Find the expenditure step at which the cost to the local government ("User Cost")

is approximately equal to (just less than) the amount available From local funds. Note the
L_.V

i individual costsallocated to each countermeasure and the total cost at this step. Use this

total cost to estimate the total budget for a second Noizop run. Also note the individual

! , expenditures on each of the countermeasures (the top two rows).

,_, in Figure 4-1, the user budget of $1.33 million appears between Steps 33 and 34,
J

, corresponding to total societal budgets of $3.73 mtlllon and $3.79 million, respectively.

!_! Figure 4-2 illustrates a hypothetical second Nolzep run. The initial

expenditures at the top of the figure are the same as those for Step 33 in Figure 4-1.

_'_ It was estimated that a total societal budget of $3.75 million would yield the desired
I s

local government budget of $1.33 million.

I.I

i.+ F_gure 4-2 also illustrates the refinement stage concept. When the procedure

above the continuation dots was complete (total expenditures of $3.75 million), the

,+__. expenditures on each countermeasure (one at a time) were retracted to zero and the

..... optlmlzatlon process continued From there until the $3.75 million was expended. In

,.. Figure 4-2, only the retraction of Countermeasure 2 is shown since retracting the

._ expenditures on that countermeasure yielded the lowest Nil. See Appendlx A for a

more complete discussion of this concept.

I
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At the bottom oF Figure 4-2 _sthe Final optim_zatlon step in our example.

The final user east was $1.3354 million, very close to our target of $1.33 million.

The estimate of $3.75 million total budget was a good one.

The "final expenditures" shown in the final step of Figure 4-2 ore repeated

and summarized in Figure 4-3. This Noizop output page presents the flnal results of"

the opHm_zation process.

The "final countermeasure variables" _ndlcate the extent to which each of the

countermeasures should be implemented. The countermeasure varlables are computed

directly from the Final expenditures using the cost functions that were defined. The

countermeasure variables are either a decibel reduction or a Fraction ranging between

0. and 1. that indicates the portion of a source population rece_vlng a Fixed decibel

reduction treatment.

Not shown in Figure 4-3 is some additional results which Noizop presents,

such as which barrlers were selected to be bullt and which areas of the city shou)d

have buildlng insulation.

A more complete discussion on how to interpret the Nolzop output is included .-.

in the Nolzop Useds Guide.

4.2 E.valuate Output Results

At thls point, the recommended expenditures and associated degree oF _,

_mplementaHon far each abatement measure should be checked to determine whether,

in Fact, they are feasible and practical. If the development of the cost functions .._

described in Section 3.4 was performed with reasonable consideration For practical .

application, then the results should be readily applicable to a real-world noise control -_

program. However, any addfflonal political, sac;of, or legal feas_bilffy constralnts

not foreseen earlier should be considered at this Hme. -

For instance, fundlng for bu_ldlng acousHc barriers may only be available in

$50,000 increments, or laws may require that expendffures on motor vehicles be

4-8
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distributed in a certain way. It"the expenditure recommendations cannot be adhered

tot the procedure is to adjust one or more of the expenditure constraints:

• Raise or lower spending limits on each countermeasure.

e Alter the override arrays which prohibit certain countermeasures

From being selected together (see Table 4-I, items 9a 42)and 10b).

• Add or remove countermeasures which should or should not be

consldered.

• Change the in[tial expenditures on each countermeasure.

• Mod;t"y the total bJdget.

Evaluate each oF the above alternatives, make the necessary modiFicaHons to the '=
, i

Nolzop _nput data, and operate the cost-effectlveness mode_again.

4.3 Select Final Set of Noise Abatement Measures

k,.i

AFter a set at`abatement measure exper_ditures has been selected which ore
t

acceptable and which can be implemented, ;t remains to determine the exact farm

which the measure will take. Some expenditure values will fall between values whFch _'_

were selected as potential expenditures when the cost t`unatlons were being Formulated.

For example, a regulatory level of 83 dB on trucks may have costX dollars and a level ....
c ,

of 80 dB may have cost Z dollars, but No;zop may recommend an intermediate expenditure

ot`Y dollars. In cases such as this, find theapproprlate regulatory level by "interpolating
l

between the nearest defined values.

The results of the cost-eft"ecHveness apHmlzaHon can be graphically presented

in a number of ways. Severa) alternative possibilities are illustrated in Appendix A .....

Figure 4-4 (the same as Figure A-4 ;n Appendix A) is printed directly by No;zop ;....

(the exact dollar amounts have been typed in). This histogram indicates the relative .....

recommended expendffures on each of the countermeasures for both the total socleta] end "-

user costs. "-

0
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Table 4-2 presents typical results in terms of the countermeasure variable,

indicating recommended decibel reductions, fractions of source populations receiving

fixed treatments, and dollar amounts to be spent on path-receiver countermeasures

(barriers and soundproofing).

Section A.4 in Appendix A presents a brief discussion on the application of

the procedures in this manual to a study of Allentown, Pennsylvania. This presentation

can serve to partlally illustrate the form and contents of a noise abatement measure

assessrnentreport. Each countermeasure is described and the results are shown in Table A

A-9 ind_aating the relative cost-effectlveness of each. A discussion of the results of

the computer analysis for each countermeasure follows. Figure A-16 presents a

sequential d_agrom of the effectiveness of each level of expenditure on improving the '

nolse climate of the communffy (quantified by the Noise Impact Index). This signifies "

that, after a certain point, the cost-effectlveness of each additional expenditure is '

drasHcally reduced. This result might be applied to the concept and definltion of an

"optimal total budget. "

i
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Table 4-2

Extent of Countermeasure Application to the Six Hypothetical Examples.
The Countermeasure Appllcatlon Corresponds to Total Expenditures

on Each Countermeasure as Seen hi Figures A-4 through A-7, A-10 and A-] 1

Case

I 2 3 4 5 6

Twice Removing No
Residential Community Motorcycle Path-Receiver No
Popular;on One-Half Source and Countermeasure AtHtud;nol

Coun terfneosure Baseline Density Site Countermeasure Smaller Budget Adjustments

1. Percent of Automobiles Receiving 3,5 dB Reduction" 16S_, • 19% I% 13% 0 20%

2. Percent of Automobiles Receiving 3.5 dR Reduction* 57% 57% 57% 57% 57% 57%

3. Decibel Reduction in Automobile L due to 6.2 dR 6.2 dB 6.2 dg 6.2 dB 5.9 dB 6.2 dB
Enforcement of Ordinance eq

4. DecTbe_Reduction in Motorcycle .=Lqdue to 17 dR 17 dB 17 dB '** 17 dB 17 dBEnforcement of Ordinance

5. Percentof Trucks Receiving 12 dB Engine Noise 36% 36% 36% 36% 25% 36%
Reduction

6. Percsnt of Trucks Receiving 5 dB Tire No_sa 100% 100% 100% 100% 03% IGO%
Reduction

7. Decibel Reduction tn Bus Leq 0 0 0 5.1 d9 0 0

8. Percent oFAIrcraft Receiving SAM Treatment 0 0 0 0 0 0

9. Percentof Alrcraff Rereuted 100% 100% 100% 100% 10_,6 100%

I0. PercentoF A1rcraft .Hi;htOl:_raflons Eliminated 0 0 0 0 0 0

11. Percent of Railroad Locomotives Receiving 6 dB 100% 100% lO_ 100% 100% 100%
Muffler Treatment

12. Ta_al Dollar Expendllure on Barriers and $784,000 $775,000 $791,000 $775o000 ** $773,000
Soundproofing

•Countermeasures l and 2 ore mutually exclusive (Countermeasure Type 6). Countermeasure 1 applies te new vehicles,
Countermeasure 2 applies to existing vehicles.

D*Coun_ermFJasutCl not defined,

............ i

............. l ....
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